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ABSTRACT 

Compacted days and clay-sand mixtures are being used increasingly to isolate wastes 

from the biosphere. Clay buffen are commonly used in landfills and are proposed for 

use in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal concept. This study will investigate the 

effect of high gas pressures on gas migration through compacted clay materials. 

Illite, illitdsand and bentonite specimens, 50mm in diarneter and 24mm thick, were 

tested in a gas breakthrough apparatus with a capacity of 10 MPa. The inlet pressure 

was either increased in steps or was held constant. Gas breakthrough was said to 

occur when a response was noted at the outlet side of the specimen. 

In the forty-two illitekand specimens tested with effective clay dry densities, p., ranging 

from 1.30-2.10 hAg/m3, gas breakthrough was found to be between 0.2 and 6.4 MPa. 

For most of the fifty-six increasing pressure tests on bentonite (p. = 0.61 -2 ~ ~ / r n ' )  

however, the upper capacity of the test equipment was reached before gas 

breakthrough was observed. The increased resistance to gas breakthrough is because 

of an increased proportion of bound water in bentonite which blocks al1 but the largest 

continuaus pores. Below a certain degree of saturation, no resistance to gas fiow was 

observed in either clay due to the fact that continuous gas pathways existed. This 

threshold was = 85% for illite and = 93% for bentonite. Capillary and advection theones 

were compared with the test data. The advection theones were found to provide a 

more realistic representation of the real system and an estimate of gas breakthrough 

pressure within an order of magnitude for increasing pressure tests. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Barriers which consist of days or clay-sand mixtures are becoming increasingly 

favoured as an engineering solution for the isolation of wastes from the biosphere. 

Cornpacted day bamen are commonly used as Iinen for landfills. Clay-sand bamers 

are also a part of the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal concept for the permanent 

disposal of the radioactive waste. This concept is being proposed by Atomic Energy of 

Canada Limited; it is aimed at minimizing the burden on future generations of storing 

the nuclear waste produced today. 

Engineered clay barriers cornmonly known as buffers are the focus of this research 

program. A bentonite-sand buffer has many desirable characteristics other than its low 

hydraulic conductivity. Bentonite swells significantly upon contact with water, and this 

characteristic is highly desirable for sealing any small cracks or fissures in the sub- 

grade or host rock, or any cracks which rnay develop in the buffer itself. Other 

desirable properties of the buffer include its low diffusion coefficient, and its tendency 

to increase the pH of the water in contact with it, thus inhibiting corrosion of metals. 

Buffer also has the capability to sorb radionuclides which rnight migrate frorn a 

container of radioactive waste. 

In recent years, several researchers (Jeffries, 1991, Grogan etal. 1992, Wikramaratna 

etai. 1993, Agg etal. 1996) have predicted that high gas pressures may develop 

through biological or chernical reactions within a nucfear waste disposal repository, 

significantly affecting flow of water and gas from i t  Gases may also build up within 



landfills, especially if there is an inadequate gas-release system. Studies have already 

been conducted on the hydraulic conductivity of bentonite and illite (Dixon, 1995) and 

on their diffusion coefficients (Cheung, 1989). However, the effect of increased gas 

pressures in ciay buffers which could potentially damage the structure of the buffer and 

increase contaminant migration rates, is relatively unknown. 

1 .l. CANADIAN NUCLEAR FUEL WASTE DISPOSAL CONCEPT 

Compacted clay buffers are ernployed in the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal 

concept. The concept wnsists of placing the nuclear fuel waste within a repository 

located in a deep geological formation, 500-1000rn below the ground surface. Spent 

fuel bundles will be surrounded by a number of bamers which will retard the travel of 

radioactive substances to the biosphere. Since the radioactivity of the spent fuel will 

decrease with time, a low rate of flow from the repository to the biosphere is desirable. 

A schematic diagram of the Canadian nuclear fuel waste repository concept is shown in 

Figure 1.1. The most Iikely path by which radioactive isotopes wuld travel to the 

biosphere would be through contamination of groundwater. The bamers between the 

spent fuel bundle and the biosphere are as follows, (in order of increasing distance 

from the fuel bundle): 

container - the spent fuel bundles will be placed inside a corrosion-resistant 

titanium or copper container which would be designed to last at least 500 

years 
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buffer - a 50% Avonlea bentonite, 50% fractionated silica sand mixture will 

surround the container. lts low hydraulic conductivity M'Il resist the 

movement of contaminated groundwater in the event that there was a breach 

in the container. 

backfills - backfills will be used to fiIl the emplacement rooms, tunnels, and 

shafts needed for the construction of the repository The backfills will have 

characteristics similar to those of the buffer material. 

host rock - the plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield will isolate the waste 

from the surface, and will limit the effects of natuml forces and human activity 

1.2. GAS GENERATiON 

Gas will be produced within any sealed waste containment site. In landfills, 

decomposition of the organic fraction of the waste will produce quantities of gas larger 

than can be dissipated by diffusion. Since the landfill will be an anaerobic environment, 

the primary gases generated will be methane (CHs) and carbon dioxide (CO2) 

(Tchobanoglous et al., 1993). 

Within a nuclear waste disposai repository, there will be a number of different 

rnechanisms for the generation of gas. The controlling mechanisms depend upon time 

from emplacement. Gas can be generated in the repository upon biological 

degradation of organic materials, corrosion of met& left in the repository after 

construction, and by radiolysis (Agg etal. 1996). For example, under the aerobic 
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conditions irnrnediately following baddilling within a repository, carbon dioxide (COI) will 

f o n  as a product of biological degradation of organics and will fom the rnajority of gas 

in the repository (Grogan et.al.1992). It is estimated that it will take 8 to 300 years for 

al1 available oxygen to be spent (Johnson etal. 1994a). After this, anaerobic conditions 

will occur and methane and carbon dioxide will be the principal gases fonned. 

Anaerobic corrosion of metals will pmduce hydrogen gas (Hz). In the short term. 

corrosion of ferrous concrete reinforcing bars and rock bolts will occur, and in the Iong 

terni the canister itself will corrode. A review of the chernical reactions which produce 

these gases may be found in Jeffries (1991). 

It is difficult to predict the amounts of gas that will be produced within a waste disposa1 

repository. Since the repository will be sealed, any gas generation in excess of the 

small quantity that will be dissipated (through diffusion) will cause gas pressures to 

increase. This will likely be the case with the Canadian nuclear fuel waste disposal 

concept (Johnson et al. 1994a). For exarnple, the oxidation of one kilogram of a 

ferrous metal will produce 580 litres of hydrogen gas at STP. This can cfearly cause 

increases in pressure within the repository. 

1.2.1. Consequences of gas generation 

This thesis will study the effect of increased gas pressures on gas and water flow 

through compacted day buffers. A bentonite-sand buffer is often chosen because it 

limits flow both by advection in response to a hydraulic gradient (as evidenced by its 

low hydraulic conducüvity) and by diffusion in response to a concentration gradient (as 

evidenced by a low diffusion coefficient). lncreased gas pressures will likely increase 
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hydraulic gradients and cause other flow mechanisms such as two-phase flow to occur. 

In two-phase flow, a buffsr would be de-saturated by gases penetrating the pores and 

pushing the water out. Once a continuous pore from one side of the buffer to the other 

is established, it will provide a pathway for the flow of hazardous fluids. lncreased gas 

pressures may also dilate existing pores or shear previously bound water, allowing 

greater rates of flow. Alternatively, high gas pressures rnay fracture the buffer and 

create completely new flow paths. 

Some researchers (for example Grogan etal. 1992) have suggested that venting of the 

excess gas pressure (as is done in some landfills) would alleviate the problems 

mentioned earlier for nuclear waste disposa1 repositories. If the container had already 

been breached however, the gases could become radioactive. A venting facility would 

also need to be staffed and maintained, putting a burden on future generations. 

Another difficulty that could result is fire or explosion in the venting facility (or in the 

repository) due to the highly flammable and explosive methane and hydrogen gases. 

Jeffries et al. (1991) and Grogan et al. (1992) both present detailed discussions of the 

fire and explosion hazards of gases generated in a repository and associated venting 

facilities. 

The research program that forrns the basis of this thesis report builds upon the work of 

Kirkham (1995) who perfomed gas breakthrough tests on illite. Work done in 

collaboration with Hume (1998) is also included in the report. The research program 
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investigated the effects of type of clay, sand content. pore fiuid, and test duration on 

the gas breakthrough properties of compacted clay materials. 

Ths literature review, Chapter 2, presents the current state of knowledge in the relevant 

areas of day minerals and structure. fiow phenornena in porous media, and gas 

migration research. Developrnent of the research program and the sape  of research 

are discussed in Chapter 3. A description of the test apparatus and procedures follows 

in Chapter 4. The test results are then presented in Chapter 5 and discussed in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 7 details conclusions that have been drawn from the research 

program and provides recummendations for future research. 



2.1. INTRODUCTION 

An understanding of the factors which affect gas flow in day materials fomed the 

foundation on which this research program was built. A review of pertinent literature is 

presented in this chapter. The review commences with a discussion of day mineralogy 

and structure, specifically focusing on illite and bentonite, the clays which were used in 

this research program. The effect of the clay mineralogy and structure on fi ow of both 

water and gas in clay materials is then discussed. The final section of this chapter 

consists of a review of similar gas migration studies in clay matenals by other 

researchers. 

2.2. CLAY MINERALOGY 

2.2.1. Clay minerals 

There are two different usages of the word "clay". The first usage of "clay" refers to the 

size of a particle. By convention, any particle which has less than 2 pn equivalent 

diameter is referred to as a clay sized particle. This definition does not require that the 

composition of the particle be of any specific mineralogid species although a large 

proportion of clay sized particles are clay minerals (Bohn et al., 1985). In the second 

usage, the term 'day mineral' is used to describe phyllosiIicates, or layer silicates, 

which are a specific group of minerals. These may or rnay not be larger Vian 2 pn in 

equivalent diameter. 
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All day minerals are made up of two types of structural units: tetrahedral sheets, and 

octahedral sheets. The following section is a brief surnmary of extended descriptions 

given for example, by Yong et al. (1992), and Mitchell (1976). 

Tetrahedral sheets consist of silica tetrahedrons. In a silica tetrahedron, shown 

schematically in Figure 2.1, each silicun atom is covalently bonded to four oxygen 

atorns. In a tetrahedral sheet, three of the four oxygens are shared with neighboring 

silicon atoms, foming a hexagonal net (Mitchell, 1976). The three oxygen atoms which 

are shared form the basal plane. The one oxygen atom in a silica tetrahedron which is 

not shared with neighboring tetrahedrons is referred to as the apical atom. The 

structural unit of a tetrahedral sheet is (Si4 o ,~)~.  It may repeat indefinitely in two 

dimensions. 

Octahedral sheets are made up of octahedrons, as shown schematically in Figure 2.2. 

In an alumina or magnesia octahedron, cations (commonly  AI^' or ~ g " )  are in 

octahedral coordination with hydroxyl anions (Bohn, et al., 1985). Octahedral sheets 

can be split into two categorïes; dioctahedral and trioctahedral. In a dioctahedral sheet, 

a trivalent cation, such as alurninum occupies only two of the three possible cation 

positions within the sheet. In a trioctahedral sheet, a divalent cation such as 

magnesium rnust occupy al1 three cation positions within the sheet. 

Clay layers are wmposed of multiple sheets, and can corne in a number of different 

configurations. Within a layer, tetrahedral and octahedral sheets are bonded together 

by sharing the apical oxygen atoms of the tetrahedral sheet A 1 :l layer silicate 
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consists of one tetrahedral sheet and one octahedral sheet, An example of a 13 layer 

silicate is kaolinite, shown in Figure 2.3. All the days which will be discussed in this 

study are 2:l layer silicates, in which an octahedral sheet is sandwiched behrveen two 

tetrahedral sheets. Examples of 2:l layer silicates are montmoriIlonite, illite (also 

referred to as hydrous mica), and vermicufite (Figure 2.3). 

When a mineral is formed, certain cations are sometimes replaced by other cations of 

similar size but different valence. This replacement of cations is referred to as 

isomorphous substitution. For example, in a tetrahedral sheet, aluminurn (3+) 

sometimes replaces silicon (4+). This gives the mineral a positive charge deficit, or a 

net negative charge. Isomorphous substitution c m  similarly happen in odahedral 

sheets. For example, in montmorillonite (a member of the smectite group), some of the 

aluminum atoms (3+) in the octahedral sheet are replaced by magnesium (2+). The 

result is again a net negative charge. 

The layerç descnbed in previous paragraphs bond together to form clay mineral 

particles. The different types of 2:l layer silicates differ mainly in the way the layers are 

held together (Mitchell, 1976, Craig, 1992). To satisfy the net negative charge created 

by isomorphous substitution, cations are attracted to the clay particles. The adsorbed 

cations are often held between the phyllosilicate layers by ionic bonds and in this way, 

help to bond the Iayers together. 

The layer charge is defined as the amount of negative charge arising from isornorphous 

substitution which must be balanced by extemal cations, per structural unit. The 
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greater the layer charge, the stronger the ionic bond with the other layers will be (Bohn, 

etal., 1985). In micas, the layer charge is quite high and cations between the layers 

are held ver- tightiy. In contrast, smectites which have a Iow layer charge are weakly 

bonded to other layers. The layers are so weakly bonded that water (a polar molecule), 

can enter in between the layers and cause the clay to expand (or swell) under low 

applied stress levels. Electrochemical equilibrium is maintained in an expanding 

mineral. 

The type of bonding between the layers of a clay can dictate its physical and chemical 

properties (Bohn, etal., 1985). For example, the surface area of a clay affects many of 

its reactive properües. If the bonding between layers of a clay is very strong, the clay 

will fom large uystals composed of rnany iayers which will withstand considerable 

stresses. As a result, a clay with strong inter-layer bonds will have low specific surface 

area. if the bonding between layers is weak, however, the clay will fracture between 

the layers and will f o m  many small flakes. This results in a very large specific surface 

area. 

Mite is a 2:l layer silicate which is also referred ta as hydrous mica since it is a 

variation of the ideal mica structure. It has less interlayer fixed potassium ions and 

more stmctured water than a real mica (McBride, 1994). In illite, isomorphous 

substitution replaces one quarter of the silicon atoms in the tetrahedral sheets with 

aluminum. Potassium in the interlayer space satisfies the resulting positive charge 

deficit, as shown in Figure 2.3. The potassium ions are referred to as YÎxedn because 
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they fit very tightly into the ditrigonal cavity which occun between the basal oxygens of 

the tetrahedral sheet and are therefore unlikely to be replaced. The fixed potassium 

ions prevent water from getting into the inter-layer space and therefore restrict sweliing 

of this type of clay. lllite has a relatively low specific surface area of 70 - 120 x l d  m2/kg 

(McBride, 1994). 

Montmorillonite is the main component of the natural bentonite rnaterial which was used 

in this research program. Montmorillonite is a 2:1 layer silicate which has isomorphous 

substitution predominantly in the octahedral sheet, as shown in Figure 2.3. In some 

montmorillonites, there is also some substitution of aluminum for silicon in the 

tetrahedral sheet. Since montmorillonite has a relatively low layer charge which occurs 

predominantly in the octahedral sheet, the layers are not tightly bound together by 

cations as in illite, and are much more Iikely to let water into the intedayer space. 

Swelling and shrinking properties exhibited by montmorillonite are a result of the water 

being able to occupy the interlayer space. Montmorillonite has a specific surface area 

of 600 - 800 XI o3 m'kg, due to the f a d  that the layers are not as tightly bound together 

as in illite and so the interiayer space is accessible surface area. 

2.2.2. Clay - water interaction 

2.2.2.1. Ditfuse double layer models 

In the pore fluid of a clay soil, cations are attracted to the negatively charged clay 

particles and tend to concentrate there. This concentration of cations at the surface of 
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the day partide causes a concentration gradient, with the cation concentration away 

from the partide being lower than the average for the pore water. The cations will tend 

to diffuse away as a result of mis concentration gradient van Olphen (1963) describes 

this situation as being analogous to the Earth's atmosphere, where the gas molecules 

are attracted by the gravity of the earth but tend ta diffuse away due ta the low 

concentration of gases in the upper atrnosphere. The two opposing forces will 

eventually result in an equilibrium where the concentration is quite high at the earth's 

surface (or at the surface of a clay partide) and decreases gradually with increasing 

distance. 

Diffuse double layer (DDL) rnodels are used to describe the concentration of cations 

near the surface of negatively charged clay particles. There are two components of the 

DDL. The first cornponent is a dense layer of cations at the partide surface which is 

called the eleçtn'c double layer (EDL). The second component is the diffuse ion layer 

(DL) where the ions gradually deuease in concentration with increasing distance from 

the clay particle. 

The most common of the DDL models is the Gouy-Chapman model (Mitchell, 1976, van 

Olphen, 1963). The formula for calculating the thickness of the DDL (x), developed by 

Gouy and Chapman, is shown below. 



Where: D = dielelctric constant 

k = Boltzman constant (1 -38x1 0-l6 erg10 

T = temperature (%) 

no = number of ions per unit volume 

e = unit electron charge (16x10-~~ coulomb) 

v = valence of ions 

A thorough discussion of the theory behind the Gouy-Chapman model is given in van 

Olphen (1963) and Mitchell (1976). 

Equation [2.1] shows that the thickness, x, of the DDL: 

becomes larger as the diele&c constant, D increases 

becomes larger as the temperature, T, increases 

becomes smaller as concentration, no, increases 

becomes smaller as valence, v, increases 

Several assumptions have been made in the Gouy-Chapman model which limit its 

actual representation of the real system. The assumptions are as follows (Mitchell, 

1 976). 

1. tons are treated as point charges with no size. 

2. The clay particle has a uniform charge distribution on its surface. 

3. The clay particle surface is a plate which is large in cornpanson to the 

thickness of the double layer. 

4. The dielectn'c constant, Dl is independent of position. 



5. Plates are oriented in a parallel arrangement. 

Stem presented a modification to the Gouy-Chapman mode1 which addresses the 

pmblem of impossibly high cation concentrations at the clay particle surface (McBride, 

1994). The differences between the two models are presented in Figure 2.4. The 

Gouy-Chapman model, as rnentioned above, considers the ions as point charges with 

no size. In the Stem model, the concentration of cations at the particle surface is 

regulated by their size, or more simply, how rnany couid 'fit' on the particle surface. 

This modification of the EDL is now referred to as the Stem layer. It can be seen on 

Figure 2.4 that with the Stem layer, the concentration of cations at the clay particle 

surface is much less than that predicted by the Gouy-Chapman model. 

A modified diffuse double layer is presented by Yong, et al. (1992) in order to describe 

the interactions in a clay-water-ion system. In this model, the Stem layer is explained 

more fully by suggesting two possible arrangements of cations at the clay partide 

surface. The first possible arrangement is shown in Figure 2.5a, in which the hydrated 

cations interact with the clay particle through a layer of water molecules. The second 

configuration is s h o w  in Figure 2.5b, where partially hydrated cations are in direct 

contact with the clay surface. Yong et al. (1992) state that the hnro configurations are 

not mutually exclusive and both conditions can occur at the same time at different 

locations. Bath configurations will have diffuse swarms of hydrated ion clusters which 

extend outwards from the clay surface and decrease in concentration with distance 

(Dixon, 1995). Another similar model has also been developed by Güven (1992). 
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Water which is so strongly bound that it is not available for fiow is geneally considered 

to consist of the first layer of hydrated cations, which is approximately 0.1 - 0.4 nm thick 

(Yong and Warkentin, 1975). This bound water has been descfibed by Dixon (1 992) as 

a "non-porous solid". with respect to water flow. The effects of the DDL on the 

behaviour of water can extend up to 15 water layers (3.75 nm) from the particle surface 

in highly active clay particles such as bentonite (Yong et al., 1992). 

Some researchers have found the DDL theory to Iess than fully explain the behaviour 

of montmorillonite-rich soils (Gens and Alonso, 1992). Pusch (1 982), for example, 

found for sodium bentonites at high densities, that DDL theory did not adequately 

describe his experimental findings. He attributed the difference between his 

observations and the DDL calculations ta the fact that at high densities, the DDL's do 

not have room to fufly develop within the pores. 

2.2.3. Soil fabric and pore structure 

2.2.3. i. Soi/ Fabric 

The structure of the laye= of clay minerals was discussed in Section 2.2.1. These 

layers are the building blocks of the soi1 fabric. The structure of a soi1 fabric is 

commonly divided into four different levels. The first level is referred to as a 'domain'. 

A 'domain' (also referred to as a lamella by Güven, 1992) is cornprised of several 

stacked layen and is generally 10x1 o4 m (0.01 mm) thick, (Kirkham, 1995). A 'clustet 

is fonned when seveal domains conglomerate. A 'clustef is about 100x1 0% (O. 1 mm) 

in size. A 'ped' is a group of several clusten and is about 1000x l0~ (lmm) in size. 
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The largest structural Ievel is referred to as an 'aggregate'. It consists of a group of 

peds which is up to 10 000x1 Cl4 (1 Qmm) in size. 

2.2.3.2. Pore srie distribution 

All structure levels of the soil fabnc affect the pore-size distribution (PSD) of a soil. The 

pores which exist between the peds or aggregates of a compacted soi1 are referred to 

as 'macropores" (Yong etai.,1992), 'interaggregate pores" (GÜven.1992 , Gens and 

Alonso, 1992) or as "inter-ped" pores, which will be used hereafier. The pores which 

exist within the peds themselves on the cluster and domain Ievels are referred to as 

micropores (Yong etal., 1 gSZ), intraaggregate pores (Güven ,1992, Gens and Alonso, 

1992) or intra-ped pores. 

In a compacted clay, the water content of the soi1 at the time of compaction w.11 greatly 

affect the size and quantity of the inter-ped pores (Garcia-Bengochea et al., 1979, 

Barden and Sides, 1970). When a soi1 is compacted, the ability of the peds and 

aggregates to resist the compaction forces becomes very important to the PSD of the 

soi1 after it is compacted. For example, in a soi1 which is dner than the optimum water 

content, the peds are quite strong and will be able to resist compaction pressures. (The 

optimum water content is defined as the water content at which the greatest dry density 

c m  be achieved for a given compacüve effort. commonly detemined as a result of the 

Modified Proctor compaction test). In soils with a water content below optimum, the 

resistance to compaction pressures will result in a network of pores between the peds. 

(These were previously referred to as inter-ped pores). In a soi1 which is on the wet 

side of the optimum water content, the peds will be soft and will not have much 
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resistance to the compaction forces. In these wet soils, the peds will deform easily and 

fiIl many of the inter-ped pores. 

The water content of the soi1 at the time of compaction affects the intra-ped pores and 

controls soi1 suctions. The effects of compaction forces are concentrated on inter-ped 

pores (Wan, 1996, Delage and Graham, 1996). Within the peds, the intra-ped pores 

between domains and dusters are only slightly affected, if at all, by the compaction 

forces. 

2.2.3.3. Effects of pore structure on flow phenornena 

For a liquid or gas to be able to flow through a soil, the soi1 rnust have pores, and these 

pores rnust be cunnected to each other. The porosity, n, of a soi1 is defined as the ratio 

of the volume of voids in a soi1 to the total volume (Ctaig, 1992). A soii with a high 

porosity will have more pores, and generally, larger pores than a soil with a Iow 

porosity. ln order for flow to occur however, the pores rnust be interconnected. 

Effective porosity (nd) represents the portion of the total porosity that exists in 

interconneded pores which contribute to mass flow (Dixon, et.al 1985). Within the 

pores that rnake up the effective porosity of the soil, there is frequently a portion of the 

water which is bound to the soi1 particles and is not available for flow. The water not 

available for flow is within the DDL and is referred to as stnictured water (discussed in 

Section 2.2.2.1). The pore space which is available for fiow is referred to as 'free pore 

space'. The free pore space can be occupied by water or a combination of water and 

gas, depending on whether the soi1 is saturated or unsaturated. Since flow phenornena 



occur almost entirely within the free pore space, the tem 'pore space' will be used 

hereafter to mean 'free pore space'. 

A statistical network model has been used by Ruth (1995) to represent the pore 

structure of a porous medium. The network consists of two types of pores, tubes and 

vugs. The vugs represent the large pores and account for most of the porosity of the 

soil. These large pores represent the inter-ped and inter-aggregate pores. The tubes 

represent the pore throats or microtubes in between the vugs and they restrict the flow 

through the soil. The tubes represent the pores which occur between two peds when 

they are directly touching. The tubes control the flow in a soil, since they create a 

"bottleneckn effect. 

2.3. MERCURY INTRUSION POROSIMETRY 

One rnethod of obtaining the PSD of a soi1 that has been used by many researchers 

(Diamond, l971, Delage and Lefebvre, 1984, Juang and Holtz, 1986, Wan, 1996) is 

Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry (MIP) testing. The principle behind the test is that a non- 

wetting fluid (a fiuid for which the contact angle is greater than 90° for the solid in 

question) will not intfude the pores of that solid until an extemal pressure is applied 

(Diamond, 1970). The pressure required to intrude the fiuid into the soi] is related to 

the size of the pores by the Washburn equation: 

Where: P = pressure 



Ts = surface tension of the liquid (mercury) 

8 = contact angle of the liquid with the solid 

d = diameter of the pore 

In a M I P  test, the chamber which holds the specirnen is filled with mercury. The 

charnber is then pressurized to a selected pressure and held at that pressure while the 

specimen is intnided by mercury. When intrusion stops, this indicates that al1 of the 

pores which are large enough to be intnided at this pressure increment have been 

filled. A reading of the volume of mercury intnided is then taken. The pressure is then 

increased incrementally. and the volume of mercury intnided at each step is recorded. 

These data are then converted into a pore size distribution using equation [2.2]. 

2.3.1. Limitations of mercury intrusion porosimetry testing 

While MIP testing c m  be a powerful tool for the investigation of the pore size 

distribution of a compacted clay soil, there are certain limitations of the test which 

should be noted. Diamond (1970) presents the following list of limitations of the test. 

a) The soi1 must be completely dry. 

b) Pores which are not accessible from the exterior of the specimen MI1 not be 

included in the rneasurements. 

c) Pores which have entryways that are of a smaller diarneter will only be 

intnided when the pressure becornes high enough to intrude the entryway. 

The pore size distribution obtained from the test w.11 allocate the whole 

volume of such a pore under the diarneter of the small entryway. 
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d) The smallest pore size rneasured is regulated by the type of testing 

equipment. Depending on the type of soi1 and type of testing apparatus, the 

entire volume of pores of a given specimen may not be intruded. 

e) Specimen preparation may alter the PSD. 

A method used to obtain a clearer understanding of the effect of pores with restricted 

entryways (limitation c), above) was presented by Delage, et al. (1984). The rnethod 

consists of reieasing the pressure after the porosimetry test, allowing some of the 

mercury to corne out of the specimen. There will always be some mercury which does 

not corne out of the specimen since it is trapped by constncted entryways or 

"bottlenecks*. The specimen is then re-intruded and the new intrusion curve represents 

the free porosity only. 

There are other limitations which were not presented by Diamond (1970) in the above 

list Since the specimen must be dried before testing, this should be done with some 

care. Some clays can shn'nk significantly upon oven drying. Wan (1996) placed 

campacted clay specimens in a desiccator in dose proximity to sulfuric acid which was 

used as a desiccant to dry the matenal. This desiccant reduced the amount of 

shnnkage upon drying as curnpared with other methods such as oven drying. Other 

methods such as accelerated freeze diying can also be used in an attempt to reduce 

shtinkage and the undesirable cracking which might occur. Care is also taken to avoid 

testing of specimens which have developed fissures during drying, since they will 

produce inaccurate results. 
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Results obtained from a MIP test are in ternis of total porosity. Since the specimen is 

completely dry at the beginning of the test, there is no way to differenüate between 

porosity that was fomerly occupied by stnictured water and that occupied by free 

water. This fact must be taken into account when interpreting M!P test results. 

2.4. FLOW PHENOMENA 

Capillarîty is the tendency of a fluid to rise when it cornes into contact with a solid 

surface. Associated with capillanty is the development of water pressure lower than 

atrnospheric. This is referred to as matric suction by members of the geotechnical 

engineering community. Surface tension of a liquid is the force that causes the 

observed capillary action. Molecules in a liquid which are dose to the surface have a 

greater attraction for one another than do molecules which are below the surface 

(Roberson etal., 1990). This attraction of molecules for one another at the surface of a 

fiuid produces a surface which is Iike a stretched membrane. This membrane is in 

tension and exerts forces on objects which are in contact with it. In an air-water system 

at room temperature, the surface tension of water, Ts, is 0.073 Nlm. 

When a capillary tube with a small diameter is inserted into a water bath, the water 

molecules are attracted to the glass tube and the water surface cuwes upward around 

the inner circumference of the tube. The angle at which the water surface intersects 

the glass tube, 8, is taken to be zero for most applications (Fredlund, 1993). The 

resulting upward force causes the water to rise in the tube. The capillary pressure 

which is exerted on the water in the tube is given by the following equation: 



where: Pc = capillary pressure 

Ts = surface tension 

r = radius of the tube. 

2.4.2. Permeability and hydraulic conductivity 

The hydraulic conducüvity of a sail is defined as its ability to conduct a fluid (Craig, 

1992). Darcy's law states that there is a direct relationship between the flow velocity 

through a soi1 and the hydraulic gradient acting on it, as shown in the following 

equation: 

Where: q = flow per unit time 

A = cross sectional area 

K = hydraulic conductivity (distance per unit time) 

ih = hydraulic gradient. 

The permeability, k. (or intrinsic permeability) is a funcüon of the pore geornetry alone 

where the hydraulic conductivity in the above equation, K, is a function of both the 
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pores and the pore fiuid. The relationship between hydraulic conductivity, which takes 

into accuunt the characteristics of the pore Ruid, and pemeability is show in the 

equation below (Freeze and Cheny, 1979). 

Where: K = hydraulic conductivity (m/s) 

k = pemeability (m2) 

p = dynamic viscosity of the pore flüid(kg/rn's) 

p = density of the pore fluid(kg/ml) 

g = gravitational acceleration (rn/s2) 

Darcy's law was derived from an empirical relationship discovered for the flow of water 

in sand and gravel. The hydraulic conductivity. K. varies over many orders of 

magnitude for different soils, from 10-~ metres per second for sandy soi1 to 1 0-13 for 

unfissured clays. Darcy's law has been proven to have limitations, espeually in dense 

clays. 

There are upper and lower Iimits for which Darcy's law can be used. The law implies 

that there will be a linear relationship between the hydrauIic gradient and the rate of 

flow. However, there is only a certain range for which this Iinear relationship will occur. 

Above and below this range the relationship between hydraulic gradient and flow rate 

bewmes non-linear. Since Darcy's law assumes larninar flow, the upper Iirnit of validity 

for the law is generally considered to be the ttireshold between laminar and turbulent 
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flow. Ruth (1995) states that the upper limit is not due to tnie turbulence since the 

Reynolds numbers observed are not high enough for a tme transition ta turbulent flow. 

He states that the non-linearity is actually due to laminar inertial effects caused by the 

tortuous path of the flow. This laminar inertial effect is called the Forchheirner effect. 

Tortuosity,(.r), is a measure of how distorted the path of the ffuid is. Tortuosity is 

defined as the actual distance which a fluid must pass through on a microswpic level 

per unit of linear displacement on a macroscopic level. 

T=L,,/L 12-61 

where: T = tortuosity 

L,, = effective length (length of actual flow path) 

L = length of specimen 

These distortions in the flow path cause laminar inertial effects. When flow in a pipe 

enwunters a bend, the flow has a tendency to want to rernain traveling in the same 

direction (this phenomenon is called inertia). As a result of the opposing forces of the 

bend in the pipe and inertia, semndary fiow patterns are fonned. These semndary 

flow patterns eventually dissipate due to viscosity but they also cause energy losses in 

the system (Ruth, 1995). These energy losses contribute to the non-linearity of the 

system. 

The lower limit of Darcy's Iaw is generally wnsidered to be the point at which other 

effects or coupled fiow processes bewme significant in cornparison with the effect of 

hydraulic gradient (Dixon, 1995). Forces such as diffusion and osmosis can becorne 

significant in systerns where the hydraulic gradient is very low (Dixon, 1995). 



The starting point for most theoretical models for water flow through soils used today is 

the Poiseulle equation (Mitchell, 1976). Dixon (7995) has found that the Poiseulle 

equation predicts relatively accurately water flow within well characterized bentonite 

clay and bentonite-sand mixtures (with at least 25% bentonite content). The equation 

gives an average flow velocity for flow through a round capillary within the soil. It can 

be expressed: 

2 - ywr 
"we - - 

8rl 
ih [2-7l 

where: v, = average velocity (within a pore, microscopically) 

y,,, = unit weight of water 

r = capillary radius 

q = viscosity 

ih = hydraulic gradient 

In equation L2.71, the smaller the capillary radius (analogous to the pore radius in a 

soil), the lower the velocity of flow through a soil. In the case of a soi1 with a large DDL. 

the radius term, r, would represent only the radius of the portion of the pore which 

consists of free water. As a result of this reduction in pore radius, the velocity would 

decrease. 
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The Kozeny-Carman equation is a combination of the Poiseulle equation and Darcy's 

Law. It builds upon the Poisuelle equation, and factors sud i  as the shape factor, Cs. 

and torhiosity, r, are introduced in an attempt to better model the actual system. 

The starüng point for the derivation of the Kozeny-Caman equation is the simple fiow 

equation: 

where: v = supemcial velocity (as observed extemally) 

V = volume. 

or on a microscopie level: 

A,, = effective area, 

V, = volume of voids. 

Using [2.8] and [2.9] and solving for v, gives: 

vVL, 
v,, = - p i 0 1  

'4'- 

Using the definitions of porosity, n = VJV and tortuosity, equation [2.6], s = lJL gives: 

If the surface area is defined as, ST = surface area/m3 of soil, then: 
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Then substituting equations [2.11] and [2.12] into the Poiseulle equation. [2.71. and 

adding a shape factor Cs. to account for the pore shape m i n  a day gives: 

If the effective length. L,, is then used to desuibe the hydraulic gradient. then the 

tortuosity must be squared, and the equation becomes: 

Substituthg Darcy's Law. equation [2.4] (v=l<i), into 12-14] gives, 

which is a f om of the Kozeny-Carman equation. 

Formulas for the flow of water within day specirnens, if altered, can be used ta mode1 

gas flow. Gas breakthrough is assumed to occur in a saturated specimen when gas 

pressure pushes water out of a wntinuous pore (or desaturates it). The time for pores 

to de-saturate under an applied pressure gradient can be found from the fi ow equations 

discussed above. Hume (1 998) found that in constant pressure gas breakthrough tests 

on lOOOJo bentonite, the Kozeny-Camiao equation could be used to predict the time of 

gas breakthroug h. 

2.4.3. Diffusion 

Flow of ions or molecules as a consequence of a concentration gradient is called 

diffusion. Diffusion can be a significant factor in dense clays where flow induced by a 
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hydraulic gradient is very low (Dixon, 1995). In very dense specirnens or at low 

pressure gradients in long tests, diffusion of gas through pore water could be the 

predominant mechanism for gas fiow. In the pore space of a soil, cations can diffuse 

through bath the stmctured water and the free water although the diffusion rates will be 

slower in the structured water (Cheung, 1989b). Anions will diffuse only through the 

free water due to the fact that they are repelled from the surfaces of the negatively- 

charged clay partides where the structureci water exists. 

In a soii-water system, diffusion depends on many factors other than the prirnary 

mechanism of rnolecular diffusion in the water. Diffusion in a soi1 also depends on 

physicochemical processes Iike sorption, ion exchange, precipitation, and on properties 

of the soi1 itself Iike pore structure and tortuosity (Cheung, 1989). Fick's second law, 

s h o w  below, is generally used to detennine diffusion coefficients. 

Where: C = concentration 

O = diffusion coefficient 

t = u'me. 

Equation [2.16] is valid for a porous medium which is homogeneous, isotropie, 

isothermal, and has a continuous distribution of diffusion paths (Cheung, 1989). Due to 

the fact that the diffusion coefficient is affected by many different characteristics of the 
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soil-water system, the rnolecular diffusion coefficient measured from the tests is not a 

pure molecular diffusion coefficient in solution (Cheung, 1989). Therefore, the diffusion 

coefficient obtained from the tests is called the apparent diffusion coeffcient, DA. 

In a repository environment, where gas generation rates will be slow, diffusion will likely 

becorne an important mechanism for gas transport. However, for the experiments 

canied out for studies described here, the pressure gradients are so large, and the test 

tirnes for the gas breakthrough tests are generally short enough that diffusion was 

assurned to be negligible. 

2.4.4. Flow in soils with non-polar pore fluids 

The foregoing descrÏptions of flow in soils have been made assuming water as the pore 

fluid. In this section pore fluids other than water, specifically non-polar pore fluids, will 

be discussed. The study of soils with non-polar pore fluids in the engineering literature 

has arisen from the use of clays with low pemeability such as bentonite to isolate 

wastes. In engineered bamers such as bentonite landfill liners, contamination with non- 

polar hydrocarbons could significantly increase the hydraulic conductivity of the liner 

and lead to unacceptable amounts of leakage. It is unlikely that the buffer used in a 

nuclear waste repository would be contaminated by hydrocarbons. It is useful, 

however, to use the study of non-polar fluids to gain insight on the effect of the DDL on 

fIow within soil. 

Mesri and Olson (1971) studied illite and smectite that were saturated with a non-polar 

fluid (benzene). For a smectite with a void ratio of 2, a water saturated specimen had a 
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hydraulic conductivity, K. of = 1 O-" crdsec, whereas a specirnen saturated with 

benzene had a K = IO-' cmlsec. The effect of the non-polar pore fluid was a little 

smaller for illite where the hydraulic conductivity (at a void ratio of 2) was = 10" cm/sec 

when saturated with water. and =IO-' cmlsec wheo saturated with benzene. Mesri and 

Olson attribute the increase in hydraulic conductivity in both soils to the fact that non- 

polar fiuids do not f o m  DDL's, and therefore there was no bound water restncting the 

flow paths. The researchers further explain that with the small particles and small 

pores of a smectite day, the DDL in a water-saturated specimen will take up almost al1 

of the pore space resulting in a very low permeability. In an illitic clay, the pores are 

larger and in a water-saturated specimen the DDL will not fiil the pores, so a larger 

proportion of the pore space will still be available for flow. The fact that clay particles in 

the domains will be more randomly arranged when a clay is saturated with a non-polar 

fluid is also presented as a cause of the increased pemeability in these clays. The 

different viscosities of the fluids is mentioned only briefly. 

Femandez and Quigley (1985) conducted similar experiments on a natural Sarnia clay, 

which is pnmarily illitic with up to 15% smectite. They found that the hydraulic 

conductivity of this sail vaned inversely with the dielectnc constant, D, of the pore fluid. 

Water, with the highest dielectric constant (D=80), had the lowest hydraulic conductivity 

(of the pore fluids tested). The non-polar hydrocarbons, (D=2) had the greatest 

hydraulic conductivity. Figure 2.6 shows the variation of the thickness of the double 

layer with the dielectric constant of the pore fi uid. The increase in hydraulic 

conductivity can be explained by the fact that the reduction in DDL thickness with 

decreasing dielectric constant leaves more pore space available for flow. It is important 
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to note that both Mesri and Olson and Femandez and Quigley presented their data in 

ternis of hydraulic conductivity, K, which is a function of bath the pore geometry and the 

pore fluid. However, Femandez and Quigley note that the same trends were found 

using values calculated for pemeability, k, since the effectç of the different fiuids on 

the DDL were so great that they 'swampedm the effects of the fluid density and 

viscosity. 

Femandez and Quigley (1 985) also attributed the difference in hydraulic conductivities 

to the fact mat the day structure obsenred under an electron microscope was also 

changed by the pore fluid. Benzene-saturated specimens were flocculated and had 

large inter-ped pores, whereas the water-saturated specimens were more disperçed, 

with smaller pores. 

Jaynes and Boyd (1 991 a & 1991 b), found that the hydrophilicity (affinity for water) of 

smectites (of which montmorillonite is a mernber) was "predominantiy due to the 

exchangeable metal cationsn. When metal cations are replaced with hydrophobic 

organic cations, the clay is referred to as an organo-clay. The organo-clay will also be 

hydrophobic, as opposed to the hydrophilic parent clay. If days are purposeiy 

wnverted to organo-clays by exchanging the metal cations for small organic cations 

such as tetramethylammonium (TMA), the capacity of the clay to sorb hydrophobic 

organic contarninants will be increased. This is due to the fact that the hydrophilicity of 

the clay will be reduced, and hydrophobic organic cations will be sorbed in areas where 

previously water would exist This would be an attractive attribute of clay bamers for 

the isolation of toxic hydrocarbons. However, the decreased hydrophilicity of the clay 
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may increase its hydraulic conductivity, possibly increasing flow rates through a day 

buffer. 

2.5. UNSATURATED FLOW 

Flow processes in unsaturated soils are of concem in many different fields. In the area 

of waste isolation, days with low hydraulic c o n d ~ ~ v i t y  are often used as liners for 

landfills. During construction of these landfills, the days are seldom in a saturated 

state. Groundwater will slowiy saturate the clay following construction. The buffer 

surrounding the waste canister in the Canadian Repository Concept will also be placed 

in an unsaturated state and will be saturated over time by groundwater. The heat 

generated by the spent fuel will tend to dry the buffer in the immediate vicinity of the 

canister in the short terni (Graham et aI.,i997). It is therefore important to have an 

understanding of flow processes in unsaturated soils. 

If a soi1 is initially saturated, it must be subjected to a certain pressure before any of the 

fluid will be driven out of the pores (Ruth, 1995, Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). This 

initial pressure required corresponds to the capillary pressure of the largest diameter 

pores which exist on the surface of the specimen. The pressure required to begin the 

drainage process of a saturated specimen is referred to as the threshold capillary 

pressure by Ruth (1995) and Dixon (1992), the air entry pressure by Freeze and Cheny 

(1979), and the air entry value by Fredlund and Rahardjo (1 993). 
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The air entry value (AEV) is described by Fredlund and Rahardjo(l993) as "the matric 

suction which must be exceeded before air recedes into the soil pores". Matnc suction 

(capillarity) was previously discussed in Section 2.4.1. The smaller the pores in a soi1 

are, the higher the capillary pressure which must be overcome in order to drive pore 

fluid out of the pores. The AEV cân be described by the following equatim, which is 

essentially the same equation that is used to describe matric suction. 

AEV = (u, -u,) P-17 

where: AEV = air entry value 

ua = pore air pressure 

u, = pore water pressure 

As pressure is increased above the AEV, the saturation of the specimen will decrease 

as smaller and smaller pores are drained of water. At a certain pressure, the drainage 

will cease. The pressure at which drainage stops is called the pendular capillary 

pressure by Ruth (1995) and the saturation of the specimen at that point is called the 

irreducible saturation. Pore fluid which exists in isolated pores that are not adjacent to 

any flow paths accounts for the fluid which makes up the irreducible saturation. 

Figure 2.7 shows a characteristic drainage cuwe for a soil. A "characten'stic drainage 

curve" for any given soi1 shows the capillary chaacteristics, and thus reflects the PSD 

of that soil. Dry and subsequent re-wetting behaviors are different. They will be 

descnbed in the next paragraph. Characteristic drainage curves for three different 

types of soils are shown in Figure 2.8. The figure illustrates how their PSD's affect the 
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manner in which soils de-saturate under increasing pressure. The unifom sand, curve 

c in Figure 2.8, has a relatively uniform pore size distribution. As a result, once the 

pressure reaches the capillary pressure of the unifam pores, ail the pores will drain 

quickly. This rapid draining is evidenced by the sharply decreasing moisture content of 

this soi1 under applied pressure. In contrast, a silty clay (wnre a) will have a wide range 

of pore sizes. Once the AEV is overcome, and the pressure increases, pores with 

smaller and smaller diameters will start to drain, this effect is shown in the sloped line 

which indicates a gradua1 decrease in moisture content with increasing pressure. 

The previous paragraph describes how soils lose rnoisture as pressure is increased. 

When the pressure on the specirnen is then decreased, ffuid will begin to re-enter the 

pore space through capiilary action, this is called the 'Lvettingn or "imbibitionn phase. A 

graph of degree of saturation versus pressure (Figure 2.7) illustrates the difference 

between drying and wetting curves. Although some researchers believe the hysteresis 

to be a result of a modification of the pore structure (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), Ruth 

(1995) states that the hysteresis is due to a bottleneck effect. Pores which are rnuch 

larger than the entryway will not be intruded until the negative pressure (suction) is high 

enough to fiIl the pores. By the same process, drainage of pores with small entryways 

will not occur until the pressure is high enough to drain the entryway. Due ta this 

'botüeneck' effect, the saturation of the specirnen wiIl be different at the same pressure 

during the drainage and imbibition cycles. 

Wheeler (1988) states that there are three different classifications of unsaturated soi1 

with respect to air content 



continuous gas phase, discantinuous water phase 

continuous gas phase, continuous water phase 

8 diswntinuous gas phase, continuous water phase 

Several researchers (Wheeler, 1988, Jeffries, 1991, Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993) 

state that the gas phase will become continuous if the saturation is at or below a critical 

degree of saturation, which is approximately 85%, though this value will Vary from soi1 

to soil. When the air phase becomes continuous, water will fil1 primarily the smaller 

inter-ped pores where the peds are close to each other or are in contact with one 

another (Silverstein and Fort, 1997). Gens and Alonso (1 992) state that the soi1 within 

the intra-ped pores can be considered to be saturated. It is when the air phase 

becomes wntinuous in the inter-ped pores that air wîll readily flow through a soil. 

Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) reinforce this point by stating that a small change in the 

degree of saturation of a soi1 can significantly affect the hydraulic conductivity of an 

unsaturated soil. It is for this reason, that hydraulic conductivity of an unsaturated soi1 

is often shown as a function of the degree of saturation. 

Adaptations of Fick's and Darcy's laws have been used by researchers to describe the 

flow of air through an unsaturated soil. In these models, however, the dnving force 

behind the flow is a pressure gradient instead of a hydraulic head difference. A 

detailed description of the formulation of these models, with experimental results may 

be found in Blight (1971). 
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2.6. CURRENT STATE OF GAS MIGRATION RESEARCH 

A few groups of researchen have studied the concepts surrounding the flow of gas in 

engineered clay bamers for nudear waste repositories with varying results. Only a 

small number of laboratory studies have been undertaken to provide data to prove the 

concepts. Since each country has its own repository concept, the laboratary studies 

are different due to the fact that the materials and methods used have generally been 

chosen solely for the concept in question. This difference in materials and methods of 

the laboratory studies has made the direct cornparison of ttie results difficult. 

Pusch et al. commenced their gas breakthrough research in 1983, by perfonning three 

gas breakthrough tests on compacted MX-80 bentonite (with bulk densities, p ranging 

from 1.88 - 2.05 ~g / rn?  saturated with distilled water. The specimens were 50 mm in 

diameter and 15 mm in height. Two of the tests used nitmgen as the pemeating gas, 

and in one test hydrogen was used. The major conclusion drawn from these 

experiments was that gas flow occurred through only a few selected flow paths. They 

drew this conclusion because the saturation of the specirnens after the test was >95%, 

indicating that water had been forced out of only a srnall number of the pores. 

Results of eight additional tests were reported by Pusch (1985). The tests were 

perfomed on MX-80 bentonite specimens with p of 1.88 -2.14 ~ g / d  saturated with a 

de-aired synthetic porewater. Nitrogen and hydrogen were again used as pemeating 

gases. Most of the specimens were again 50 mm in diameter and 25 mm in height, 

although, one specirnen was 300 mm in height No specimens were diredy 

comparable to the specimen with 300 mm height, since al1 specimens had different p. 
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Therefore, no positive statements could be made regarding the effect of specimen 

height, The major conclusion of Pusch's 1985 study was that there exists a critical gas 

pressure, above which gas will flow through the pores of a soil. Below this critical gas 

pressure, gas flow will occur only through diffusion. Pusch states that the capillary 

explanation for flow will only be valid for low densiües (p= 1.3-1 -7 ~ g f r n ? ,  and 

wrrespondingly low critical gas pressures. At high densities, Pusch concludes that flow 

will occur through capillary action and by displacing aggregates and widening flow 

pattis. 

Pusch also generally found that a time effect was evident. Longer pressure increments 

produced breakthrough at lower pressures than did the short pressure incrernents. 

Pusch attributed this time effect to microstnictural reamngement and healing of pores 

by aggregates which are moved by the flowing gas to block previously-open pores. 

However, no comprehensive microstructural analysis is presented to support this 

hypothesis. Pusch also notes that empirically, the gas breakthrough pressure to 

swelling pressure ratio is from 0.2 - 0.9, although this concept is not discussed in detail. 

Pusch (1 987 and 1993) presents a micro structural model to explain the observations of 

gas breakthrough in compacted bentonite. When a compacted day at a relatively low 

density is hydrated, gels emanate from the peds of sail and fiIl the large inter-ped voids 

of the sail fabric. These gels have a lower density than that of the specimen as a 

whole. Pusch explains that the mechanical resistance of these clay gels controls gas 

breakthrough. He suggests that as the dry density of the specimen increases, so also 

does the dry density of the gels and therefore the breakthrough pressure. Tests on 
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10% bentonite. 90% sand backfill mixtures are briefly discussed in Pusch (1 993). 

These backfills had very low breakthrough pressures of 0.015 MPa ( at pd = 1.9 ~ g i m ~ ,  

and ps = 0.9 ~g/rn?, Pusch used these results to further support his hypothesis of the 

effects of clay gels, expfaining that in materials with such a low day dry density, the 

gels would not be homogenous and would be discontinuous. 

lineham (1989) studied intact specirnens of London and Kimmeridge clays. Coming 

from natural deposits, the pore structure of these specimens is very different from those 

of engineered clay barriers for which clay is remolded and wrnpacted. The London 

clay was descnbed as a primarily illitic clay, with small amounts of kaolinite and 

smecüte whereas the Kimmeridge clay was not described in detail except for the fact 

that it is very stiff to hard, and silty. iineham performed two different types of gas 

breakthrough tests: low pressure, where the maximum pressure was 1 .O MPa, and high . 

pressure, where the maximum pressure was 12.4 MPa. In these tests, an axial force 

was used to simuiate the pressure at the burial depth of the specimen in the repository. 

Water-saturated nitrogen gas was then applied to one side of the specirnen and 

increased in increments which ranged from 0.2 MPa to 1 .O MPa (generally = 0.34 

MPa). In the high pressure tests, gas breakthrough occurred from 3.45-6.21 MPa , and 

was correlated to the pore size distribution of the day. Lineham found that the low 

pressure tests lasted about 4 months. Slow formation of a gas bubble on the outlet 

side was taken as a sign of diffusion of gas, as opposed to advection. 

Volckaert et al. (1993) performed a nurnber of different types of tests on Boom Clay, 

induding one dimensional oedometer tests in which hydraulic conducüvity and gas 
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breakthrough were measured. The hydraulic conductivity of a natural Boom clay was 

first determined. A gas pressure was then applied to one side of the specirnen and 

increased step-wise until breakthrough occurred. After gas breakthrough, the 

specimen was resaturated and subjected to another hydraulic wnducüvity and gas 

breakthrough cycie. It was found that the gas breakthrough pressure and hydraulic 

conductivities were quite repmducible. However, gas fiow measurements were not as 

reproducible. Volckaert et al. concluded that the specimens were not pemanently 

altered by the gas breakthrough process. The degree of saturation of the specirnens 

after the gas breakthrough tests (prior to the re-saturation process) were also 

measured. Most degrees of saturation were found to be above 90%, leading the 

researchers to believe that the gas flow occurred through only a few paths, similar to 

Pusch's observation for MX40 bentonite. A detailed conceptual model which 

combined concepts found in the literature with experirnental obseivation was developed 

by the authors. 

A radial gas flow test was also reported by Volckaert (1 993) in which gas pressure was 

applied through a hollow needle installed in the centre of a specimen. These tests 

were meant ta mode1 radial gas flow from a breached canister inside a repository. 

Preliminary results were reported for Boom day and a 'more permeable" Pontida clay. 

The gas breakthrough pressures were of the same magnitude as the previous one- 

dimensional flow tests. 

Horseman and Hamngton (1994) performed gas breakthrough tests on natural Boom 

clay specimens with an average pd of 1.63 ~ g / r n ~ .  The effed of anisotropy was 
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examined by testing specirnens with axes both paratlel and nomal to their bedding 

planes. Specimens were first saturated with synthetic pore fluid, and a hydraulic 

conductivity test was conducted. Then water-saturated helium gas was applied to one 

face of the specimen with steadily-increasing pressure until gas breakthrough. A 

confining pressure of 4.4 MPa was applied externally to the specimens throughout 

these tests. Gas breakthrough pressures were rneasured in ternis of excess pressure 

(or deviator pressure) and ranged from 1.2 - 1.9 MPa for tests nonnal to their bedding 

planes to 0.5 - 1 .O MPa parallel to their bedding planes. Only a small number of tests 

(5) were performed for this study, so it is difficult to draw any positive conclusions from 

this work. However, each test was documented in great detail. The strength of this 

study lies primanly in the thorough review of pertinent theories and rnodels. In a later 

study, fiorseman and Hamngton (1997) tested pure MX-80 bentonite with sirnilar test 

procedures, however the confining pressure was 16 MPa. The results of a typical test 

with pd = 1.64 ~g/rn= showed that excess pressure at breakthrough was = 15.0 MPa. 

When the pressure was reduced and then increased again, the breakthrough pressure 

was reduced to = 14.3 MPa. The authors suggested that this decrease in gas 

breakthrough pressure was due to the formation of preferential pathways. The results 

are so similar however that they rnay be taken to be nonnal variation in the data, and 

not a significant trend. 

Tanai et al. (1 997) performed gas breakthrough tests on three water saturated KunigeI 

(primanly bentonite) specirnens and one Fo-Ca clay (primanly kaolinite) specimen at pd 

from 1.6 - 1.8 ~ g l m ~ .  The specimens were 50 mm in diameter and 50 mm in height; 

the penneating gas used was argon. Gas breakthrough pressures (referred to as 
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threshold pressures) were between 1.4 and 4.0 MPa. The breakthrough pressures of 

the Kunigel were found to correlate well with their swelling pressures. Another group of 

Japanese researchers, Hokari et al. studied gas breakthrough pressures of unsaturated 

bentanitekand mixtures at a very low bentonite content of 15 percent and a pd of 1.8 

~glrn'. The gas breakthmugh pressures were extremely low, 0.01 - 0.06 MPa, which 

was related to the low bentonite content. The effects of specimen size on hydraulic 

wnductivity and gas breakthrough pressure were also investigated. Specimen height 

and diameter were both varied. Hydraulic conductivity was independent of specimen 

size, whereas gas breakthrough pressure was independent of height but decreased 

with increasing diameter. The number of tests (6), and scatter in the data suggest that 

more research in this area should be done before these tests are considered 

conclusive. 

The experirnental work described in Chapters 5 and 6 is a continuation of the work of 

Kirkham (1995) who tested compacted saturated and unsaturated illite specimens 

using distilled water as the pore fluid. The specirnens were 50.7 mm in diameter and 

24 mm in height and were compacted to pd from 1.87 - 2.06 ~ ~ f r n ' .  The gas pressure 

(argon) was increased at a rate of 0.2 MPa every five minutes until gas breakthrough, 

which occurred from 0.4 - 6.4 MPa. A good correlation between the gas breakthrough 

pressure and the AEV derived from capillary theories was found for these tests. 

Kirkham also perfomed 6 tests on the reference buffer material (RBM) material, a 50% 

bentonite, 50% sand mixture at pd = 1.67 ~ ~ l r n '  and p, = 1.22 at saturations 

from Sr = 75 - 98%. However, in only one of these specimens was the gas 
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breakthrough pressure attained before the upper Iimit of the test equipment was 

reached at = 9.5 MPa. 

The testing on saturated and unsatumted bentonite described in Chapterç 5 and 6 was 

camed out wllaboratively by the author and Hume (1998). The test parameters were 

identical to those perfomed by Kirkham (1 995), descn'bed above, except that bentonite 

at pa = 0.9 -1.2 ~ g l r n ~ w a s  used. Since gas breakthrough pressures in the tests on 

saturated bentonite were found to be higher than the upper limit of the test equipment 

(= 9.5 MPa), Hume went on to construct a higher pressure apparatus with an upper 

pressure limit of 50 MPa. He then perfomed increasing pressure tests on saturated 

and unsaturated bentonite at pd = 0.6 -1 -5 and Sr = 75-100%, using a number of 

different saturation procedures. The gas breakthrough pressures for bentonite varied 

with pd , Sr, and saturation procedure. Generally, for pd r 0.8 ~ g / r n ~  and Sr> 75% no 

breakthrough would be attained before the upper limit of the apparatus was reached at 

50 MPa. However, the reproducibility of the tests was low. Hume also perfomed 

constant pressure tests on saturated bentonite with pd = 0.8 -1.4 ~g/rn' and applied 

pressure P, = 0.3 - 19.8 MPa. Hume found that if the inlet pressure was held constant, 

gas breakthrough pressure was an inverse funcüon of time for 100% bentonite 

specimens. 

2.6.1. Current gas migration concepts 

Although many different researchers have conducted gas breakthrough tests with 

different days, gases, and test procedures, only a few basic hypotheses have been 

described by the researchen. Many of the researchen base their hypotheses on the 
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concept of capillarity (or the AEV) of the soil, as diswssed in Section 2.5. Pusch uses 

a microstnictural mode1 to explain that as the clay becomes more dense, the frequency 

and size of continuous pores available for gas flow will decrease. When the extemal 

gas pressure is great enough to enter the throat of the largest continuous pore, it will 

push the water ahead of it until the gas reaches the opposite side of the specimen and 

breakthrough occurs. If the pressure is further increased, smaller and smaller pores will 

be intnrded, and more and more gas pathways will be fomed. 

Pusch also relates the breakthrough pressure to the swelling pressure by explaining 

that clay gels of a lower density emanate from the peds and temporarily fiIl the larger 

continuous pores (upon uptake of water). The applied gas pressure must be great 

enough to overcome the mechanical strength of the clay gel before gas breakthrough 

will occur. Pusch states that the mechanical strength of these gels 'is related to the 

bulk strength of the clay, of which the swelling pressure is a practical and relatively 

easily determined property." Pusch supports this statement by presenting empirical 

data showing that the gas breakthrough pressure is 50-90% of the swelling pressure. 

Lineham (1989) also found the gas breakthrough pressure was dependent upon the 

AEV of the soi1 (ai high pressures). ln his low pressure tests, Lineham found that gas 

moved through diffusion. 

Volckaert et.a1.(1993) and Horseman and Hamngton (1994) present a more detaiIed 

model for gas flow which builds upon the mpillary model of Pusch. These researchers 

state that the matric potential of a soi1 anses from the interaction of the soil matrix with 
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water. The matric potential of a soi1 after loading ,'P,, will be equal to the pore water 

pressure of the soil, Q,,, which is in tum equal to the matric potential of the soi1 before 

loading, V, plus the total stress, a, rnultiplied by a cornpressibility factor, a as shown in 

Equation 2.18: 

where: 'f, = matric potential after loading 

UW = pore water pressure 

'f, = matn'c potential before loading 

CI = total stress 

a = compressibility factor, (from 0-1) 

The compressibility factor ranges from 0.02 for sand to 1 for a pure clay such as 

bentonite. A compressibility factor of 'i represents the fact that in a pure clay, the 

application of an external pressure will be initially taken up by an increase in pore water 

pressure. (Conversely, for a sand the external pressure will result in an increase in the 

mineral-mineral contact stresses since the excess porewater pressure will rapidly 

dissipate due to drainage.) A drained condition is implicit in equation 2.18. 

Building upon the above equation, the mode1 States that there are four different 

conditions under which gas can flow in a clay: 
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1. When the applied gas pressure, P,, is less than the difference between the pore 

water pressure and the matric potential before loading, then no flow of gas will occur 

except by diffusion in the pore fluid. 

diffusion: P, s uw - 'Pm 

2. When the applied gas pressure is greater than the difference between the pore 

water pressure and the rnatric potential before loading but less than the 

cornpressibility factor times the total stress. then flow will occur by two-phase flow (or 

by overcomhg the AEV). 

two-phase flow: 4- Y, 3 Po s aa 

3. When the applied gas pressure is greater Vian the compressibility factor times the 

total stress, then flow will occur by pore dilation and fiow along preferential pathways 

or microcracks. Note: since a=l in pure clays, there will be no two phase flow, only 

pore dilation. 

pore dilation: P, r au 

4. Tensile fracturing will occur when the applied gas pressure is much greater than the 

total stress. 

tensile fracturing: P, >> au 
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Later testing by Horseman and Harrington (1997) on pure MX-80 bentonite was used to 

support the concept (point number 3) that two phase fiow cannot occur in pure days. 

The observation that the gas breakthrough pressure was lower in repeat gas 

breakthrough tests on the sarne specimen was used to suggest that microcracks had 

fomed in the first cycle of the test However, the variation in the two gas breakthrough 

pressures was so srnall that it could have been simple variation in the data instead of a 

marked trend, as suggested. They also state that the increase in gas pemeability on 

the virgin breakthrough line is an indication of the occurrence of pore difation. 

Interestingly, the researchers state that 'passage of a gas phase through the initially 

water-saturated buffer day is only possible if the gas pressure slightly exceeds the sum 

of the extemal water pressure and the swelling pressuren. This latter concept was not 

developed in detail. 

Wikramaratna et aL(1993) and Wikramaratna and Goodfield (1 994), present a 

simplified model which is similar to that of Volckaert et a1.(1993) noted above, but 

instead of pore dilation, a concept of displacement of aggregates similar to that 

presented by Pusch, is used. 

Jeffries (1 991) conducted a theoretical study of the migration of gas wi-thin a repository. 

The concepts mentioned in the model of Wikrarnaratna et al. were discussed, along 

with a cbmprehensive study of factors which could affect gas migration including 

workrnanship, fire andfor explosions, and tectonic rnovements which could detrimentally 

effect the buffer. This study provided a thorough review of al1 existing literature and 
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theory, however no condusions c m  be drawn from it due to the absence of 

expenmental work. 

Kirkham (1 995) found that the gas breakthrough pressure of compacted illite wrrelated 

well with the A n /  for illite, but the correlation was not as good for bentonite, Iikely 

because of the large volume of bound water associated with bentonite's large specific 

surface areas. KÏrkharn found that gas breakthrough pressure increased wiai 

increasing pd and Sr and that at Sr< 80%. there was I i e  resistance to gas 

breakthrough. This research program is a continuation of the work done by Kirkham. 

Hume (1998) found that if the inlet pressure was held constant, gas breakthrough was 

related to time for bentonite specimens, and could be predicted well using the Kozeny- 

Carman equation, wtiich describes viscous flow. Gas at high pressure would break 

through in a short time, mile lower pressures would require longer times. This finding 

is different from the results of most other researchers who related gas breakthmugh 

solely to the A n /  of the day. All of the constant pressure tests on bentonite led to 

breakthrough, even at pressures as low as 0.3 MPa (for a specimen with p, = 1.0 

hAg/rn3. Hume states, however, that there might be an A N  below which no 

breakhrough would occur, but it must be lower than the range of pressures tested in 

his research program. 

2.6.2. Outstanding issues in gas migration research 

Due to the differences among the studies described in preceding sections, it is difficult 

to provide a summary and cornparison of the research completed to date. Most of the 
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research is speufic to the given country's repository concept As a result, a number of 

inadequacies exist in the body of research to date. These inadequacies are listed 

below 

Only a small number of day materials have been studied. as each researcher 

fowsed generally on one material. Given the small range of test rnaterials, 

differences in gas migration characteristics among different clay minerals have not 

been studied. 

The effect of sand in a claylsand mixture has not been investigated and an 

uoptimum" sand content has not been found. 

The state of saturation of the test materials has been inadequately studied, as most 

researchers assume saturated conditions, although evidence to support this fact is 

generally not given. 

Unsaturated materials have only been briefiy studied (Hokari et al. 1997. Kirkham 

1 995). 

Effects of test parameters such as specimen sire (Hokari et al. 1997. Kirkham, 

1995), type of permeating gas. and rate of pressure application have only been 

briefly touched upon. 

Although many researchen state that gas fiow occurs through microcracks in pure 

days, a detailed microstructual investigation has not been perfomed to reinforce 

this theory. 

The deficiencies which exist in the state of understanding of gas migration in day 

buffen were examined. An experimental program was Vien constructed to address 
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some of these deficiencies. The developrnent of this experimental research program is 

discussed in the following chapter. 



3. DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH PROGRAM 

3.1. SCOPE OF RESEARCH 

This research program was undertaken to examine deficiencies in the body of gas 

migration research noted in Section 2.6.2. In the past five years, awareness of the 

importance of gas migration has been increasing within the community which 

researches and designs engineered day bamers. A number of issues must be 

investigated before any positive statements can be made regarding gas flow within 

compacted day buffen. This research program was undertaken in order to advance 

the level of undentanding of gas flow within engineered clay buffen. 

The review described in Chapter 2 has led to the following hypothesis: 

Gas iîow in compacted clays is controlled by pore structure, clay-water 

interaction, and pressure gradient 

To test this hypothesis, the following objectives have been fomulated to define the 

scope of the research in this program. 

1. to investigate and explain the effect of clay mineral type on gas migration 

through a compacted clay buffer. 

2. to investigate and explain the effect of sand in a claylsand matenal on gas 

migration throug h that material 

3. to investigate the importance of test parameten such as rate of pressure 

application and their effect on test results 



4. to produce test data which will provide support for the investigations 

desdbed in points 1. 2, and 3. 

3.2. TESTING PROGRAM 

Ta allow direct comparkons, test parameters for "standard" tests were chosen to 

correspond with those used in previous tests in the Canadian research prograrn 

(Kirkham, 1995). The standard test parameters are outlined in Table 3.1. The majority 

of the tests were done using step-wise pressure increments of 0.2 MPa every five 

minutes. In illite and illitelsand, the specimens had a range of effective clay dry 

density, pc, of 1.23 - 2.08 ~ ~ / m ~  and a range of degree of saturation. Sr, of -45 - 1.00. 

In bentonite, specimens had a range of effective clay dry density pc, of 0.60 - 1.20 

~g/rn' and a range of degree of saturation, Sr, of -60 - 1.00. 

3.2.1. IIIite/sand mixtures 

lt has been shown in previous studies on saturated claylsand mixtures that sand in 

cfay/sand mixture is a filler and that the clay content controis the pmperties of the 

mixture. Effective clay dry density, p, , is defined as the mass of clay divided by the 

volume of the day and the void space within a specimen. The sand is excluded and 

assumed to be an inert filler. The effective clay dry density of a claylsand mixture has 

been shown to control hydraulic conductivity (Dixon etal. 1987), and swelling pressures 

(Gray et.al.1985) provided that the clay content exceeds about 20% for bentonite. 

It was hypothesized by the author that the effective clay dry density would also control 

the gas breakthrough pressures within a illite dayfsand mixture since advective 

processes would occur only in the clay portion of the mixture. Mite was chosen for this 
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study due to its relatively inactive charader, and because a relatively large body of 

ew'sting data for 100% illite was already available (Kirkham, 1995). Four different 

illitelsand test series (IS) were planned and executed, each with a different illite/sand 

ratio (25ff5, 37.5162.5, 50150, and 75/25). For these tests, three parameters (p,, pd , 

and Sr) were taken into consideration when planning the program. The target ranges 

for these parameters are shown in Table 3.2. Using constant values of p, , mixtures 

with different percentages of sand wuld be compared to each other. Table 3.2 shows 

that the pd and po ranges for the series overlap. 

3.2.2. Bentonite 

A program of tests on both saturated and unsaturated bentonite was camed out 

wllaboratively with H.B. Hume. Data collected by Hume are indicated cleariy in 

subsequent sections. The maximum achievable dry densities for a given compactive 

effort for bentonite as obtained from the Modified Proctor test (pd,, mimite = 1.3 

~g/mJ)  are lower than for illite (pd,mnoiral = 2.0 ~ ~ / r n ? .  As a result. the pd values for 

both clay types were prepared within t 0.2 ~ ~ / m ~  of the pd,- for the specific clay so 

that results from tests on different clays wuid be compared. Another factor in the 

choice of pd for the bentonite tests was the upper pressure limit of the apparatus (=9.5 

MPa) since in the fint few tests it was found that at pd > 1.0 ~ g / r n l  the upper limit of 

the apparatus would be reached before gas breakthrough occurred. 

Two test senes were created, one where the tests were camed out directly after 

compaction without a saturation phase, and a second which induded a saturation 

phase after compaction but prior to the gas breakthrough test. The tests that were 
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camed out diredy after compaction are referred to as the bentonite uunsaturated" (or 

BU) test series. The test series that induded a saturation phase will be refetred to as 

the bentonite "wetted" (or BW) series, since full saturation was frequently not achieved. 

The target test parameters for both the unsaturated and wetted bentonite series are 

listed in Table 3.3. 

3.2.3. Bentonite and illite wetted with a non-polar fiuid 

Early in the canduct of the bentonite test series, it was observed that bentonite 

exhibited a much higher gas breakthrough resistance than illite, Due to the clay-water 

interactions discussed in Chapter 2, it was hypothesized that the difference in the gas 

breakthrough resistance of illite and bentonite was due to bentonite's tendency to fom 

larger DDL's whicti block fl ow paths. In order to test this hypothesis, a small testing 

program (the NPF series) was created using a non-polar pore fluid, paraffin oil. A non- 

polar fluid will not f om DDL's. These tests make it possible to observe flow behaviour 

in the absence of the DDL for both bentonite and illite. The pd and Sr of these tests 

were chosen to directiy correspond to tests that had already been camed out using 

water as a pore fluid. The target test parameters for the NPF series are outlined in 

Table 3.4. 

3.2.4. lllite with modified pressure increment 

A srnall testing program (series T) was created to investigate the rate of pressure 

application on the gas breakthrough response of illite specimens. This program used 

100% illite at a pd and Sr that had been repeated many times by the author and 

KiWam (1995). The target parameten for this test series are outlined in Table 3.5. 

The only difference between the tests was the rate of pressure application. Some of 
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the tests had increasing pressure applied to them Mile others were wnducted at 

constant pressure until gas breakthrough occurred. 



4. TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

The equipment used for this testing program is located at the Geotechnical Laboratory 

of the University of Manitoba. Two identical sets of equipment were used. The 

equipment was onginally assembled by T. Kirkham who provided a detailed description 

of the equipment and test procedures (Kikham 1995). The following chapter outlines 

the equipment and procedures for gas breakhrough tests. Deviations from the 

equipment and procedures reported by Kirkham are noted. 

4.1. TEST EQUIPMENT 

4.1.1. Gas breakthrough equipment 

The gas breakthrough test equipment consists of a test cell. a gas system and a water 

saturation system. Figure 4.1 shows a photograph of a test cell and the accompanying 

control board. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 4.2. Pressure transducers and 

Bourdon gauges f o m  the instrumentation component of the equiprnent. The gas 

system, water saturation system, and instrumentation will hereafter be referred to as 

the "test board". The test boards are described in detail in Kirkham (1 995). 

The test cell consists of a thick-walled stainless steel sleeve with two end flanges. The 

test cell attaches to the test board for testing, and is detached for specimen preparation 

and dismantling in a separate room. The specimen is compacted directly in the test cell 

to minimire specimen disturbance and to irnprove adhesion between the specimen and 

the cell wall. 
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The water saturation system (shown as dashed lines in Figure 4.2) was used to 

saturate specimens that were not at full saturation after compaction. The water 

saturation system consists of a water reservoir attached to a flow meter which is in tum 

attached to the specimen itself with stainless steel tubing and a number of valves. The 

fi ow meter measures water inflow to the specimen. In the sight burette of the flow 

meter, the movement of coloured paraffin oil indicates flow of water into the test cell. 

Changes in water inflow as srnall as 0.01 ml can be measured with the sight burette. 

The gas system consists of a gas supply in the form of an argon gas cylinder, a gas 

collection tank (on the outlet side of the specimen) and associated tubing, valves, and 

gauges (shown as solid lines on Figure 4.2). The pressure in the argon cylinder 

(usually > 16 MPa) provided pressure for the purposes of this testing progam. Argon 

was chosen because it is inert, and has low solubility in water (Kirkham, 1995). The 

actual gases that would be produced within a repository environment (arnong them 

methane and hydrogen), were not used due to the risk of fire or explosion. Since argon 

does will not dissolve in water or alter the pH of the water, it is not expected to alter test 

results. Procedures for operating the equipment will be described later in this chapter. 

4.1.2. Data acquisition 

The data acquisition system consists of pressure transducers and data acquisition 

software. The latter is loaded on a personal cornputer adjacent to the test boards. A 

schematic diagram of the data acquisition system can be found in Figure 4.3. Each set 

of test equipment had three pressure transducers (1 P. 2P and 3P in Figure 4.2) wtiich 

rneasured the gas inlet pressure on the upstrearn side of the specimen, gas outlet 
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pressure on the downstream side of the specirnen, and fluid pressure within the 

saturation system, respectively. On excitation fmm a constant voltage power supply, 

the transducers sent analog signals through to an analog-digital converter card. This 

card wnverted the signals into digital format which was converted into engineering 

units using the data acquisition software. 

The data acquisition software used was LabTech Notebook v.7.3. The software 

allowed the tests to be monitored on the adjacent cornputer screen in real time, and 

also wmte the test data to a file which was stored for future analysis. The pressure 

transducers' signals are emitted as voltage (mV). The software was configured to 

convert this voltage to a pressure (in kPa) using the scale factor and offset constant 

obtained by calibration, using the following equation: 

P=f(c+V) 14- 1 1 

where: P = pressure (kPa) 

f = scale factor (a constant) 

c = constant 

V = voltage (mV) 

Readings from the pressure transducers were taken by the data acquisition software 

ten times per second. These ten readings were then averaged for that second. 

LabTech Notebook allows the user to input the frequency with wtiich readings are sent 

to the screen or written to a file. Data were generally sent to the screen every second. 

This rapid updating of the data allowed the pressures to be adjusted using the screen 
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as a guide. If there was a parücularly long test, the data were written to the file less 

frequenff y to permit easier analyses. For example, for a constant pressure test 

spanning a number of weeks, data were written to the file only once every 240 

seconds, whereas in faster tests, data were written to the file every 10 seconds. Time 

was also show on the screen and written to the file using the cornputer's intemal dock 

as a source. The excitation voltage was shown on the screen so that it could be 

monitored. 

4. i.2.i. Calibration of pressure transducers 

Pressure transducers were calibrated once when the test board was originally built, and 

then twice during the curent testing program. The three calibrations produced closely 

similar results. Figures 4.4 through 4.9 show the three calibrations of the three 

transducers on each of the two test cells. Calibration was perfomed using a dead-load 

testing apparatus. Each pressure applied to the transducer registered voltage 

response. Using the known applied pressure of the dead load apparatus, a linear 

regression was perfomed on the results of the output from the transducers. The two 

variables: the scale factor (f) and an offset constant (c) were obtained from the 

regression. 

Using the scale factors and offset constants from the three calibrations, graphs were 

plotted of transducer output (mV) versus reported pressure (kPa). Since the change in 

the offset constant among calibrations was proportionally larger than the change in 

scale factor, the difference between calibrations was generally constant throughout the 

whole pressure range. For exarnple, a change in offset constant might cause every 
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reading of one set of calibration data to be 30 kPa higher than another set of calibtation 

data. Due to this effect, the percentage difference between the calibrations was Iarger 

for lower pressures than for higher pressures. 

The range of pressures for the gas breakthrough tests was approximately 0.2 - 9.0 

MPa. For the lower pressure range, (0.2 - 2.0 MPa), the highest percentage difference 

among the calibrations was 23%, but the differences were generally Iess than 5%. For 

the higher pressure range (2.0 - 9.0 MPa), the highest difference was 2%. but the 

differences were generally less than 1.5%. Thus reported results are generally 

considered have an accuracy of I 5%. 

In most of the gas breakthrough tests reported, the pressure was increased in 0.2 MPa 

increments, each increment lasting 5 minutes- Breakthrough pressures have been 

reported in terrns of these 0.2 MPa increments since it is impossible to know if or when 

breakthrough fell between increments. Because high precision in the measurement of 

breakthrough pressure was not possible, differences in the accuracy of the 

rneasurements were deemed to be acceptable. Pressures were double checked 

periodically using the Bourdon gauges mounted on the testing board. All data in this 

report were derived using the initial calibrations. This allowed a reference point fram 

which to measure the largest possible error in the results. 

Near the end of the testing program, the transducer with serial number 65841 

malfunctioned due to damaged wires. The transducer was beyond repair and it was 

replaced by the transducer with serial number 65843. 



4.1 -3. Test ceIl 

The cylindncal test cells were fabricated from stainless steel and consisted of a sleeve 

and two end flanges. The test cell is show schernatically in Figure 4.10. Wth the 

bottom flange attadied to the sleeve. the specimen was compacted directly into the 

cell. The top and bottom fianges each had airee orifices: two of which allowed the 

entry of water and gas. and the third vented to the atrnosphere for flushing purposes. 

As shown in Figure 4.1 1, each orifice led to a series of grooves on the surface of Vie 

flange next to the speumen. These grooves allowed the fluid. whether it be gas or 

water. to flow over the entire surface of the filter stone. This facilitated pemeation of 

the fluid into the specirnen. 

4.1.4. Compaction apparatus 

The compaction apparatus consisted of a piston which was attached to a hand- 

operated hydraulic purnp. A dial gauge rnounted on the piston allowed for precision of 

up to 0.001" in the measurement of height of a given lift of soil. The piston of the 

compaction apparatus was also used to extrude the specirnen upon completion of a 

test Detailed description of the compaction apparatus was provided by Yarechewski 

(1 993) and Kirkham (1 995). 

4.2. SOlL MATERIALS 

4.2.1. Mite 

The illite used for this testing program was marketed commercially by Canada Brick as 

'Sealbond", a mortar plasticizer. This Mite is obtained from a Dundas shale rnember of 

the Georgian Bay Formation (Ordoviuan) that is descnbed as a 'soft, gray, illite-bearing 
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shale with moderate dilorite and no detectable expanding minerals, wntaining narrow. 

discontinuous limey and sandy interfayers" ( D h n  and Woodcock, 1986). Properties of 

the illite are outfined in Table 4.1. The illite is of low plasticity, having a plasticity index 

(lp) of II - 

4.2.2. Bentonite 

Avonlea bentonite was used for part of the program. It is described as a greenish gray 

bentonite of the Upper Cretaceous Bearpaw Formation (Dixon and Woodcock, 1986). 

As shown in Table 4.1 Avonlea bentonite is a highly-plastic, swelling clay with a large 

speufic surface area (because montmorillonite is the primary clay mineral)- Bentonite 

is much different in character from the illite described in Section 4.2.1. Its plasticity 

index is 225. 

4.2.3. Sand 

The sand that was used for the tests was a fracüonated silica sand or "frac sand". Frac 

sand has been sieved so that al1 of the grains in a given category fa11 behnreen two 

sieve sizes. For example, in 70 - 140 frac sand, all the sand will pass through a #70 

US. Standard Sieve but will be retained on a #A40 sieve. 

Onginally, it was thought that the same mixture of frac sand would be used for this 

testing program as was used for the Reference Buffer Material (RBM). It was found, 

however, that the two largest sizes of frac sand (8-12 and 12-20) caused scratching of 

the stainless steel material used for the test cells. To avoid damaging the cells, the two 

largest sand fractions from the RBM sand mixture were omitted in prepafing specirnens 
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for gas breakthrough tests. Table 4.2 shows the differences in particle size distribution 

between the sand used for RBM and the sand used for gas breakthrough tests. 

4.3. TEST PROCEDURES 

4.3.1. Soil preparation 

4.3.7.1. Soil-water mixtures 

Samples were mixed ta a pre-determined water content and ciayfsand ratio that 

provided the range of densities required by the test program. Clay and sand that had 

been oven-dried at 110°C were mixed with distilled, de-aired water (or paraffin in the 

case of a test series run with specimens using non-polar fluid). The quantities of soi1 

and water required for a batch of soi1 were calculated using the equation: 

Where: w = water content 

l'&= mass of water 

Ms = mass of soil, (for a clayfsand mixture, this value would be 

proportioned by weight as required, Say 50150 or 75/25) 

The soi1 was then mixed with the water until the peds were as small as possible. To 

minimize water loss due to evaporation, mixing was done in a cool room where the 

temperature was held constant at 4 O C .  Geneally, the largest peds which remained in 
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the mixture were about 2 4  mm in diameter. The soi1 mixture was then sealed in two 

plastic bags and placed in the cool room for three days to atlow the water content 

throughout the entire batch to reach equilibnum. 

For specirnens prepared using non-polar fluid, paraffin oil was mixed with the soi1 in 

place of water. The paraffin oil was of general laboratory grade, with chernical fomula: 

C,H2, where n= 14-24. The specirnens were made in such a way that it was possible to 

dirediy compare specimens that were prepared with paraffin with those prepared using 

water. That is, they were made at identical dry densities and degrees of saturation. 

The day that was used was oven-dried at 1 10°C for at least 24 hours, and then cooled 

in a desiccator prior to mixing with the paraffin. This was done in order to rninimize the 

uptake of moisture from the air. It should be noted however, that a smail arnount of 

hygroscopic water ( ~ 5 % )  stitl rernains m e n  clay is dned in the above rnentioned 

rnanner. 

The mass of paraffin was calculated so that the volume of paraffin would be equivalent 

to the volume of water in the comparable water-based specimen. (Therefore, the 

degrees of saturation, specific volumes, and dry densities of both specimens would be 

the same.) Since the specific gravity of paraffm is less than 1, the mass of paraffin 

used to prepare such a specimen would therefore be less than the comparable water- 

saturated specirnen. Due to the difference in specific gravities, the above fomula for w, 

[4.2], was not appropriate for a paraffin-based specimen. The mass of paraffin 

required was calculated using the following equation: 



Where: Mpamttin = mass of paraffin (g) 

MW, = mass of water (in comparable specimen) (g) 

GS = specific gravity of paraffin (0.828) 

4.3.2. Calculation of target parameters 

Prior to preparation of a specimen, the "target" parameters for the test were evaluated 

from the experimental plan discussed in Chapter 3. There were three separate 

variables which were considered: water content (w), dry density (pd), and degree of 

saturation (S,). These variables are interrelated, so that if two are known, the third can 

be calculated. 

The soi1 for a specirnen was cornpacted in four lifts in order to achieve a constant dry 

density ttiroughout, The mass of soi1 required for each of the four Iifts was calculated 

using the following formula: 

V.pcMn = nd2h/4 (cm3 

Pd = target dry density (~g/m? 
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w = target water content (as a fraction, e.g. 10% = 0.1 0)  

The test volume inside the cell is 5.07 cm in diameter and 2.40 cm in height (for a 

volume of 48.45 cm?, so V w  is known. 

The target water content (or the most recent water content test for a given batch) is 

used for the above calculation since the "initial" water content is not known at the time 

of cornpacüon. Differences between the "target" and "initial" water contents sometimes 

result in a srnail difference between the Yarget'' dry density and the "initial" dry density 

of the test. 

For sandfiilite mixtures, the effective clay dry density (pc) of a specimen was ais0 

wnsidered when determining the target parameters for a test. The effective clay dry 

density of a specirnen is useful when examining the effect of the clay content on the 

behaviour of a specimen. Essentially, the sand within the specimen is assumed to be a 

filler which does not contribute to the behaviour of the specimen. In the calculation of 

pc , the mass of clay is divided by the volume of the specimen minus the volume of the 

sand particles. Using p, allowed specimens with different proportions of sand to be 

wrnpared ta one another. The effective day dry density is calculated using the 

following equation: 

Where: = effective day dry density ( ~ g l m ?  

= mass of clay (Mg) 
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V -  = volume of total specimen (mJ) 

v-d = volume of specimen occupied by sand partides (m3 

4.3.3. Specimen preparation 

Before soi1 that had already been mixed (as discussed in Section 4.3.1) was rneasured 

out for a specirnen, it was wamed ta mom temperature whife still seafed within N o  

plastic bags. Three water content tests were then taken of the mixed soil. The results 

frorn these tests are referred to as the "initial" water content, and represent the state of 

the soi1 at the beginning of the test The four Iifts of soi1 needed to form the specimen 

were weighed out into small cups. The cups were covered to rninimize the evaporation 

of water or paraffin. 

Prior to specimen compaction, the bottom flange of the cell was attached using four 

small set screws. The cell was then placed open side up and a porous nickel filter 

stone was placed on the bottom of the cell. A filter paper was placed on top of the filter 

stone. The filter papers and stones were used to prevent migration of soil into the lines 

and valves. A cross-secüon of the test cell, specimen and filters was shown in Figure 

4.1 O. 

The first lift of soi1 was placed on top of the filter paper. The soi1 was compacted to a 

thickness of 6 mm (for a standard test) using a the compaction equipment descn'bed in 

Section 4.1.4. The top of the Iift was then scored lightly using a pointed object in order 

to allow for better adhesion between successive lifts. On average, fourteen score Iines 
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were used; seven in each of two perpendicular directions. The remaining three lifts 

were compacted in an identical manner. A filter paper was placed on top of the fourtb 

lift, followed by a filter stone. 

After the soi1 was compacted, the top flange of the cell was attached using four set 

screws. Six large threaded rods were then threaded through the sleeve and both 

flanges and tightened with nuts on each end. The cell was subsequently attached to 

the test board. A 'quick coupler" arrangement was designed by the author to attach 

the leads from the test board to the cell. This simplified what was previously a difficult 

task. The Ieads to the test cell were fashioned in a way that they were readily 

accessible and could be easily attached. 

4.3.4. Saturation procedure 

Some of the specirnens Wich had been initially compacted to less than 100% 

saturation were subsequently saturated within the test cell, The saturation procedure 

was used for only a limited number of tests. Specimens which did not include a 

saturation phase were said to be tested "as compactedn. 

The first step in saturation was to flush the leads and filter Stones with water at 

atmospheric pressure. This was done with the fiow meter isolated so that watet used 

to satürate leads and filters would not be recorded as water inflow to the specimen. To 

accomplish the flushing procedure, the water inflow valve and bleed valve were opened 

simultaneously, allowing water to pass over the filter with minimai intrusion of water into 

the specimen. This was done at both ends of the specimen. 



After flushing the leads and filters, the water system was pressurized to 0.2 MPa in 

order to exped.de saturation of the specimen. Once the system was pressurized, the 

valve leading to the flow meter was opened. The principle used was one of dissolving 

air pockets into previously de-aired water at elevated pore back pressure. The valves 

connecting the water system to botti ends of the specirnen were then opened so that 

saturation could be achieved more quickly by allowing water uptake from both ends. 

Difficulties were enwuntered in achieving full saturation with a backpressure of 0.2 

MPa, especially with specimens with low degrees of saturation at the time of 

compaction. This point will be discussed in more detail in Test Results, Chapter 5. 

4.3.5. Gas breakthrough test procedure 

Once the ceIl with its endosed specimen was attacheci to the test board and the 

saturation phase had been completed (where required), the breakthrough portion of the 

test was cornmenced. First the data acquisition software was started, so that pressures 

coufd be monitored on the cornputer screen. The entire system was set to a 

backpressure of 0.2 MPa and the leads and filters were flushed with gas to remove any 

water and bring the wtiole system up to pressure. The gas outlet circuit was then 

isolated from the supply by closing a valve. With the gas outiet circuit isolated, any 

increase in pressure in the gas collection tank (Figure 4.2) was an indication of gas 

breakthrough, since this was the only way gas could get into the tank. 

The gas pressure on the inlet side of the specimen was then increased in a series of 

pre-detemined pressure incrernents. For standard tests, the inlet pressure was 
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inaeased by 0.2 MPa every 5 minutes. This pressure increment was chosen so that 

tests could be cornpletad within one working day. For a test that went to the full 

capacity of the board (9.2 MPa), the gas breakthrough part of the test would take 

approxirnately 7 hours induding installation, initial set-up, testing and decomrnissioning. 

4.3.6. Post-breakthrough procedure 

After a test was complete followïng breakthrough (or the upper pressure lime of the 

equipment was reached), al1 valves leading to the specimen were closed. The gas inlet 

and outlet circuits were brought back to atmosphenc pressure by bleeding the lines. 

Any residual pressure in the test cell was then bled quickly. The cell was detached 

from the test board, and the clamping bolts and cell end flanges rernoved. The 

specimen was then extnided from the sleeve using the compaction ram and hydraulic 

pump described earlier. This procedure was performed as quickly as possible, since 

the removal of the end flanges exposed the specimen to air and potential loss of 

moisture through evaporation. The filter paper and stones prevented rapid 

evaporation. 

The specimen was then cut into upper and lower halves, so that there was a disc of soi1 

from the lower (inlet) side of the specimen, and one from the upper (outlet) side. 

Division of the specimen into 4 separate zones for the purposes of water content tests 

is shown in Figure 4.12. The soi1 around the perimeter of each of these discs was 

removed. Water content tests were taken of these four specimens (gas inlet perimeter, 

gas inlet centre, gas outiet penrneter and gas outiet centre). 



4.4. MERCURY INTRUSION POROSIMETRY PROCEDURES 

4.4.1. Specirnen preparation 

Specimens for mercury intnision porosirnetry testing were prepared using similar 

procedures as for the gas breakthrough tests. Oven-dn'ed illite and distilled, de-aired 

water were mixed and cornpacted in the manner described in section 4.3. However, 

the specimens were not tested in the breakthrough apparatus. The only difference 

from the standard compaction procedure was that some of the MIP specimens were 

compacted in one Iift instead of four. There was wncem that the interface between the 

lifts would become a fissure when the specirnen was dried. This fissure would then fiIl 

prematurely with mercury during the intrusion process and would alter the test results. 

Following compaction, the specimen was extmded from the cell without testing. It was 

broken into many small chunks, of about 2 grams each. A small chisel was used to 

break the specimen into chunks. Cutting the specimen with a knife would alter the pore 

size and shape at the surface of the specimen and was therefore avoided. The volume 

of the specimens was chosen to correspond with the chamber in the MIP testing 

apparatus, a Micromeritics 'Auto Pore II - 9220' porosimeter at the laboratories of 

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Pinawa, Manitoba. A specimen of 2 grams can be very 

nearly fully intruded with this apparatus and will produce the most meaningful results. 

Two srnall 'chunk" specimens were chosen from each large specirnen. The chunks 

were selected to be free of visible fissures. Specimens were also chosen if they were 
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from the centre of the original large specimen where they would be least affected by 

the force of the compaction ram and cell walls. 

The two small specimens were then carefully packaged and shipped to the AECL 

laboratory in Pinawa, where they were carnpletely dned in a chamber in close proximity 

to sulfuric acid, a desiccant. 

4.4.2. Procedure for mercury intrusion porosimetry tests 

The MIP tests were perfomed by Mr. Brad Walker, technologist at the AECL 

laboratory. The dried specimen was placed in the chamber of the MIP testing 

apparatus and the chamber filled with mercury. The charnber was then pressurized 

incrementally. The pressure was held constant at each pressure increment until the 

intrusion of mercury had ceased. The termination of intrusion of mercury indicates that 

al1 pores large enough ta be intmded at that particular pressure have been intruded. 

The cumulative volume of mercury intmded was then recorded before the pressure was 

increased again. Results of these tests will be described in Chapter 5. 



5. TEST RESULTS 

This chapter presents results of the testing program outlined in Chapter 3. Data for 

tests on illitekand specimens will be discussed first, followed by results from tests on 

bentonite specimens and a number of specialized tests. A synthesis of the test results 

wi-Il be presented in Chapter 6. The gas breakthrough test results outlined in this 

chapter are for ustandard' tests (with a pressure incrernent of O.PMPd5min). unless 

otherwise indicated. 

ln following sections and in the accompanying tables, the initial (or compaction) test 

pararneters represent the state of the specimen at the time of compaction prior to the 

gas breakthrough test. Some of these parameten are measured (W. mass of soi1 

compacted, volume of test cell), and others are calculated from the measured 

parameters (Sr, pd, pc). For the unsaturated tests, where no water inflow is pemitted, 

the initial test parameten represent the state of the speumen at the beginning of the 

gas breakthrough test. Final pararneters are those which wefe measured (w) and 

calculated (Sr) following the gas breakthrough test, after the specimen was extnided 

from the cell. A final dry density was not calculated from the final mass of soli, since 

losses of soi1 often ocwrred upon extrusion and slicing of the specimen. Therefore, 

the final mass used in calculating final dry density would produce inaccurate results. 

For the purposes of mis report, gas breakthrough pressure. Pb. is defined as the 

pressure levef at which the first gas breakttirough response was noted. AII gas 

breakthrough pressures are reported in tems of the pressure differential across the 
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specimen. Since the gas ouüet backpressure is 0.2 MPa for al1 tests, the gas 

breakthrough pressure is the gas inlet pressure minus 0.2 MPa. Gas breakthrough was 

evidenced by an increase in the gas outlet pressure in excess of the backpressure and 

normal minor fluctuations, which were normally less than 5 kPa. Different tests had 

diffenng rates of gas breakthrough. In some specimens, gas breakthrough occurred 

rapidly, with the gas outlet pressure increasing by many MPa within a few seconds. In 

other tests, the gas outlet pressure would increase slowly, at a rate of only 10 kPa per 

minute. Systematic application of the above definition of gas breakthrough allows al1 

tests to be evaluated, even with diffen'ng rates of gas breakthrough. The trends 

apparent in the different rates of gas breakthrough will be discussed later in this 

chapter. 

A graph for each gas breakthrough test can be found in Appendix A. A representative 

sample of these graphs will be used to illustrate prominent trends in Figures 5.1 

through 5.6. Some cornputer data fiies were accidentally overwritten or were not 

properly recorded. These graphs are identified with the words "data file not availablen. 

A manual backup record was kept for each test so the gas breakthrough pressure is 

still known even if the computer data file was lost. It should also be noted that several 

graphs show the gas collection Iine crossing the gas inflow line slightly following 

breakthrough. It is unlikely that the gasout pressure did actually exceed the gas inflow 

pressure. The minor variations in the calibrations of the pressure transducers, as 

discussed in Section 4.1 -2.1 account for the phenornena, 



S I  1 Ill itekand mixtures (ISU) 

Test specimens were prepared with varying ratios of illite to sand. degree of saturation. 

and dry densities. As described in Section 3.3.3, the target effective clay dry density, 

pc, (or pqdry ) was also taken into consideration when planning the initial test 

parameters. It should be noted that a number of tests are reported as having a degree 

of saturation slightly greater than 100 percent, which in theory is impossible. If an 

attempt was made to compact a specimen to a degree of saturation greater than 100%. 

a small amount of water could possibly have been dnven out of the specimen into the 

lower filter paper and stone. It is also possible that there was slight variation in specific 

gravity which would result in a small e m r  in the caIculation of degree of saturation. 

Specific gravities, Gs, of 2.76 and 2.65 were used for iIlite and sand, respectively. 

The following list outlines the number of tests carried out at each illitelsand ratio. The 

test ID names for this series begin with "ISUn, meaning that these are jllitelsand 

unsaturated tests. The number following these letters represents the illite content (Le. - 
1SU37.5-3 is the third test in the series which has 37.5% illite and 62.5% sand). The 

specimen conditions and gas breakthrough data for the illitelsand tests are shown in 

Tables 5.1 - 5.4. 

75% illite 1 25% sand - 10 tests (Table 5.1) 

50% illite 1 50% sand - 18 tests (Table 5.2) 

37.5% illite / 62.5% sand - I O  tests (Table 5.3) 

25% ilJite 1 75% sand - 10 tests (Table 5.4) 
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5.1.7.1.Gas breakthrough response 

Gas breakthrough pressure increased with increasing degree of saturation for al1 ratios 

of illite to sand. An example of this trend is illustrated in specimens ISUSO-15 and 

1SU5û-17, as shown in Figure 5.1. Each graph shows the gas inflow pressure being 

increased in 0.2 MPa increments every 5 minutes. When a response is noted in the 

gas colledion pressure (the dashed line), gas breakthrough is said to occur. Arrows 

have been placed at the point of gas breaktfirough. Bo# specimens have the same 

illitefsand ratio and dry density. However, ISU50-15 was compacted to a degree of 

saturation of 95.2% and had a gas breakthrough pressure of 3.2 MPa. The other 

specimen ISU5û-17 had a lower degree of saturation of 80.6% and a lower 

breakthrough pressure of 1 .O MPa. This observation is similar to what Kirkham (1995) 

observed for 100% illite. He found that below a degree of saturation of about 80%, illite 

specimens did not exhibit any resistance to gas breakthrough. Of the five illitelsand 

specimens in this program that were cornpacted to a degree of saturation Iess than 

80%, ail broke through at the first pressure increment (0.2MPa). Six specimens were 

compacted to a degree of saturation between 80 and 85 percent; of these specimens 

three broke through at the first pressure increment (0.2 MPa) and the remainder broke 

through below 1 .O MPa. This finding is consistent with current hypotheses (WheeIer, 

1988, Jeffries et al., 1991, Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993) that state that the gas phase 

is continuous at a degree of saturation below about 85%. as discussed in Section 2.5. 

This would lead to very low or non-existent gas breakthrough pressures. 

The gas breakthrough pressure also increased with increasing dry density. If saturation 

and ilfitekand ratio were held constant, a specimen with the greater dry density would 
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have a higher gas breakthrough pressure. A typical illustration of this is shown in 

Figure 5.2, where the gas breakthrough graphs for specimens ISU50-5 and 1SU5û-14 

are compared. Although they are both fully saturated, ISU-14 has a greater dry density 

and hence a greater gas breakthrough pressure. The specimen with a greater dry 

density would have Iower porosity. A decrease in porosity would result in fewer, and 

Iikely smaller pores and hence an increase in gas breakthrough pressure. 

The effective day dry density, p,, allows specimens of differing illitelsand ratios to be 

compared to one another by assuming sand is an inert filler. Gas breakthrough 

pressures of illitelsand mixtures show a greater dependence upon day dry density than 

total dry density. This effect has been obsewed by other researchers for hydraulic 

conducüvity and coefficients of diffusion (Gray et al. 1985, Dixon et al 1987). For 

example, specimens ISU50-12 and ISU37.5-8 shown in Figure 5.3 have closely similar 

dry densities, (2.15 and 2.14 ~glm' ,  respedively) and degrees of saturation (93.7 and 

93-6 %, respectively). However, their gas breakthrough pressures are different at 1 .O 

and 0.2 MPa, respectively. The difference in gas breakthrough pressure c m  be 

attributed to the fact that specimen ISU50-12 has a greater illite content (50% as 

opposed to 37.5% in specimen ISU37.5-8), and therefore has a higher effective clay 

dry density. The effective day dry density of specimen ISU5û-12 is 1.81 ~ ~ l r n ~ ,  

whereas the effective clay dry density of specimen lSU37.58 is 1.65 ~ ~ l r n ' .  

Although gas breakthrough pressure did not show a strong correlation with the total dry 

density of the specimen, the rate of gas flow from the specimen following breakthrough 

generally decreased with increasing dry density. That is, specimens at the same 
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degree of saturation and clay dry density, but with different total dry densities due to 

their sand content would have approximately the same gas breakthrough pressures, 

but gas breaMhrough response would be slower in the specimen with greater dry 

density. This effect can be seen in Figure 5.4, where the gas breakthrough responses 

of specimens lSU37.5-2 and ISU75-5 are wmpared. The speürnens have almost 

identical degrees of saturation (84.6% and 84.8%) and effective clay dry densities (1.90 

~g/rn?, however, the speumen with 37.5% illite and 62.5% sand has a dry density of 

2.30 ~ g l r n l  as compared to the specirnen with 75% illite and 25% sand which has a dry 

density of 2.02 ~ ~ l r n ~ .  Specirnen ISU37.M. which has the higher dry density, exhibits 

a slower rate of gas flow. 

Generally. speürnens with dry densities above 2.20 ~ g / r n ~  exhibited slow rates of 

breakthrough where those below 2.20 ~g/rn= had relatively rapid gas breakthrough and 

rate increased with decreasing dry density. However, if the effective clay dry density 

was extremely low, as with the tests in the ISU25 series, gas breakthrough was rapid, 

regardless of dry density. In these specimens with very low effective clay dry densities, 

(< 1.50 ~ g l r n J )  there appears to be a shift from a day-dominated to a sand-dominated 

matenal. If materials that have a very low effective clay dry density are indeed sand- 

dominated, then it follows that gas breakthrough resistance would be minimal. 

5.1.1.2. Variations in water content 

Water content tests were taken following completion of gas breakthrough. As 

described in Chapter 4 and as shown in Figure 4.12, each specirnen was divided into 

four for purposes of measunng water content (gas inlet perimeter, gas inlet centre, gas 
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outiet pen'meter, gas outlet center). The ASTM standard for water content tests, 

02216, states that a minimum of 209 of moist soi1 should be used per test. Almost al1 

water content tests were perforrned using 20-309 of moist soil. There were a few tests, 

however, that had slightly less than 209 of moist soil. 

A 95% confidence interval was used to determine whether differences in water content 

were significant or not. Generally, the difference is taken to be significant if zero is not 

a part of the 95% confidence interval. A 95% confidence interval is detemined by the 

following equation: 

VVhere: d = the average of the differences 

a = 100 - desired confidence interval (Le. for a 95% interval, a = 100-95=5) 

II = the number of observations 

so = the standard deviation of the differences 

hW,, = the value on the x axis of the t-distribution curve (with n-1 degrees of 

freedom) for which the area under the t curve to the right of t is aI2. (the h,,, 

values were obtained from Devore (1991). 

It would be expected that if gas was bypassing the specimen by traveling along the ceIl 

walls that the water content at the perimeter of the specimen would be significantly 

Iower. However, the difference between the centre and perimeter water contents was 

not significant (0.0310.05%). As a result, the average of the two inlet and hivo outlet 

values was used to obtain the difference between the inlet and outlet sides of the 
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specimen. The difference between inlet and outlet water content was signifiant, with 

the inlet being less (-0.3010.12%) than the outlet This is supported by the observation 

that the gas ouflet side was visibly wetter (as evidenced by a darker colour) for many of 

the specimens upon extrusion from the test cell. If continuous gas pathways had 

formed by pushing water out of the pores, from the gas inlet to the gas outlet side. 

then this observation is also consistent with what would be expected. This observation 

is contrary however to researchers such as Pusai (1985) who took the absence of a 

difference in water contents between the gas inlet and outlet sides of bentonite 

specimens to mean that gas had traveled through only a smali number of pathways. It 

is also contrary to the observations of Hume (1998) who observed a higher water 

content on the inlet side of bentonite specimens which were subjected to very high 

pressures of up to 50 MPa. This matter will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 

5.7.7.3. Rep ea ta bility 

Repeatability of these tests was good throughout al1 illitelsand ratios and ranges of dry 

density and degree of saturation . A few examples are given below 

Test P ~ J  ( W m 3  Sr (%) P b  ( M W  

ISUSO-3 2-03 100.8 0.4 

ISU50-4 2.04 100.1 0.6 



5.2. BENTONITE 

5.2.1. Wetted (BW) 

This series of tests was perfomed on 100% Avonlea bentonite. The specimens were 

subjected to a saturation phase following compaction. They are referred to as %vettedn 

rather than "saturatedu because full saturation was not achieved. Tests BW-1 through 

BW-6C (1 1 tests) are the work of the author, whereas tests BW-7 through BW-23 (16 

tests) are the collaborative work of the author and H.B. Hume. These collaborative 

tests are also reported in Hume 1998. 

The intent of this series of tests was to compact soi1 at varying water contents and 

saturate them by uptake of water. The effect of differing soi1 structures at the time of 

mmpacüon could then be investigated. The results of these tests are shown in Table 

5.5. Wetted specimens were saturated at a backpressure of 0.2 MPa until movement 

in the water inflow burette ceased, usually after about hivo days, as described in 

Chapter 3. In theory, the final degree of saturation calculated from the water infiow 

measurements should correlate well with the measured final degree of saturation. 

Table 5.6 shows calculations of final degree of saturation from water inflow 

measurements. Generally, the measured final degree of saturation was much higher 

than that calculated from the water inflow measurements. The possible explanation for 

this observation involves test procedures. The water inflow burette is isolated during 

the flushing of the filters, prior ta the saturation phase so that water used to saturate 

the filters will not be measured as inflow to the specimen. It is possible however that 

water was traveling through the filters into the specimen during this flushing procedure. 
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especially for specimens compacted to low degrees of saturation with high levels of 

suction. This results in the inflow measurements underestimating the quantity of water 

that has entered the specimen. 

Although al1 of the specimens reached 8598% saturation, none were fully saturated. 

This is possibly due to the la& of an applied vacuum to remove air from the specimen. 

Some of the specimens were compacted to very low degrees of saturation of less than 

60 percent These specimens contained large amounts of air which would have to be 

displaced if true saturation was to occur. Work by Hume (1998) also suggested a 

backpressure of greater than 0.2 MPa is needed to saturate bentonite specimens within 

the time frarne used for these tests. 

5.Z.l. I.Gas breakthrough response 

For tests campacted ta dry densities greater than 0.95 ~ ~ l r n ~ ,  there was no gas 

breakthrough before the upper Iimit of the test board, = 9.2 MPa, was reached. Below 

0.75 f ie gas breakthrough pressures were generally very low, c 1 .O MPa. All 

tests that did breakthrough showed rapid rates of breakhrough. In the threshold area 

between 0.75-0.95 ~ ~ l r n ~  the gas breakthrough pressure vatied widely and did not 

seem to show strong correlation with either dry density or initial or final degree of 

saturation. The lack of correlation between gas breakthrough pressure and either 

initial or final degree of saturation might be because after the saturation phase, al1 tests 

have relatively high degrees of saturation (8598%) resulting in a continuous water 

phase. Moreover, it is likely that the face of the specirnen that was in contact with 

water was fully saturated. Gas would have to push water out of the pores at the gas 
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inlet face in order to enter the spedmen. A further discussion of this phenornenon will 

be induded in Section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1.2. Variations in wa ter content 

The lateral variation in water content (5.6i1 .O%) was significant, with the penmeter 

water content being higher. This is different from what was found for iilite specimens 

and is possibly due to the saturation procedure. Variation between the gas inlet and 

gas outlet sides (3.214.5%), was not significant, also contrasr to m a t  was found for 

illite. 

5.2.1.3. Repeatability 

Repeatability was inconsistent in this test senes. As discussed in the Section 5.2.1 -1, 

for dry densities above 0.95 or below 0.75 ~ g l r n ~ ,  the tests were very repeatable. 

However. for dry densities in the threshold range. 0.75-0.95 ~g/rn=, the tests were not 

repeatable. For example, it would be expected that a specimen (BW-6) cornpacted to a 

dry density of 0.90 ~ g l r n ~  and having initial and final degrees of saturation of 60.3 and 

94.4, respectively, would have a higher gas breakthrough pressure than for a test 

which had lower dry density and degrees of saturation (BW-5B, pd=0.86 ~ g l r n l ,  

Sfl--1=54.7%, Smw=87.1 %). However. the opposite was ûue. Speùmen BW-6 

has a gas breakthrough pressure of 0.6 MPa, whereas the value for BW-5B was 

greater than 9.2 MPa. 



5.2.2. Unsaturated (BU) 

The testing on unsaturated bentonite was carried out collaboratively with H. B. Hume 

(1 998). Twenty-nine tests were performed with dry densities ranging from 0.9-1.2 

~gl rn '  and degrees of saturation from 60-99s. Since these specimens were to be 

tested in an unsaturated state, the saturation portion of the test was excluded. Table 

5.7 wntains the test data for this series. Some of the tests were carried out with wet 

filters in order to replicate test procedures and conditions used previously for the 

saturated tests. However, the majority of these tests (24) were camed out using dry 

filten. Wet filten made the data difficult to interpret, since the exact water uptake from 

the filters (and hence specimen saturation at the time of the gas breaMhrough test) was 

not known. 

5.2.2.1. Gas breakthrough response 

The gas breakthrough pressure of these specimens showed a strong correlation with 

degree of saturation. Below a degree of saturation of about 90%, the specimens 

exhibited little gas breakthrough resistance. Above a degree of saturation of 90%, the 

gas breakthrough pressures rose sharply. For example, specimens BU-15, BU-1 1 B 

and BU4 9 (as shown in Figures 5.5 (a) and (b)) have dry densities of 1.10 or 1.1 1 

lvlg/rn3. As the degree of saturaüon of the specimens increases, (82.2, 91.1,97.6, 

respectively), so also does the gas breakthrough pressure (0.2, 0.6 and 5.4 MPa, 

respectively). 

Gas breakthrough pressure also increased with increasing dry density, if water content 

was held constant This also represented an increase in degree of saturation. For 
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example, the gas breakthrough pressure increased from 0.2 to >9.2 MPa in tests BU-6. 

BU48 and BU40 (as shown in Figures 5.6 (a) and (b)), where the water content was 

relatively constant within the range of 52.7443% but the dry density increased from 

0.90 to 1.13 ~ g l r n ~ .  

Tests with wet filters seemed to have a significantly higher gas breakthrough pressure 

than those with dry filters. Tests BU-11 and BU-11 B were compacted at a dry density 

of 1.1 1 ~ g / r n ~  and water contents between 48.1 and 49.1 % (for degrees of saturation 

of 90.1 and 91 .O, respectively). Specimen BU-11 was compacted on wet filters and 

had a gas breakthrough pressure greater than 9.2 MPa. Specimen BU-? 18, 

compacted using dry filters, had gas breakthrough pressure of 0.6 MPa. Furthemore, 

the average w, for specimen BU-I I  had increased by 4.8% to 52.9% due to water 

uptake frorn the wet filters. Evidently, the gas inlet face of the specimen had a higher 

degree of saturation than the average for the specimen as a whole. This high degree 

of saturation on the face likely reduced the number of continuous gas pathways which 

explains the greater resistance to gas breakthrough of specimen BU-1 1. 

Al1 tests in which gas breakthrough was achieved exhibited rapid rates of gas 

breakthrough. This observation is opposite to that obsewed for illite. ln bentonite, 

even specimens with high dry densities and degrees of saturation and correspondingly 

high gas breakthrough pressures show a rapid rate of breakthrough. 



5.2.2.2. Variations in wa ter content 

The lateral variation in water content, between the perirneter and centre of the 

specimen (0.410.6Y0) was not significant. The difference between the inlet side and 

outlet side of the specimen (0.04*0.74%) was also not significant if the specirnens 

compacted on wet filters were excluded. The specimens compacted on wet filters 

showed an elevated water content on the gas inlet side of the specimen. This is due to 

the fact that the specimens were compacted on a wet filter (on the gas inlet side) which 

increased the water content. 

The tests were quite repeatable. Five of the six sets of repeat tests at similar dry 

densities and degrees of saturation had gas breakthrough pressures within 0.2 MPa of 

each other. The sixth repeat series of tests, BU-7, BU-7B and BU-7C, had dosely 

similar conditions at the time of compaction, however the gas breakthrough pressures 

varied widely, 1.4, 4.8, and 3.6 MPa, respectively. These specimens had the highest 

degree of saturation of any of the repeat tests (98.5, 98.8, 97.8, respectively). These 

tests seem ver- sensitive to variations in either dry density or degree of saturation. 

Since the gas breakthrough response of the unsaturated bentonite tests as a m o l e  

increases sharply with degree of saturation, this might be the cause for these 

variations. 



5.3. SPECIALKED TESTS 

5.3.1. Bentonite and illite with non-polar fluids (NPFU) 

A small number of tests were camed out on illite and bentonite specimens which were 

prepared using a non-polar pore fiuid, paraffin oit. The test ID'S for these specimens 

start with either "INPFUn or "BNPFU*, signifying either lllite (or bentonite) non-golar 

fluid-gnsaturated. Table 5.8 shows the specimen conditions and gas breakthrough 

results for this series. 

Mite was mixed with paraffin oil to an effective water content of 42.0% (as discussed in 

Section 4.3.1 -2) and was compacted to a dry density of 2.05 ~ g / r n '  for an effective 

degree of saturation of 95.6%. These test parameters were chosen because they had 

been repeated as standard tests (using water) several times by the author with highly 

repeatable results. These four tests that have been perfomed on illite at similar dry 

densities and degrees of saturation are outlined in Table 5.9. The four standard illite 

tests had an average gas breakthrough pressure of 3.75 MPa. The two tests on illite 

which were mixed with paraffin had an average breakthrough pressure of 2.2 MPa, 

which is 59% of the standard test value. 

nree tests were perfomed on bentonite, two mixed with water and one with paraffin. 

The two tests with water had quite different breakthrough pressures at 3.6 and 5.4 

MPa. Repeatability of unsaturated bentonite tests in this range of degree of saturation 

is relatively low, as discussed in Section 5.2.2.2. However, for the purposes of this 

cornparison, the average of the two standard bentonite tests is 4.5 MPa. The test 
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perfonned on bentonite that was mixed with paraffin broke through at the first pressure 

increment (0.2 MPa), which is 4% of the gas breakthrough pressure for a standard test 

Moreover, the texture of bentonite that was mixed with paraffin was markedly different 

from that mixed with water. Bentonite rnixed with paraffin did not form into peds and 

was uclumpy"l somewhat like flour mixed with oil. Bentonite rnixed with water foms 

peds and has a dry "crumblike" appearance. In contrast, illite mixed with paraffin 

looked similar, if not drier, than that mixed Mth water. 

5.3.2. Il lite with modified time increments (ITU) 

A small set of tests was perfomed on illite in which the rate of pressure application was 

vaned. The name for this series is "ITUn1 which signifies jllite-ame, gnsaturated. The 

gas breakthrough pressures and specimen conditions for this senes are shown in Table 

5.10. Two 'standard' tests were conduded on illite at a dry density of 2.04 ~ g l r n ~  and 

a degree of saturation of 98.3%. These tests acted as the control specimens. Both 

standard tests had a gas breakthrough pressure of 3.6 MPa. 

Two tests. ITU-1 and ITU-1 B with dry densities and degrees of saturation closely similar 

to the standard were carried out using a pressure increment of 0.2 MPa per hour (as 

opposed to 0.2 MPa every five minutes for the standard tests). These tests broke 

through at 2.2 and 1.8 MPa, respectively. The average of these two tests, 2.0 MPa, is 

56% of the standard value. 

Six tests were then wnducted where the pressure was constant. The time to 

breakthrough t~, was then measured. Tests ITU-3, ITU-4, ITU-4B, and ITU-5 were al1 
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compacted to a dry density of 2.04 ~ g / r n l ,  and closely similar degrees of saturation 

(97.2, 96.9. 96.9, 97.2%. respe~~vely). The results of these tests are outlined below 

Test ID Pb (MPa) (hours) 

ITU-5 0.8 >336 ~ O U S  

ITU-3 1.8 22.7 

ITU-4 2.8 0.3 

ITU-4B 2.8 0.2 

This data are interesting in that they suggest an inverse relationship between applied 

pressure and the time to gas breakthrough. In this set of data, the time to gas 

breakthrough increases exponentially with decreasing applied pressure. Tests ITU-1 

and ITU-1 B. where the average breakthrough pressure was 2.0 MPa (tb=8 h) can be 

wmpared to test ITU-3, where the pressure was constant at 4.8 MPa and the time to 

gas breakthrough was 22.7 hours. It would be expected that if the pressure were 

raised suddenly at the beginning of a test, that breakthrough would occur more quickly 

than a gradua1 increase in pressure. It is possible that some sort of occlusion of pores 

occurs due to the rapid application of pressure. 

Two other tests, ITU-6 and ITU-7 were camed out at a iower degree of saturation, 

94.1% but a higher dry density (2.06 ~ ~ / m ~ )  than the others in this series. Test ITUô 

had a constant applied pressure of 1.8 MPa and broke thmugh at 0.64 houn. Test 

ITU-7 had a constant applied pressure of 0.8 MPa and broke through in 0.5 hours. 

These test results seem counter-intuitive, since the test with the lower applied pressure 

broke through in a shorter period of tirne. Also, in tests ITU-3 and ITU-5. the times to 
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gas breakthrougti were much higher than in comparable tests ITU-6 and ITU-7, even 

though the dry densities and degrees of saturation of the specimens were relatively 

dose. It is very diffiwlt to interpret the data from tests ITU-6 and ITU-7, however, since 

the illite used for these tests was from a different batch han that used for the rest of 

the testing prograrn. The Atterberg lirnits, specific gravity, and particle size distributions 

for this new batch of illite were investigated, and they are closely similar to the old 

batch. The rnineralogical composition might differ somewhat between the batches. 

However this has not been investigated. 

5.3.3. MIP tests on illite (MIP) 

Seven MIP tests were carried out on illite. The testing prograrn was planned and the 

specimens were prepared by the author. They were then sent to AECL's Whiteshell 

Laborataries for MIP testing. The data presented for these MIP tests has been 

previously reported by the author in Gelmich (1 994)' and by Kirkham (1 995). Most of 

the specimens show an incremental intrusion gaph (or PSD) with two distinct peaks 

which can be interpreted as the inter and intra-ped pores. Figure 5.7 shows a seiies of 

tests that were wmpaded to a dry density of 2.04 ~ g l m ' ,  but at four different water 

contents. The specimen compacted at a water content of 10% had the highest peak at 

the 1 micron pore size wtiich is the inter-ped level and the lowest peak at the 0.1 

micron size wtiich is the intra-ped level. Conversely, the specimen compacted at 

w=i3% has the Iowest peak at the lmicron size and the highest peak at the 0.imicron 

size. This illustrates the fact that as water content increases, the number of inter-ped 

pores decrease as the soi1 is able to defonn and fiIl these pores. Soil with a lower 
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water content does not deform as much and hence does not fil1 as many of the inter- 

ped pores. 

Figure 5.8 shows two different specimens that were compacted at the same water 

content, but to different dry densities. The specimen with the higher dry density has 

fewer pores, as would be expected from the resulting decrease in porosity. The Iines 

have essentially the sarne peaks. However, the Iine that represents the higher density 

specimen is shifted downwards. In Figure 5.9 an example of a single-peaked 

incrernental intrusion graph is show. This specimen was compacted at a low dry 

density of 1.95 ~ g l m '  and a water content of 15% (which is wet of optimum). Even 

though the dry density is low and many pores would be expected, there is no second 

peak at the 1 micron level. The soil, which was at a high water content at the time of 

compaction, defomed to fiIl almost al1 of the inter-ped voids. The foregoing 

observations are consistent with those found by other researchers @Van 1996, Delage 

and Graham, 1996) as discussed in Section 2.2.3.2. 



6.1. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 

6.1.1. Illite/sand mixtures 

As discussed in Chapter 5, the gas breakthrough pressures of illite/sand mixtures 

depend on the effective clay dry density of the specimen. The gas breakthrough 

pressure also depends on the degree of saturation of the specimen. Figures 6.1 

through 6.3 show gas breakthrough pressure as a function of effective day dry density 

for different ranges of saturation for illitejsand specimens. 

Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between gas breakthrough pressure and effective 

clay dry density for specimens with degrees of saturation from 85 to 90 percent. It 

should be noted that specimens of al1 illitekand ratios that were tested (2975, 

37962.5, 50/50, and 75/25) are incfuded as points on this graph. The specimens with 

varying illite to sand ratios can be placed on the sarne graph because the effective clay 

dry density, not the total dry density, is used. The best fit Iine for the data points is 

shown as a dashed line. The coefficient of detemination, ?, for this best-fit line is low 

at 0.478. Upon close inspection, it looks as if there rnight be a tiireshold effective clay 

dry density of approximately 1.8 ~ g / r n ~  below which the specimens will not have any 

resistance to gas breakthrough in this range of saturation. For specimens with effective 

clay dry density greater than 1.8 ~ g / r n ~ .  the gas breakthrough pressure appean to 

increase linearly with increasing effective clay dry density. 
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For sake of cornparison, best-fit lines for Kirkham's (1995) data for 400% illite were 

induded in Figures 6.1 to 6.4 as solid lines. Kirkharn divided his data into degrees of 

saturation of above 80% and below 80%. For 100% illite, the effective clay dry density 

and the total dry density would be identical. Since Kirkharn reported his gas 

breakthrough pressures as total pressure (not pressure difference across the speumen 

as in this study), the illiteisand gas breakthrough pressures will also be reported as total 

pressure so that they can be direcüy compared. The backpressure was 0.2 MPa for al1 

tests, so the gas breakthrough pressures reported here will be 0.2 MPa higher than 

those in the rest of this thesis. The best-fit line for the illiteisand mixtures at degrees of 

saturation between 85 and 90 percent falls between the >80% and ~80% degree of 

saturation lines for 100% illite, as would be expected. 

For specimens with degrees of saturation between 90 and 95 percent, the best-fit line 

has a very high coefficient of determination of 0.9368, as shown in Figure 6.2. This 

means that the best-fit line represents the data very well. This line also falls between 

the >80% and (80% lines for 100% illite, as would be expected. 

Figure 6.3 shows the data for specimens with a degree of saturation between 95 and 

100 percent The best-fit line fits the data very well, with a coefficient of determination 

of 0.8807. This line is above the >80% line for 100% illite. This is expected since the 

average saturation of the data points induded in the 95-100% Iine for illiteisand 

mixtures would be higher than the >80% line for 100% illite. It follows that at the same 

effective dry density, a population of specimens with a higher average degree of 

saturation would also have a higher average gas breakthrough pressure. 



Figure 6.4 is a summary of aB the best-fit Iines for each group of data points. This 

graph deaiiy shows that illitelsand mixtures of difTering claylsand ratios can be 

wmpared with each other, as well as with 100% illite specimens on the basis of 

effective clay dry densities. All else equal, an increase in effective clay dry density wili 

result in an increase in gas breakthrough pressure. The increases are substantial for 

effecüve clay dry densities of greater than 1.6 ~glrn'. If sand in a claylsand system 

behaves as an inert filler, then the porosity in the clay portion of the structure would 

control its behaviour. All else equal, an increase in effective day dry density would 

result in a decrease in porosity, which would result in a decrease in pore frequency. A 

reduction in the size of the pores would also be expected. It follows that this reduction 

in both the frequency and size of pores would result in a decrease in paths available for 

flow. and ultimately an inueased gas breakthrough pressure in tests using inuemental 

loading procedures. 

6.1.2. Wetted bentonite 

A summary graph of the test data for wetted bentonite is presented in Figure 6.5. The 

figure shows the test data in a three-dimensional dry densitykater wntenVgas 

breakthrough pressure space. Tests in which gas breakthrough was achieved are 

denoted as white triangles. Tests in which the upper limit of the testing apparatus was 

reached before gas breakthrough are shown as black triangles. It is apparent frorn the 

graph that there is a threshold dry density of approximately 0.90 ~ g l r n ' ,  above which 

no gas breakthrough was achieved before the upper limit of the testing apparatus was 

reached (9.2 MPa). This threshold dry density was regardless of degree of saturation. 
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Below a dry density of approximately 0.70 ~g/m', the specimens exhibited little 

resistance to gas breakthrough, regardless of degree of saturation. In the range of dry 

density between 0.70 - 0.90 ~g/rn', the gas breakthrough pressures were highly 

variable, ranging frorn 0.2 MPa, to greater than 9.2 MPa. This set of test data is difficult 

to interpret since each specimen was unsaturated upon compaction and an atternpt 

was made to saturate it within the test ceII. Although none of the specimens were fully 

saturated at the time of testing (as shown in Table 5.5), possible saturation at the faces 

of the specimen might have impeded gas flow. Since the final water content tests are 

doser to the actual state of the specimen at the time of testing, the final water contents 

were used for this graph. 

6.1 -3. Unsaturated bentonite 

The test data for the unsaturated bentonite senes is shown in a tiiree-dimensional 

space in Figure 6.6. Since these specimens were tested as cornpacted (without a 

saturation phase), the complicating factors of incomplete saturation, or saturation 

gradients throughout the specimen are not a factor as they were with the "wettedœ 

series. With the unsaturated specimens, the gas breakthrough pressure depends 

highly on the degree of saturation. In Figure 6.6, it can be seen that below a degree of 

saturation of about 93%, there is very little resistance to gas breakthrough. Above a 

degree of saturation of 93%, as full saturation is approached, the gas breakthrough 

pressures increase sharply. As the degree of saturation approaches 100%. more and 

more pores are filled with water, and the continuous gas pathways become occluded. 

When a specimen is fully saturated, gas must push water out of continuous pores from 

the inlet side of the specimen to the outlet side in order to initiate gas breakthrough. If 
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the gas inlet pressure is not great enough, or the time of the test is not long enough. 

then no breakthrough will be observed for that test It is interesting to note that gas 

breakthrough pressures increase much more sharply as full saturation is approached in 

bentonite than in illite. This difference can be attributed to the different chernical 

reactions within the pore water - clay mineral systems. This point will be discussed 

further in following sections. 

6.2. SYNTHESIS OF TEST RESULTS 

After examining the test data, a conceptual model was devised to explain the flow 

phenomena in illite and bentonite. In many instances, the experimental observations 

for illite were very different from bentonite. The model presented in the follow-ng 

sections w.ll explain the differences in flow behaviour between the different clays 

through use of theones of soi1 structure and flow phenomena. 

6.2.1. Flow phenomena 

Vanous fiow phenomena were discussed previously in Section 2.4. Capillarity was 

discussed first, since it is the simplest model for flow. Essentially, the capillary model 

(or Air Entry Value model), states that if the applied pressure is great enough to 

overcome the capillary forces within a pore, then the pore will drain. In real systems, 

however, there are other factors which impede pore drainage. Factors such as 

viscosity of the pore fluid, and magnitude of the applied pressure were included in the 

Poiseulle model. A representation of the pores within a real systern is presented in 

Figure 6.7. The diagram shows the inter-ped pores on an exaggerated scale for the 

sake of dernonstration. As shown on this figure, flow paths (a) and (b), are continuous, 

m i l e  flow path (c) is not continuous and will not contribute to flow. From this diagram, 
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it can be shown that flow paths are tortuous, pores are not perfectiy circular, and pore 

diameter varies within the flow path of a real system. The Kozeny-Carman model 

introduced factors which accounted for tortuosity of the flow path, and the fact that 

pores within a soi1 are generally not perfectly cylindrical capillaries. A visual 

representation of the factors used to approximate a real system is shown in Figure 6.8. 

It is important to note, however that none of the fi ow models take into acwunt the 

variation in diameter among the flow paths, or within a single flow path. This is 

represented in Figure 6.8, which shows al1 flow paths are identical. 

If the pressure applied to a soi1 simply is no: great enough to overcome the capillary 

forces in even the largest possible continuous flow channel, then no flow will occur. 

This is rarely the case, however. Using the capiliary model, it can be calculated that 

pore sires of 0.3 pm and larger will have A W s  of less than 1 .O MPa. Pore size 

distributions for illite obtained from MIP tests indicate that the average of the large pcre 

mode is approximately 0.3 pm. The average large pore mode in bentonite is 

approximately 20 pm. These values do not take electro-chernical effects into account. 

Clearly, if pore size distribution was the only factor affecting gas flow, then gas 

breakthrough would be expected to occur at pressures below 1.0 MPa (for any test 

duration). In laboratory tests, gas breakthrough pressures for both illite and bentonite 

were found to be frequently higher than 1.0 MPa in increasing pressure tests. 

If gas pressure is great enough to overcome the capillary forces at the entrance to a 

continuous pore, then various factors will corne into effect which will control the rate of 

gas flow (or de-saturation) in the pore. Pore diameters in a real system will Vary, if the 
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diameter nanows significantly in an area of ped-ped contact, then no further flow will 

occur until the pressure is great enough to overcorne the capillary forces at this pore 

"throat". As previously mentioned, other factors include viscosity of pore fluid, shape of 

pores, tortuosity of flow path. and applied pressure in excess of the AEV. All of these 

factors combined will determine the rate of de-saturation of the pore. Once a pore is 

fully de-saturated, from one end of the specimen to the other, then gas breakthrough is 

said to occur since gas can flow freely, 

6.2.1.I.Effect of degree of saturation 

In the above discussion, full saturation of the specimen has been implied. For 

unsaturated soils however, there is a lower threshold of saturation below which gas will 

flow freely through the pores. This threshold saturation corresponds with the degree of 

saturation at which continuous gas pathways exist within the soil. The threshold 

degree of saturation found in this study was approximately 85% for illite and illitelsand 

mixtures, and 93% for bentonite. This observation agrees with the findings of Wheeler 

(1988), Jeffries (1991) and Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) who stated that a threshold 

pressure exists, below which there exist continuous pathways available for gas flow. In 

the literature, this threshold degree of saturation was reported as approxirnately 85%. 

In the range of 85-100% saturation in both illite and illitekand mixtures, gas 

breakthrough pressure at a given clay density increases with increasing degree of 

saturation, as discussed in Chapter 5. This c m  be explained by the hypothesis that as 

the degree of saturation increases, fewer and fewer continuous gas-filled paths are 

availabte for flow. In bentonite this effect was rnuch more noticeable than in illite. As 
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the degree of saturation increased in bentonite, the gas breakthrough pressure 

increased sharply as the degree of saturation approached 100% (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). 

In fact, in fully saturated bentonite specimens, there was no breakthrough before the 

upper limit of the test boards were reached (9.2 MPa), even at low dry densities of 1.00 

~ g i m ' .  The reasons for the differences in gas breakthrough responses of illite and 

bentonite will be discussed in the following section. 

6.2.2. Illite conceptual mode1 

6.2.2.1 Pore structure 

tllite's pore structure depends sornewhat on the water content at the time of compaction 

and the dry density to which the material is compacted. MIP tests that were perfonned 

on illite were discussed in Section 5.3.3. Generally, illite has a bimodal pore structure 

when prepared and compacted to the water contents and dry densities used for this 

study. lllite has a wide range of pore sizes though few pores are larger than 

approxirnately 3 Pm. Below 3 Pm, the pore sire distributions (Figure 5.7) show mat 

there are pores at almost every diameter, al1 the way down to the lower limit of the 

equiprnent, 0.003 Pm. The larger pores in the distribution can be assurned to be the 

inter-ped pores whereas the smaller ones are the intra-ped pores (Wan, 1995). The 

limitations of MIP testing outiined in Section 2.3.1 should be noted. An important 

limitation is that pores reported from MIP testing are a rneasure of total porosity and do 

not account for reduced pore sizes due to stnrctured water. 



6.2.2.2. Clay - water system 

lllite is a relativefy inactive day. Most of the positive charge deficit brought about by 

isornorphous substitution is satisfied by Yixed" potassium ions in the ditrigona1 cavity. 

As a result, illite does not fom large DDL's by using hydrated cations to satisfy a 

positive charge defiut The extent of stnictured water in illite will be srnall as compared 

with bentonite. In illite there was only a 40% reduction in gas breakthrough pressure 

when a non-polar pore fiuid was used. This is a significant decrease, although not as 

severe as in bentonite. If the DDL effects were ignored and the viscosity of water and 

paraffin oil were cornpared, it would be expected that specimens with paraffin oil pore 

fluid would have a higher gas breakthrough pressure. This is because paraffin is more 

viscous than water at room temperature and should take longer to flow. The viscosity 

of paraffin oil is 1.9 x IO-* ~*s/m*. as compared to water which has a viscosity of 1 .O x 

loJ ~'slm'. Clearly. some other mechanism associated with electro-chernical surface 

effects on water must be affecting gas breakttirough behaviour. 

In wmparison, the gas breakthrough pressure decreased by 95% when a non-polar 

pore fluid was used with bentonite. It is important to note that stmctural effects of 

mixing clay with a non-polar fluid were not investigated. This should be undertaken 

before final conclusions are drawn. Nevertheless, the qualitative observations from 

these tests add insight into fundamental differences between illite and bentonite 

be haviour. 
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6.2.2.3.Conceptual flow mode1 

A simplified schematic diagram of the pore structure of illite is shown in Figure 6.9. The 

various pore sizes of illite are represented in the figure. No structured water has been 

shown for illite. Although DDL's do form in illite as discussed previously, they are srnall 

as compared with bentonite and will be assumed to be so small that they do not 

appreciably affect flow phenornena for this simple example. In the standard test 

procedure used in this project, the gas inlet pressure is increased in step-wise fashion 

by 0.2 MPa every five minutes. As the pressure applied to a specimen increases, more 

and more pores M'Il begin to de-saturate and participate in the flow process as their 

A n /  is reached and exceeded. In Figure 6.9, at pressure Pz, the largest pore begins to 

de-saturate and at pressure Ps the second largest pore de-saturates. It will take time 

for water to be extnided from even the largest pores wtiich first started de-saturating. 

At the end of this period, breakthrough will commence and some gas pressure increase 

will be obsenred on the outflow side. For the conceptual example, breakthrough would 

occur at t, when the largest pore becomes de-saturated. After breakthrough occurred 

at P3, the pressure was further increased. The participation of more and more pores in 

the fiow process accounts in part for the observation that the gas collection line on the 

gas breakthrough graph is concave upward for illite specimens, indicating an increasing 

rate of ftow. It is possible however, that this effect is also due to increasing gradient 

across the specimen, which will also increase the flow rate. 

The observation that the water content on the gas outiet side of illite specirnens at the 

end of testing was significantly higher than at the gas inlet side is evidence that many 

pores participate in the fiow process in illite. If the gas is pushing water through a 
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relatively large number of pores as is hypothesized, then water would be expected to 

be pushed to the gas outlet side of the specimen, and this was observed in these tests. 

As mentioned in Section S. 1.1.1, illite/sand specimens identical effective clay dry 

densities but different total dry densities had the same gas breakthrough pressure. 

However, the rate of gas breakthrough was slower in the specimen with higher total dry 

density. This decreased rate of flow can be attributed to increased tortuosity of the flow 

path in a denser clay system. Even though the sand is an inert filler, the greater 

tortuosity of the flow path would retard flow. 

As discussed in Section 5.3.2 breakthrough pressures of illite exhibit tirne dependence, 

as they do also in bentonite (Hume, 1998). However, in illite the effect is not as 

marked. For example, tests ITU-2 and ITU-2B in which a standard increment was used 

(0.2 MPa/S minutes) btoke through in 1.3 hours at 3.6 MPa. When the pressure was 

incremented 0.2 MPa every hour in tests ITU-1 and ITU-1 B (that is, twelve times more 

slowly), the gas breakthrough took 8 hours, and breakthrough occurred at a pressure of 

2.0 MPa. Similar obsewations were found for illite tested at a single constant pressure. 

It should be noted that since gas breakthrough in illite exhibits time dependence, test 

procedures will affect the gas breakthrough pressure observed. For a test in which the 

pressure was increased more slowly, the gas breakthrough pressure was lower 

because the gas had more time to travel through the pores. The question then anses 

whether there is any pressure below which no gas flow will take place. 

In constant pressure tests, the gas collection pressure graph afîer breakthrough was 

generaBy a stmight line with a shallow slope, indicating gas infIow was very slow. If 
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only a limited range of pores were participating in the flow process (because the 

pressure was constant and the AEV value of only a certain nurnber of pores was 

reached), then a constant rate of fiow would be expected. 

One interesting experimental observation is that test ITU-5 on illite at a dry density of 

2.04 ~glrn' ,  degree of saturation of 97.2% and at a constant pressure of 0.8 MPa did 

not break through in 336 hours at wbich tirne the test was stopped. This suggests 

there may be a lower pressure Iimit below which no flow will occur since the pressure is 

not large enough to overcome the capillary forces in even the largest pore channel. 

The average pore size of the large pore mode from the MIP tests (Figure 5.7) for this 

dry density and water content is approximately 0.3 Pm. If two layers of structured water 

(not available for flow) is assumed, then the pressure required would be 1 .O MPa, 

which is greater than the applied 0.8 MPa. Since this result cornes from only a single 

test, further testing should be done before positive conclusions can be made. 

6.2.3. Bentonite conceptual mode1 

6.2.3.7.Pore structure 

In Avonlea bentonite, the pore distribution is generally bi-modal, with a peak frequency 

of inter-ped pores in the 10-100 urn range, and intra-ped pores in the 0.025-0.1 urn 

range (Dixon et al., 1998). The number of inter-ped pores with diameters in the 70-100 

um range depends upon both the water content at the tirne of compaction, and the dry 

density to which the specimen is compacted. The specimens used for this study were 

cornpacted to water contents on the wet side of optimum, which would reduce the 
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number of inter-ped pores (Barden and Sidas, 1970, Delage and Graham, 1996). 

However, the specimens were compacted to low dry densities generally less than 1.00 

~ g l r n ~ .  At these relatively low densities, the large pore mode would still be dearly 

evident. 

Since the size and frequency of the inter-ped pores will control flow phenomena, it 

follows that the dry density to which a soi1 is compacted will have a direct effect on flow. 

Far more total pore volume eMsts at the srnalier, intra-ped pore size than the inter-ped 

pore size in bentonite specimens (Wan, 1995). It should be noted that the pore size 

distribution (PSD) of bentonite is different than that of illite. In bentonite there are very 

few pores whose diameters fall between the large and small sizes. In illite, as 

mentioned previously, there are many pores of a variety of sizes. 

6.2.3.2.Clay - water system 

In contrast to ilfite, bentonite is a highly active clay which uses hydrated cations to 

satisfy some of its positive charge deficit. In bentonites, the diffuse double layers can 

be up to 4 nm thick (approximately 15 water layers) (Yong et al., 1992). However, in 

the compacted clays of this study, the pores (especially the intra-ped pores) are not 

large enough to allow for the full formation of such a large DDL (Mesri and Olson, 1971, 

Dixon et al., 1998). The small pore mode does not change markedly with different 

methods of specimen preparation, water content or dry density to which the specimen 

is cornpacted v a n ,  1995). This is due to the theory that the srnaIl pore mode reflects 

the basic interaction between water and the day minerals (Garcia-Bengochia et al., 

1979). With the large proportion of srnall pores, and the understanding that much of 
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the water in bentonite is in the form of structured diffuse double layers, most flow 

phenomena can be expected to occur through the larger inter-ped pores. 

6.2.3.3.Conceptual flow mode1 

Figure 6.9 is a simplified representation of bentonite pore structure compared with that 

of illite. In bentonite, most of the pores are small, and are filled with stnictured water. 

There are few larger pores, which are only partially filled with structured water. Once 

the pressure is great enough to overcome the A n /  of the effective diameter of the 

larger pores, desaturation will commence (shown in Figure 6.9 at pressure Pd). Sorne 

time later gas breakthrough will take place. 

A measurement which supports the hypothesis is the observation that there was no 

statistically significant difference between the water contents at the bottom (gas inlet) 

and top (gas outiet) of bentonite specimens. If gas flow occurs by de-saturating only a 

small number of the larger diameter pores, then it can be expected that the water 

content will not change appreciably from one end of the specimen to the other. Pusch 

(1 993). made the same observation for his expetirnental work on MX-80 bentonite. 

It was noted previously that in bentonite specimens gas breakthrough pressure 

increased sharply above a degree of saturation of approximately 93%. At degrees of 

saturation below 90%, there is Iittle resistance to gas breakthrough in bentonite. As 

previously mentioned, the majority of the water in bentonite occupies the intra-ped 

spaces. The intra-ped spaces are always saturated, except at very low degrees of 

saturation (Wan, 1995). Generally, changes in degree of saturation are taken up by 



the inter-ped pores. It is for this reason that bentonite c m  have seemingly high 

degrees of saturation of about 9096, with no resistance to gas breakthrough since there 

are süll continuous gas pathways in the inter-ped potes. If we consider that the last 

10% saturation is the portion that saturates the large inter-ped pores, then the rapid 

increase in gas breakthrough pressure occurs due to occlusion of the larger pores. 

Many of the inmemental pressure tests on bentonite did not produce gas breakthrough. 

lnitially it was thought that the upper pressure limit of the apparatus (9.2 MPa) was not 

great enough to overcome the AEV of even the largest pores in bentonite specimens. 

Hume (1 998). however found that in saturated bentonite specirnens. gas breakthrough 

depended on the duration of the pressure increment. For example, in increasing 

pressure tests specimens compacted to a dry density of 1 .O0 ~ g l r n l  gas did not break 

through before the upper limit of his specially designed testing apparatus (50 MPa) was 

reached. Hume then conducted a number of constant pressure tests ranging from 0.3 

to 19.8 MPa in which the time to gas breakthrough was recorded. Al1 specimens he 

tested broke through, and the time to gas breakthrough was found to be inversely 

proportional to the constant applied pressure. If left long enough. specimens would 

break through even at very low applied pressures. For example, in a constant pressure 

test at 0.3 MPa, a specimen with a dry density of 1.00 ~ g l r n ~  broke through in 120.5 

hours. It is evident, therefore, that the duration of the increasing pressure tests of this 

study was not long enough to allow the pores to de-saturate. This diswvery was made 

only after the majority of the present program had been cornpleted. 
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The observation that flow in bentonite was found to be highly time-dependent presents 

interesting questions about the behaviour of structured pore water in a water-bentonite 

system. Dixon et al. (1998) suggest that structured water may shear and become 

available for advective flow within a bentonite if densÏües are low enough and applied 

pressure is high enough. Stntctured water has up to this point been described as being 

"unavailable for fiow". However, it is possible that only the Stem layer is unavailable for 

flow, whereas the rest of the DDL exhibit significantiy increased viscosities which 

irnpede flow but do not make it impossible. Dixon also found that at densities greater 

than 1 .O5 ~ g / r n ~ ,  the high dissolved sait content of bentonite rnay diswpt water 

structuring within the pores. The majority of specimens used in this study have dry 

densities less than 1.00 ~ g / m ~ ,  so no such effect was observed in this study. 

6.3. NUMERICAL MODELLING 

Numerical rnodels outlined in Chapter 2 for water flow through saturated soi1 can be 

adapted to predict gas breakthrough pressures. As defined previously, once a 

continuous pathway for gas is established from one side of the specimen to the other, 

gas breakthrough is said to occur. The following models will predict the pressure at 

Wich the pores will de-saturate and gas breakthrough will occur. The models were 

deswibed in detail in Dixon (1995). Kirkham (1995), and Hume (1998). 

For both illite and bentonite, one set of experimental gas breakthrough values was 

chosen to be compared with the models. The test values were chosen because they 

were representative of the testing program as a whole. Since the theoretical models 
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are essentially for fully saturated specimens, and most of the tests in this shidy are 

unsaturated, specimens that were closest to full saturation were chosen. Test 

parameters for the illite comparative specimen are shown in Table 6.1. An average of 

two tests (ITU-2 and ITU-2B) were used. These tests had a dry density of 2.04 ~ g / r n ~ ,  

a degree of saturation of 98.3 percent, and a gas breakthrough pressure (in an 

increasing pressure test) of 3.6 MPa. The test parameters for the bentonite 

comparative specimen are shown in Table 6.2. The test ID was BW-11; it had a dry 

density of 1 .O0 ~ g / r n ~ ,  a degree of saturation of 96.7 percent, and a gas breakthrough 

pressure of greater than 9.2 MPa since no gas breakthrough was observed before the 

upper Iimit of the test apparatus was reached. 

In the models a number of assumptions must be made with regards to average pore 

size, tortuosity, shape factor and viscosity of pore fluid. Variation in these assumptions 

will change the output from the models significantiy. While there is no "correct" 

assumption for each of these values, the rationale behind each assurnption will be 

explained. Since the variation in the input parameters for each model is so great, an 

approximation of the observed gas breakthrough pressure within an order of magnitude 

is generally considered a good "fit". 

6.3.1. Capillanty model 

The first mode1 is the capillarity model, equation (2.31 below. The gas breakthrough 

pressure is calwlated from the pore size obsewed from MIP tests. A number of water 

layers are assumed to reduce the pore diameter available for flow. This is a very basic 

model which corresponds with the simplified system in Figure 6.7. Only one pore size 
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is taken into account, and complicating factors sud, as tortuosity and viscosity are not 

induded in this madel. For the capillarity model, the predicted gas breakthrough 

pressure is independent of time and the sarne for both increasing and constant 

pressure tests. 

One assumption implicit in this model is that the average pore radius can be used ta 

represent the whole system. In illite this might be an adequate approximation since 

there is a normal distribution of pores. In bentonite, however, since the large and small 

pore modes are significantly different in size and the standard deviation of the pore 

sizes is large, this assumption is less reasonable. The average pore size of the large 

pore mode obsewed from the MIP tests for bentonite was therefore used. The 

diameter available for flow was then reduced to account for water which was bound or 

had increased viscosity due to the effects of the diffuse double layer. An assumed 

thickness of 0.5 nm in illite (2 water layers) and 2 nm (10 water layers) in bentonite, 

was then used to constrict flow. 

Observed test results for the representative illite tests are wmpared with the model 

predictions in Tables 6.1. Sarnple calculations for the capillarity model, which use the 

same method used by Kirkham (1995) are shown in Figure 6.10. For illite, the gas 

breakthrough pressure from the capillarity model (1 .O MPa) is relatively close to the 

observed gas breakthrough pressure (3.6 MPa) for an increasing pressure test. 
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Since the capillarity model assumes gas breaMhrnugh is independent of tirne, rate of 

pressure increase cannot be accounted for. Gas breakthrough pressure of illite was 

found in the ITU test series (Table 5.10) to be dependent on time. In tests on 

specirnens with identical parameters, gas breakthrough pressure was found to range 

from 1.8 MPa (longest gas breakthrough time) to 3.6 MPa (shortest gas breakthrough 

time). However, in a constant pressure test at 0.8 MPa, no gas breakthrough was 

observed in 336 hours. It is possible that the gas breakthrough pressure predicted by 

the capillarity model of 1 .O MPa corresponds with the AEV of the largest wntinuous 

pore. lt therefore follows that a constant pressure test at 0.8 MPa, which is below the 

AEV value, would never breakthrough. In illite which is a relatively inactive clay, results 

obtained from simplified models such as the capillarity model can approximate the 

system reasona bly well. 

6.3.1.2. Bentonite 

For bentonite, two different capillarity calculations were performed, one for the average 

diameter of the large pore mode (20xl0~m) and one for the average diameter of the 

small pore mode (0.01x10~m) (Dixan et al., 1998). A 2 nm thick layer of bound water 

was used to restrict the fiow for both calculations. Using the large pore mode, the 

model predicted a gas breakthrough pressure (0.02 MPa) significantly smaller than that 

observed in incremental pressure tests in which the gas breakthrough pressure was 

greater than 9.2 MPa. This discrepancy might be due to an overestimation of large 

pore size because of small cracks picked up by the MIP test The layer of bound water 

was possibly conservative since the effects of the DDL in tems of increased viscosity 

may extend further than this (Yong et al, 1992). The gas breakthrough pressure 
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predicted M e n  the average of the small pore mode was used (73.0 MPa) was much 

larger than the test results, especially for the constant pressure tests (discussed 

below). 

For saturated specimens at the sarne dry density (1.00 ~g/rn?, Hume found that in 

constant pressure tests breakthrough was achieved at pressures as low as 0.3 MPa, 

given a long enough time increment Using the small pore mode in the capillarity model 

predicts a gas breakthrough pressure of 73 MPa, which is clearly an overestimate of 

gas breakthrough pressure. It is expected that use of the small pore mode would 

overestimate the gas breakthrough pressure since flow phenornena are assumed to 

occur in the large pore mode, as previously discussed. 

Gas breaWrough pressures obtained from the capillarity model are independent of 

time. Therefore, the capiilarity model and the tests are incompatible, especially in clays 

with highly time-dependent gas breaktbrough behaviour such as bentonite. In many of 

the standard increasing pressure tests of this study where gas pressure was increased 

quickly (0.2 MPa every five minutes), water did not have tirne to fully leave the pore 

spaces and therefore no gas breakthrough was observed. However, due to the time 

dependence of the gas breakthrough process in bentonite discovered by Hume (1 998), 

this does not mean that no breakthrough woufd occur if the test was conducted with a 

longer time increment. 



6.3.2. Advection models 

To include time-dependence of flow, twa advection models, (Poiseulle and Kozeny- 

Caman) were used to estimate the gas breakthrough pressure. Essenüally. the time to 

de-saturate a continuous pore in a specimen of the correct length was calculated. 

6.3.2.1. Poiseulle model 

The Poiseulle model expands upon the simple capillary system by considering viscosity 

and pore length. Following the work of Hume (1998). equation [2.n below. was 

adapted to predict the time to gas breakthrough in constant pressure tests. 

First, the hydraulic gradient. was converted into APIAL, since both pressure and 

specimen length are constant, the equation can be written as: 

Since velocity is in units of length per unit tirne. this equation can be integrated with 

respect to time ta obtain a gas breakthrough time for a constant pressure test, shown in 

equation [6.2]. 

where: = tirne to breakthrough in a constant pressure test 

L = length of flow path 

q = viscosity 

P = pressure (constant, Pa) 



r = pore radius 

For constant pressura tests, the estimation of time to gas breakthrough was relatively 

straightfocward. as the pressure could be directly input into the equation. However. for 

inaeasing pressure tests which formed the majority of this study, an altemate mode[ 

had to be formed. As Hume (1998) had previously done, the stepwise increase in 

pressure was assumed to be constantly increasing in order to simplify the equation. 

The pressure terni P. from equation [6.1] was replaced by p x t in equation L6.31, where 

p is the rate of pressure increase (in units of pressure per second) and t is the time 

from commencement of the test. 

This equation was then integrated with respect to time to obtain a üme to gas 

breakthrough [6.4]. 

where: ti = time to breakthrough in an increasing pressure test 

p = rate of pressure increase for an increasing pressure test (Palsec) 

The known rate of pressure increase was then used to back calculate the gas 

breakthrough pressure at the time of breakthrough. The gas breakthrough pressure 

was then compared gas breakthrough pressures obtained from increasing 

pressure tests. 
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The following assumptions are irnplicit in these equations. It is assumed that the 

viscosity of pore water is constant, and that it is identical ta that of free water at the 

same temperature. This assumption is questionable since the formation of DDL's and 

dissolved salts, especially in bentonite may have a significant effect on the viscasity of 

the pore fluid. An average pore radius is also used in this equation. For this rnodel. the 

average pore radius will be calculated in two ways; from MIP test data, and from 

measured specific surface area (SSA). The specific surface area method was found by 

Dixon (1 995) to produce results dosest to those observed for hydraulic conductivity. 

(Calculation of pore radius from specific surface area Zs irnplicit in the form of the 

Kozeny-Carman equations used in Section 6.3.2.2). 

The two different pore radius calculations were entered into the Poiseulle model with 

significantly different results. The first pore radius used was the MIP value that was 

used for the capillarity model. The gas breakthrough pressure predicted using the MIP 

method (0.4 MPa) was significantly less than the observed value (3.6 MPa). This is 

possibly due to an underestimation of the proportion of water that was stnictured. The 

second value for pare radius was calculated from the measured specific surface area. 

This calculation is shown in Figure 6.10. When these pore radius values were entered 

into the Poiseulle model, the gas breakthrough pressure was significantly 

overestimated (20.0 MPa) likely due to the very small predicted pore radius, which 

corresponds to the smallest of pores observed on the MIP graph. It would be expected 

that the test specimen, which is not fully saturated, would have slightfy lower 

breakthrough pressures than predicted by a mode1 which assumes full saturation. The 
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gas breakthrough pressure obsewed from the tests (3.6 MPa) lies within the range 

between the WO Poiseulle model values (0.4 and 20.0 MPa), however they are both 

within an order of magnitude of the obsewed pressure. 

6.3.2.1.2. Sentonite 

In bentonite, the representative test specimen did not exhibit breakthrough in increasing 

pressure tests before the upper limit of the apparatus was reached (9.2 MPa). The 

predided gas breakthrough pressures obtained from the Poiseulle model ranged from 

0.2 MPa for the MIP method, to 24.6 MPa for the SSA method. It is evident that the 

MIP method underestimates the gas breakthrough value. Again, this underestimation is 

possibly due to the underestimation of the proportion of bound water, or small cracks 

being included in the MIP test data. 

6.3.2.2. Kozeny-Catman model 

The Kozeny-Carrnan equations for gas breakthrough were derived by the author in 

much the same way as those for the Poiseulle equation, discussed in the previous 

section. These equations introduce a shape factor Cr and a tortuosity factor z; these 

factors are defined in the literature and are assumed to be 0.4 and a, respedvely 

(Mitchell, 1976). The stafing point for the derivation was a form of the Kozeny- 

Carman, equation 12-14]: 

The hydraulic gradient was converted to pressure differential per unit length. 



Equation 16.51 was integrated with respect to time to obtain: 

where: ST = total surface area 

Cs = pore shape factor (0.4) 

r = tortuosity (fi) 

which is the Kozeny-Caman model for constant pressure tests. 

In much the same way as in equation [6.3], P was replaced by p x t to represent the 

rate of pressure increase in an increasing pressure test. 

Equation [6.7] was integrated with respect to time to obtain the time to gas 

breakthrough for an increasing pressure test. 

The known rate of pressure inaease was again used to calculate the gas breakthrough 

pressure at the time of breakthrough. The gas breakthrough pressure was then 

wmpared with gas breakthmugh pressures obtained from increasing pressure tests. 



For illite, the gas breakthrough pressure obtained from the Kozeny-Carman model was 

the highest of the models at 31.5 MPa. Dixon (1995), observed that for illitic day, the 

Kozeny-Carman model consistentiy predicted lower hydraulic conducüvities than the 

Poisuelle equation, wtiich is in agreement with this finding. Possible explanations for 

the overestimation of the gas breakthrough pressure indude underestirnation of the 

inter-ped pore sizes in a cornpacted ciay when using the SSA rnethod. lt is afso 

possible that the assumed tortuosity is too great, or the shape factor is too small. 

6.3.2.2-2. Bentonite 

For bentonite, the Kozeny-Carman model predicted a pressure of 24.0 MPa, which is 

very close to the Poiseulle model (24.6 MPa). This model would likely provide the best 

prediction gas breakthrough pressures upon careful study of each parameter, 

calibration and verification. The model is the most sophisticated in ternis of 

approximating the actual system. 

6.3.3. Summary 

Advection models can be used to approximate gas breakthrough pressures in 

increasing pressure tests within an order of magnitude. Advection models however 

indude many parameters with wide ranges of possible values. In order to construct a 

viable adveetion model, a cornprehensive calibration and verification which is beyond 

the scope of this study. would be required. The Kozeny-Canan rnodel would likely 

result in the best approximation of the real system. It indudes a number of factors 

which increase the degree to which the real system is rnodelled such as tortuosity of 

flow path and non-cylindncal pores. 



The capillarity modal is of resûicted usefulness for predictîng the gas breakthrough 

pressure due ta the fact that flow in compacted days is a time dependent process, and 

this model does not take that factor into account The capillarity model can possibly be 

useful, however in predicüng the lower threshold, or AEV value of a clay, below which 

no gas breakthrough will occur. 



7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7-1 CONCLUSIONS 

The following hypothesis was given in Chapter 3: 

Gas flow in compacted clays is controlled by pore structure, clay-water 

interaction, and pressure gradient 

The condusions outfined in tlhis chapter will show that this hypothesis has been proven. 

The objectives of this research program, listed below, were stated in Section 3.1, 

Scope of Research. 

1. to investigate and explain the effect of clay mineral type on gas migration 

through a compacted day buffer. 

2. to investigate and explain the effect of sand in a clayfsand material on gas 

migration through that matefial 

3. to investigate the importance of test parameters such as rate of pressure 

application and their effect on test results 

4. to produce test data which will provide support for the investigations 

described in points 1, 2, and 3. 

These four objectives have been achieved. 

After inspecting the test data, the following condusions have been drawn. 

For illite, illite/sand. and bentonite specimens, there is a threshold degree of 

saturation below which there is virtually no resistance to gas breakthrough. 
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In illite this threshold degree of saturation is approximately 85%. In bentonite 

it is approxirnately 93%. The difference in threshoid degree of saturation Gan 

be attributed to the fact that the continuous pores used for gas flow are made 

up of the large (inter-ped) pore mode. In bentonite, the fraction of pore 

voiume which exists in large pores is relatively small. The large pores will be 

the last to fiIl with water as the specirnen approaches full saturation. The 

degree of saturation must therefore be high before the large pores will start 

to fiil with water (occlude) and provide resistance to gas flow. 

Gas breakthrough pressure in illitelsand specimens depends on the effective 

clay dry density of the specimen. For the purposes of gas breakthrough in 

illite materiais, Sand can be considered an inert filler. Inter-ped pores 

decrease in size and frequency as dry density increases and therefore 

control flow. The following equations describe the relationship between 

effeaeve clay dry density and gas breakthrough pressure in illite/sand 

specimens for the increasing pressure test procedures used in this study: 

Pb = 1.08~1 for Sr = 8590% 

4 5.8043p Pb = 1.0~10 e . for Sr = 90-95% 

4 4.094 Pb = 9.0~10 e P, for Sr = 95400% 

Mite specimens exhibit tirne dependence of flow. That is, long test durations 

will permit breakthrough at tow pressures. Short time durations require high 

pressures. Due to this fact, the gas breakthrough pressure from increasing 

pressure tests is unique to this type of test. Tests with diffenng rates of 

pressure application will have different gas breakthrough pressures. The rate 

of pressure increase used in these tests was relatively high, and therefore 
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the gas breakthrough pressures reported here are higher than would be 

found with Iower rates of pressure increase. 

Advection models, using reasonable assurnptions, can be used to 

approximate gas breakthrough pressure of illite and bentonite specimens 

within one order of magnitude for increasing pressure tests. The capillarity 

model does not give a good prediction of gas breakthrough pressure, due to 

the fact that time-dependence of flow is not taken into account. The 

câpillarity rnodel might be useful however, for detemining the AEV pressure 

for a clay below which no gas flow will occur. 

The following conceptual rnodels were constnicted in order to explain the test 

observations with support from microstmctural investigations, and pertinent theories in 

the literature: 

In increasing pressure tests. flow in illite occun in many pores. The pore size 

distribution obtained from MIP tests shows that there are a wide variety of 

pore sizes in illite. As pressure increases, more and more pores become 

available for flow as their AEV is exceeded. Gas breakthrough will occur 

when the largest pore, which first commenced de-saturation has fully drained 

from the gas inlet to the gas outlet side of the specimen. 

In bentonite, flow is controlled by the large pore mode. The pore size 

distribution of bentonite is strongly bi-modal, with very few pores with 

intermediate size. In bentonite, large DDL's fom which result in thick layers 

of stnictured water at the day particle surface. This stnictured water 



probably completely blocks the small pores. The flow diameters of the large 

pores are also reduced by structureci water. 

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

After completion of this testing program, and upon analysis of the test data, a number 

of outstanding issues arose. A nurnber of recommendations for future research are 

presented bebw which would increase the level of understanding of gas flow in 

cornpacted clays. Some of the recommendations would also increase the 

understanding of the effect that specific testing procedures wilt have on the test data. 

Further studies should be done on illite and bentonite specirnens which 

would prrsve or disprove the existence of an AEV below which no 

breakthrough will occur. 

Further studies on the effects of non-polar pore f?uids would likely give insight 

into the effect and formation of DDL's. A thorough microstnictural analysis of 

specimens that had been prepared with non-polar fluids would give insight 

into the extent to which the clay structure itself is altered. 

An investigation of gradient effects should be undertaken. Tests could be 

perfomed in which specimen length, gas inflow pressure, andior 

backpressure were varied. 

Variation of specimen diarneter would give insight into the effect of cross- 

sectional area and number of flow paths. 
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Measurement of volumes of both gas and water on the outiet side of the 

specimen would give insight into the flow processes occumng W i n  the 

specimen. 

Use of a tracer to mark the actual paths of gas fiow would show which pores 

the gas is traveling through and would indicate the presence of any fissures. 

A tracer could also be used to ensure that no gas is bypassing the specimen 

by traveling along the cell walls. 

A thorough investigation of the various parameters used in advective flow 

models such as tortuosity and shape factor would increase confidence in the 

model output. A sensitivity analysis, calibration, and verifkation should also 

be perforrned on the models. 

The type of permeating gas should be vaned to determine if such parameters 

affect test results. 
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Table 3.1: Test parameters for a standard test 

I backp~ssum for saturation (in tests 

I which include a saturation phase) 

1 penneating gas 

pore nuid 

Value 

4 

height = 24 mm 

diarneter = 50.7 mm 

0.2 MPa/S minutes 

0.2 MPa 

argon 

distilled, de-aired 

water 

Table 3.2: Target test parameters for illiteisand (IS) sefies 

Illitelsand mixtures I 



Table 3.3: Target test parameters for bentonite tests (BU and BW) 

Table 3.4: Target test parameters for non-polar fluid (NPF) senes 

Table 3.5: Target test parameters for modified time increment (T) series 

- -- 1 numberof tests 8 

2.04 

0.98 

0.2MPd5 min 

0.2MPaIhr 

1 .OMPa (constant) 

2.0MPa (constant) 

3.0MPa (constant) 



Table 4.1 : Cornparison of the properties of illite and bentonite 

Primary clay mineral 

Plastic Limit (wp) 

Unified Soil Classification 

Specific Gravity 

Specific surface area (mZ1g) 

Fnee swell volume (cm31g) 

Optimum moisture content (%) 

(frorn Modified Proctor test) 

hydrous mica 1 montmohllonite 

- 

1995 and Dixon 

"Note: The riisults from a Modified Pmctor Test on bentonite do not show a 

defined "peak" as is the case with iilife. For bentonite, almost the same dry 

density can be achieved with water contents ranging fmm 10 to 40 percent. 



Table 4.2: Frac sand size cornparison 

Frac Sand Size 

(U.S. Standard 

Sieve No.) 

% of total mixture 

(by weight) 

for RBM 

% of total mixture 

(by weight) 

for gas breakthrough 

8 -  12 I 5 O 



Table 5.1: Summary of specimen conditions for the 
1S75 (75% illite 1 25% sand) test series 

- 
INI - 

Pd 

(~glm' )  
2.1 1 
2.1 O 
2.1 4 
2.17 
2.02 
2.08 
2.20 
2.17 

The initial w was not available, so the target value was used. 
" The initial saturation has been calculated from the target water content. 
' Speclmens ISU75-5 and ISU75-6 were cut into three disks, gas inlet, centre, and gas outlet. 



Table 5.2: Summary of specimen condttions for the 
ISSO (50% illite 1 50% sand) test series 

. . ,  FINAL 1 . 

"During compaction water fiowed out of the specimen, since an attempt was 
made to compact it to a S, >100%. 



Table 5.3: Summary of specimen conditions for the 
IS37.5 (37.5% Mite 1 62.5% sand) test serles 

Test 
1 D 

I 

ISU37.S-1 
ISU37.S-2 
ISU37.S-3 
ISU37.6-4 
ISU37.6-S 
ISU37.S-6 
ISU37.6-7 
ISU37.S-8 
' This spelmen was cut into three disks: gas inlet, centre, and gas outlet. 

Pb 
(MPa) 

2.0 
0.4 
1.0 
0.2 
0.6 
0.8 
0.6 
0.2 

INITIAL(compaction) . ,  1 . FINAL T I  1 

w 
(%) 

6.30 
5.26 
7.32 
6.36 
8,98 
8.02 
Q,57 
8.80 

Sr 

81.60 
74.30 
90.40 
78.80 
89.30 
85.00 
87.00 
86.70 

Sr 
(#) 

101.30 
84.80 
99.00 
85.80 

100.90 
92.10 

102.10 
93.60 

~d 

( ~ g l r n ' )  

2.30 
2.31 
2.24 
2.24 
2,17 
2.18 
2.15 
2.14 

wg-~utkt 

(%) 

5.22 
4.86 
7.1 5 
5.90 
8.21 
7.75 
6.48 
8.38 

PC 
( ~ g l r n ' )  

1.90 
1.90 
1.79 
1.79 
1.70 
1.70 
1.65 
1.65 

w w d  
(%) 

4.27 

wm<.p. 
(%) 

5.08 
4,81 
6.08 
5.84 
7.94 
7.40 
8.14 
8.24 

WU~SIM 

(%) 

4.94 
4.69 
6.21 
5.78 
7.68 
7.04 
7.81 
8.10 



Table 5.4: Summary of specirnen conditions for the 
IS25 (25% illite 1 75% sand) test series 

1 INITIAL(com~actlon~ 1 FINAL 



Table 5.5: Summary of specimen conditions for the 
BW (bentonite wetted) test series 

A 

1 INiTiAUcom~a~on) 1 FINAL 1 
Test 
II) 

BW-1 
B W-2 
BW-2B 
8 W 3  
BW-4 
BWS 
BWSB 
BW-SC 
BW-6 
BW-66 
BW-GC 
BW-7 
BW8 
BW-1 O 
BW-11 
BW-12 
BW-13 
BW-14 
BW-15 
BW-16 
BW-17 
BW-18 
BW-19 
BW-20 
BW-21 
BW-22 
BW-23 

1 Specirnen was crushed on extrusion from the test cell. 



Table 5.6: Calculation of S,from water inflow 

(A) 
Test 
ID 

BW-1 
B W-2 
BW-PB 
BW-3 
BW-4 
BW-5 
BW-SB 
8WbC 
BW-6 
BW-6B 
BW-6C 
BW-7 
BW-0 
BW-IO 
BW-11 
BW-12 
BW-13 
BW-14 
BW-16 
BW-16 
BW-17 
BW-18 
BW-19 
BW-20 
BW-21 
BW-22 
BW-23 

J 

lass of water 1 Measured 
lefore sat. (g inflow (ml) 
- - m # 7 z  

22.1 1 
22.1 1 
17.65 
13.40 
18-61 
18.33 

nla 
19.71 
l8.OD 
18.99 
15.87 
23.98 
27.03 
30.1 5 
24.00 
18.96 
18.61 
28.36 
21 .O9 
18.42 
20.42 
21.39 
18.58 
23.68 
13.86 
19.13 

(Dl 
Mass of water 

from inflow (%) (%) 
99.0 97.4 

ifter saturation (g) 
30.52 

(El 
Water content 

after saturation (%) 
63.00 

(0 
S, calculated 

(G) 
S, measured 



B U 4  
BU4 
BU-6 
BU-7 
BU-76 
BU-7C 
8U-8 
BU48 
BU-9 
BU-10 
BU-1 1 
BU-1 1 8 
BU-1 1 C 
BU-12 
BU-f 3 
BU-1 38 
BU-14 
BU-f 5 
BU-16 
BU-1 7 
BU-1 8 
BU-1 88 
BU-1 8C 
BU-1 9 
BU-20 - 

The in, 

Table 5.7: Summary of specimen conditions for the 
BU (bentonite unsaturated) test series 

*60,0 WET 
59.4 DRY 
56.7 DRY 
57.9 DRY 
54.3 WET 
54.3 DRY 
56.0 DRY 
56.4 DRY 
54.9 DRY 
55.9 DRY 
56.1 DRY 
49.4 WET 
53.3 DRY 
48.1 WET 
49.1 DRY 
50.8 DRY 
49.1 DRY 

*45.0 WET 
44.7 DRY 
46.8 DRY 
44.7 DRY 
48.7 DRY 
48.2 DRY 
52.7 DRY 
49.1 DRY 
50.8 DRY 
52.0 DRY 

0.21 0.991 79.71 SI-SIDRY 
il w is not available, therefore the target val 

FINAL 1 

50.1 95.2 
49.91 50.21 49.6 77.2 

5 was used. 
" The initial saturation has k e n  calculated from the target water content. 



Table 5.8: Summary of speclmen conditions for 
NPF (non-polar fluid) test series 

ID 
INPFU-SA 
INPFU-IB 2.4 I BNPFU-2 0.2 
BNPFU3A 3.6 
BNPFU-3B 5.4 

(MPa) 
2.0 

illlte 
bentcmlle 
bentonite 
bentonite 

type 
illite 

paraffin 
piaff in 

water 
water 

fluid 
paraffin 

2.05 05.6 .151 98.8 
1.15 99.3 
1.15 98.3 

( ~ g l r n ' )  
2.05 

12.00 
10.00 
50.59 
50.59 

(%) 
95.6 

** 

101.4 
86.1 

(%) 
12.00 

n 

n 

51 -63 
48.97 

(%) " 
m 

** 

51 -62 
48.42 

(%) 
** 

n 

t* 

51 -63 
48.52 

(%) 
** 

8) , 
** 



Table 5.9: Summary of tests perfonned on illite with water as a pore fluid 

b 1 

' Kirkharn report& this as 4.0 MPa, since he used absolute brealdhrough 
pressure instead of pressure difference across the specimen. 

T50 
ITU-2 
IN-2B 

Pb 
'3.8 

Test ID 
r 

TQO(Kirkham, 1995) 

Avg. 3.75 

2.04 
2.04 
2.04 

W (%) 
12.3 

Pd (MgfmJ) 
2.05 

Sr 
96.9 

12.0 
12.6 
12.6 

94.1 
98.3 
98.3 

4.0 
3.6 
3.6 





Table 6.1: Cornparison of different rnodels for gas breakthrough pressure in illite 

Kozeny-Carman model 

(pore radius calculated from surface area) 

Model 

Observed (Iaboratory experiment) 

Capillarity model 

(pore sire observed from MIP) 

Poiseulle model 

(pore radius observed from MIP) 

Poiseutle mode1 

(pore radius calculated from surface area) 

Assumptions: 

Average pore diameter from MI?: 0.3~10~ m 

Assumed thickness of bound water at the day surface: 0.5x10-~ rn 

Specific surface area 60 000 m'kg 

P b  ( M W  

3.6 

1 .O 

0.4 

20.0 

Test parameters for observed data: 

p, = 2.04 ~g/ rn '  

Sr = 98.3 % 

Water content = 12.5 % 



144 
Table 6.2: Cornparison of different models for gas breakthrough pressure in bentonite 

(pore size observed from MIP - large pore mode) 

Capillarity model 73.0 

(pore size observed from MIP - small pore mode) 

Model 

Observed (Iaboratory experiment) 

Pb ( M W  

>9.2 

Assumptions: 

Average pore diameter from MIP (large pore mode): 20x10~ m 

Average pore diameter from MIP (smail pore mode): 0.01 XI o4 m 

Assumed thickness of bound water at the clay surface: 2.0x10-~ m 

Specific surface area 750 000 m2/kg 

Test parameters for observed data: 

pd = 1 .O0 ~ g / r n ~  

Sr = 96.7 % 

. Water content = 62.5 % 

Poiseulle rnodel 

(pore radius observed from MIP) 

Poiseulle model 

(pore radius calculated from surface area) 

Kozeny-Carman model 

(pore radius calculated from surface area) 

0.2 

24.6 

24.0 





CATION 
(COMMONLY 
SILICON) 

- I 
BASAL PLANE 

Figure 2- 1 : Silice tetrahedron 

CATlON 
(COMMONLY 
ALUMINUM) 

Figure 2.2: Alumina octahedron 



TtlRAHEDRAt 1 SHEET 
OCTAHEDRAL 
SHEET 

' 
HYOROGEN BOND 

1 WATER 1 

1 WATER 1 

MONTMORILLONITE (2: 1 ) 

Figure 2.3: Examples of clay structures 



DISTANCE X- 
FROM PART ICLE SURFACE 

GOUY CHAPMAN 

STERN 

Figure 2.4: Conceptual concentrations for different DDL models 



HYDRATED CATION 

'ROW OF WATER 
MOLECULES 

CLAY PARTICLES 

a) b 

PARTIALLY HYDRATED 
CATION 

IONS INTERACT DIRECTLY WlTH 
THE PARTICLE SURFACE 

Figure 2.5: Two possible cation arrangements at the surface of a clay particle (after Yong, 1992) 



POTENTIAL AT SURFACE 
/-'OF CLAY PARTICLE 

DOUBLE- LAYER THICKNESS, x h m )  

Figure 2.6: Variation in double layer thickness with dielectnc constant, D 
(&ter Femandez and Quigley, 1985) 



I 
I - Unsoturoted - Soturated -i 
I 

AEV 4 
I 
I 

1 

Figure 2.7: Characteristic wrve relating water content to pressure 
(after Freeze and Cheny, 1979) 



- Pressure 

Figure 2.8: Characteristic drainage arrves for thme hypothetical soils 
a) silty day, b) silty sand, c) uniform sand 
(after Freeze and Cherry. 1979) 



Figure 4.1 : Gas breakthrough test board and test cell (after Kirkham, 1995) 



Argon Gas 
SUPP~Y 

Gas Collection 

Bourdon 
Gauge 

Tank 
" 90 

Bourdon 
Gauge Q 

Pressure Regulator 

a Bal1 Valve 

Needle Valve 

Pressure Transducer 

Relief Valve 

Figure 4.2: Schematic of gas breakthrough test equipment (after Hume. 1998) 



TEST BOARD 1 
TRANSDUCERS 
(analog signals 

gas inlet. gas outlet, fluid) 

TEST BOARD 2 
TRANSDUCERS 
(analog signals 

gas inlet. gas outlet, fluid) 

EXCITATION VOLTAGE 
b 

Figure 4.3: Schematic of data acquisition system 

1 ' - - - - - - - - - - - -  

I 
I 
I 
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l- 
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TOP FlANGE 

FILTER STONE 
AND FILTER PAPER 

SPEClMEN CHAMBER 

FILTER STONE 
AND FILTER PAPER 

SLEEVE 

BOTOM FLANGE 

FACE SEALING 
TUBE CONNECTOR 

SET SCREW 
(FOR FLANG E REMOVAL) 

Figure 4.1 0: Cross-section of test cell (after Kirkham. 1995) 



flange end view filter paper 

Figure 4.1 1 : Exploded view of test cell flange and filters (after Kirkham, 1995) 

Figure 4.12: Division of specimen for water content tests 



10.0 - 
IStJ50-17 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
pdrl = 2.29 
payd, = 2.02 ~ g l r n j  
w = 5.38 % 
Sr = 80.6 % 

gas inflow 

gas collection 

0.0 - 
1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hourç) 

ISU50-15 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 3.2 MPa 

Sr = 95.2 % gas inf ow 

/ 
l 

v . -  ------_ _ ----- __-_---*  
gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 

Figure 5.1: Increasing gas breakthrough pressure with increasing Sr 



2.0 - 
iSU50-5 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5 

Elapsed time (hours) 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

10.0 

8.0 -. 

A 

$ 6-0 -. 
5 
2 
3 
rn 
rn 

4.0 
L 

Figure 5.2: Increasing gas breakthrough pressure with increasing pd, 

lSU50-14 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 2.4 MPa 
pdry = 2.23 ~ ~ l r n ~  
pay ,, = 1.92 Mglm 3 

w = 7.8 % 
Sr = 100.0 % 
Qin = O 

- -  
gas inflow 

gas collection 

0.0 ' 



f SU37.5-8 
37.5% iflite 162.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
p,, = 2.15 ~ g l r n ~  
p, Q, = 1.65 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 93.6 % 
Qin = O 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 

1SU50-12 
50% illite 1 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
pdnl = 2.1 5 ~ g / d  
p&y d, = 1.81 ~ g l m "  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 93.7 % 
Qin = O 

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

EIapsed time (houn) 

Figure 5.3: lncreasing gas breakthrough w pressure with increasing Pmay dry 



ISU75-5 
75% illite / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 

, pd,, = 2.02 ~ g / r n ~  

pdav = 1.90 ~ g l m ~  
, w = 10.8 % 

Sr = 84.6 % 
Qin = O gas inflow 

4 
, gas collection 

0.2 0.3 
Elapsed tirne (hours) 

ISU37.5-2 
37.5% illite 162.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 
pw = 2.30 ~ g l r n ~  

- 1.90 ~ ~ l r n ~  Pday dry - 
w = 5.3 % 
Sr = 84.8 % 
Qin = O 

gas infiow 

/=---- 

Figure 5.4: Decreasing rate of gas breakthrough with increasing pdiy 



- - 

BU-1 5 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pd, = 1.10 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 44.7% 
Sr = 82.2 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow 

b 
,gas collection 

0.1 0.2 0.3 

Elapsed time (hours) 

3U-1 A B 
Sas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
3dv = 1 -1 1 ~ ~ / m ~  
IV = 49.1 % 
5, = 91.0 % 
>in = O 

'Data file not available. i 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

Figure 5.5(a): Increasing gas breakthrough with increasing Sr 



BU-1 9 
Gas breakthrough 5.4 MPa 

6 

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

Figure 5.5(b): Increasing gas breakthrough with increasing Si 



2.0 - 
B U-6 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 

/ gas collection 
A 

1 

0.0 
0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (houn) 

Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 
Pdv = 1 .O3 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 52.7 % 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 

Figure 5.6(a): lncreasing gas breakthrough pressure with increasing pd, 



SU-1 O 
Sas breakthrough >9.2 MPa 
pw = 1.13 ~ ~ l m ~  
N = 53.3 % 
Sr = 101.5 % 
Qvi= O 

-- 
;Data file not available , 

Figure 5.6(b): Increasing gas breakthrough pressure with increasing pd, 



0.1 1 10 

Diameter (microns) 

Figure 5.7: Pore sire distributions for Mite specimens compacted to pd = 2.04 ~ g l r n ~  at varying water content A 

3 







1 -2 1.4 1 -6 1.8 2.0 2.2 

Effective clay dry density ( ~ g l r n ~ )  

Figure 6.1: Gas breakthrough pressure - effective clay dry density relationship 
for illitelsand specimens with Sr = 8590% 



I - after Kirkham (1 995) - 100% 
A 1 

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 

Effective clay dry density (~g/rn~) 

Figure 6.2: Gas breakthrough pressure - effecüve clay dry density relationship 
for illitefsand specimens with Sr = 90-95% 



r - after Kirkham (1 995) - 100% illite 

1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Effective clay dry density (~g/rn? 

Figure 6.3: Gas breakthrough pressure - effective clay dry density relationship 
for illite/sand specimens with Sr = 95400% 



Sp80% 
(illite - after Kirkham, 

Sr =95-100% 
(il I itelsa nd) 

S ~ 8 5 9 0 %  
(il lit elsa nd) 

1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Effective clay dry density ( ~ g l r n ?  

Figure 6.4: Summary of gas breakthrough pressure - effective day dry density 
relationship for illitelsand specimens 





A gas breakthrough occurred 

no gas breakthrough 
occurred 

Figure 6.6: Gas breakthrough pressure - dry density - water content relationship for unsaturated bentonite 





SIMPLE 
SYSTEM 

SPECIMEN VISCOSITY PORE SHAPE PORE 
LENGTH OF PORE FLUlD FACTOR TORTUOSITY 

Figure 6.8: Conceptual diagram showing factors used in advecüve models to represent the actual system 





Calculate pore radius from RnlP tests: 

r = diameter fmm MIP - (2 x thidmess of bound water) 

2 

r = 0.3~1 o4 - (2 x 0 . 5 ~ 1 ~ 7  = 1 -495x1 û7m 

2 

Calculate pore radius from specific surface area: 

SSA = 60 000 m2/kg 

Sr = 2040 kg/m3 x 60 000 m2/kg = 1.224 x 108 m-' 

r = n&(l -n) = -2611 -224x1 08(1 -.26) = 2.87 x 1 0-'m 

Pb = 2 (0.073)11.495~10" 

Pb = 1.0 MPa 

Poiseulle: 

L = 0.025 m 

q = 1-02 x 1 O~ Pa'sec 

p = 200 000 Pa/ 5 minutes 

= 667 Pdsecond 

t = 8.5 hours, Pb = 20.0 MPa 

Figure 6.10(a) : Sample mode1 calculations (Mite) 



t = 13.0 hours, Pb = 31.5 MPa 

Figure 6.10(b) : Sample model calculations (illite) 



APPENDIX A 

GAS BREAKTHROUGH TEST RESULTS 



ISU75-1 
75% illite / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 2.8 MPa 

1 .O 2-0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU75-2 
75% iilite / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 2.8 MPa 

gas inflow 1 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



lSU75-3 
75% illite / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1.8 MPa 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU75-4 
75% illite 1 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 3.2 MPa 

! . /  

gas intlow 

v & 
gas collection 

COLLE DON CC 
2.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 



ISU75-5 
75% illite / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pq = 2.02 klglrn3 
p* ,, = 1.90 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 10.8 % 
Sr = 84.6 % 
Qin = O gas intiow 

, gas collection 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (hours) 

75% illite / 25% sand 

<-O l Gas breakthrough 1.2 MPa 
p,, = 2.06 ~ g l r n )  

Pcieydry = 1.95 ~ g l r n '  
w = 10.8 % 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



fSU75-7 
75% illite i 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 2.2 MPa 
p,, = 2.20 ~ ~ / r n '  
pw, = 2.08 ~g/rn'  
w = 8.0 % 
Sr = 90.7 % 
Q*= O 

gas inflow 

irl ikgDs&*wu 

F v -- --__--___ _ _--- ---- gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

1 75% illite 125% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1.2 MPa 
pdv = 2.1 7 
p, dv = 2.05 ~ g / r n ~  

gasinfiow 

+ gas collection __-_---_------ 
0.0 ' 

2.0 3.0 
Elapsed tirne (hours) 



- - - - 

ISU75-9 
75% illite / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1.2 MPa 
pw = 2.05 ~ g / r n ~  
pcuvav = 1.91 ~g/rn= 
w = 11.8% 
Sr = 97.9 % 
Qrn=O 

' gas inflw v 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (houn) 

ISU75-10 
75% ill'rte / 25% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdy = 2.00 ~ g l r n '  
Pday diy = 1.85 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 11.8% 
Sr = 89.0 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow 

r------ . 
gas colledon 

0.2 O. 3 
Elapsed time (hours) 



ISUSO-1 
50% illite 1 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 1.97 ~ g l r n ~  
pw dv = 1 5 6  ~ g / r n =  
w = 9.9 % 
Sr = 71.9% 
Q,= O 

l 
I i gas collection 
i 

0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU50-2 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdw = 1.98 ~ g l r n ~  
pday = 1.58 fMg/rn3 
w =11.2% 
Sr = 82.0 % 
Qvi= O 

L gas colledion 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 



- -- - - -  

ISU50-3 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 2.00 ~ g l r n ~  

- 1.60 ~ g l r n ~  Pdaydry - 
w = 12.3% 
Sr = 93.3 % 
Qin = O r 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU50-4 
50% illite 1  50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
pw = 2.04 ~ g / r n ~  
pda, dy = 1.66 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 12.3% 
Sr = 100.8 Oh 
Qin = O 

I 

r d - J  

0.2 0.3 

Elapsed time (hours) 



ISU50-5 
50% illite 150% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 
pdry = 2.04 ~ g l r n ~  
pm = 1 -66 ~ g / r n ~  
w = 12.0 % 
Sr = 100.1 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflaw 
R 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 

lSU50-6 
50% iilite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
p, = 2.00 ~ g l r n ~  
p,, = 1.60 ~ ~ l r n ~  
w = 13.0 % 
Sr = l O O . 3  % 
Qin = O ( C - - -  

/ 

gas inflow 

1 t5' gas collection 1 

---------------- i 
0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (houn) 



- - 

ISUSO-7 
50% illite 1 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 5.4 MPa 

gas collection V 
_-_________-_-_____---------------e---- 

10.0 
ISUSO-8 
50% illite / 50% sand 

1 .O 2 0  3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 



-- 

ISU50-9 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdn, = 2.09 ~ g / r n ~  
p w d y  = 1.72 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 9.0 % 
Sr = 84.2 % 
Qin = O 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 

ISU50-1 O 
50% illite 1 50% sand 
Gas breauhrough 0.2 MPa 
p,, = 2-04 ~ g / r n ~  
p&y ,, = 1.66 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 9.0 % 
Sr =76.f % 
Qui= O 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 -4 
Elapsed time (hours) 



ISUSO-11 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1.6 MPa 
pav = 2.17 ~ g l r n ~  
p~ dv = 1.84 ~ g l r n )  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 98.1 % 
Qin = O 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapseâ tirne (hours) 

ISUSO-12 
50% illite 1 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
pw = 2.1 5 ~ g l r n ~  
paay = 1.8 1 ~ g f r n ~  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 93.7 % 
Qin = O 

2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 
r 



ISUSO-13 
50% itlite 150% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1.2 MPa 
p,, = 2.20 Mg/m3 
pw = 1.88 ~ g l r n l  

. w = 7.8 % 
Sr = 92.8 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow 

J+= 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU50-14 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 2.4 MPa 
p,, = 2.23 Mglm3 
pdW dry = 1.92 ~ g l r n )  
w = 7.8 % 
Sr = 100.0 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow 

gas collection 

2.0 
Elapsqd time (hours) 



ISU50-15 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 3.2 MPa 

Qin = O gas infiow 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

ISUSO-16 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 2.0 MPa 
pay = 2.25 ~ g / r n '  
pdsy dy = 1.95 ~ g / r n ~  
w = 6.6 % 
Sr = 87.8 % 
Q*= O 

Data file not available 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (houn) 



- - -- - - - - - 

ISU50-17 
50% illite / 50% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
pdy = 2.29 ~ g f r n )  
p m  drY = 2.02 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 5.38 % 
Sr = 80.6 % 
Q," = O 

h 
gas infiow 

gas collection 
--,-Y------- 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

- - - - - - - - 

ISU50-18 
50% illite 150% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.8 MPa 
pdy = 2.21 ~ g / r n ~  
pdsV drV = 1.90 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 7.32 % 
Sr = 88.9 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow i d -  
gas collection 

Elapsed time (hours) 
r 



10.0 
ISU37.5-1 
37.5% Mite 1 62.5% sand 

.-O t Gas breakthrough 2.0 MPa 
P* = 2.30 ~ g l r n ~  
p~ = 1.90 ~ g / r n ~  

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Eiapsed time (hours) 

ISU37.5-2 
37.5% illite / 62.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 
pdiy = 2.30 ~ g f r n ~  
p&y Q, = 1.90 ~ g f r n ~  
W = 5.3 % gas inflow 
Sr = 84.8 % 
Qin = O 

gas colkc!ion 



ISU37.5-3 
37.5% illite 162.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa (slow) 
PdrV = 2.24 ~ g l r n ~  
paay = 1.79 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 7.3 % 
Sr = 99.0 % 
Qin = O 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU37.5-4 
37.5% illite / 62.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa (slow) 
pm = 2.24 ~ ~ l r n ~  
pan, dy = 1.79 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 6.4 % 
Sr = 85.8 % 
Qui= O 

[ ~ a t a  file not available 1 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



--- 

Data file not available 

10.0 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Eiapsed time (hours) 

8.0 -. 

10.0 - 
ISU37.5-6 
37.5% illite 1 62.5% sand 

ISU37.5-5 
37.5% illite / 62.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa (slow) 
pw = 2.17 ~ g / r n ~  
pdn, drl = 1.70 Mglm3 

Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa (slow) 
pd, = 2.18 ~ g / r n ~  

pay = 1.70 Mglm3 

bats file not available 1 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



lSU37.5-7 
37.5% illite 1 62.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 

gas inflaw 

I 

collection 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 

-- 

ISU37.5-8 
37.5% illite 162.5% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 2.1 5 ~ g l r n ~  
pdsy ~y = 1.65 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 93.6 % 
Qin = O 

I 
I gas inflow - 

C e - - - . - - - .  

i gas collection 

I 

0.2 0.3 

Elapsed time (hours) 



ISU25-1 
25% illite / 75% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdry = 2.23 ~ g l r n ~  
pdq dy = 1 -49 ~ g i ' r n ~  
w = 3.5 % 
Sr = 46.1 % 
Q * = O  

0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU25-2 
25% illite / 75% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdry = 2.06 ~ g / r n '  
P w  da = 1.23 ~ g l m ~  
w = 3.5 % 
Sr =3l .5  % 
Qin = O 

1 gas coiledion 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
Elapsed time (hours) 



ISU25-3 
25% illite / 75% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 

- pdry = 2.23 ~ g l r n '  
pmdy = 1.51 ~ g / r n ~  
w = 6.5 % 
Sr = 86.5 % 

.. Qin= O 

gas inflow ---------- 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Elapsed tirne (hours) 

- 

ISU25-4 
25% illite / 75% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdry = 2.1 9 
pdty = 1.44 
w = 6.5 % 
Sr = 78.0 % 
Qui= O 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (houn) 



25% illite / 75% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pau = 2.15 ~ g / r n ~  
p* dv = 1.37 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 97.0 % 
Qin = O 

gas culledion 

0.2 0.3 0.4 O. 5 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ISU25-6 
25% illite / 75% sand 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pyy = 2.12 ~ g / m '  
p* dry = 1 -32 ~ g l d  
w = 8.9 % 
Sr = 90.5 % 
Qin = O 

gas cdledon 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
Elapsed time (hours) 



Gas breakthrough > 4.8 MPa 

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

BW-2 
Sas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pa, = 0.99 ~ ~ l r n ~  
N~~~~ = 46.1 % 
Slcmpdon> = 7 1.6 % 
SmYuo = 88.1 % 
&= 3.77 ml 

gas inff ow 

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed'time (hours) 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pav = 0.99 ~ g l r n ~  
W- = 46.1 % 
Sqmwofll = 71 -6 % 
Sr(Cmr) = 89.6 % 
Qin = 3.62 ml 

gas infiw 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Etapsed time (hours) 

BW-3 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 0.79 ~ g l r n ~  

Si(capaaDn) = 51 -4 % 
SWi, = 91.0 % 
Qin = 1.37 ml 

0 - 
' gas collection 
L 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Elapsed time (hours) 

r 



- - - - - pp 

BW4 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pd,, = 0.60 ~g/rn '  
~ ( ~ - 1  = 46.1 % 
S f l - p a m ,  = 35.0 % 
Smnar, = 88.7 % 
Qui = 1.92 ml 

--------- ,-A'- 
, gas infiow 
, - - - - - - - -  

gas collection 

0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (hours) 

6W-5 
Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 

gas inflow / 

ii gas colktion 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 





2.0 - 
BW-6 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 

0.5 1 gas infiow J-,: 

0.2 O. 3 0.4 0.5 
Elapsed time (hours) 

BW-6B 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
pw = 0.92 ~ g / r n ~  
~ ( ~ ~ a ~ )  = 42.6 % 
Si(comPadionl = 58.4 % 
SrCrmis,, = 93.7 % 
QIn = 2.20 ml 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
Elapsed time (hours) 

* 



BW-6C 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
p,, = 0.92 ~ g l m j  
w(--) = 42.6 % 
Sfl--) = 58.4 % 
SMmq = 93.1 % 
Qin = 1.86 ml / 

0 
cc-------- 

/ 

1 

1 
1 

I 
r 

I 
1 

1 
1 

1 
r 

1 
I 

I 
gas collection I 

.-----)--de-------------------- ----&' 
! 

0.2 0.3 
Elapsed time (hou=) 

BW-7 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
pav = 0.60 ~ ~ l r n ~  
w~sornp.~)  = 54.6 % 
Si(smiwaonl = 42.0 % 
Srgwi) = 88.0 % 
Qin = 0.92 ml 

gas inflow +- 
/ gas collection 

.------------*i--------e-e------- - -ie 
I 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Elapsed v time (hours) 



BW-8 
Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pdrV = 1 .O0 ~ g l r n ~  
wmmpaaa, = 49.5 % 
Src-pecmn, = 78.2 % 

= 93.8 % 
Qin = 5.01 ml 

.- .- 

Data file not available. -- 

- 

BW-10 
Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pdry = 0.88 ~ g / r n ~  
wsorrWdai = 63.4 % 
Sr(ampactionl = 82.2 % 
Sr(<iMI) = 91 .O % 
Q, = 1.86 ml 

- - ---- -. - - . ----- 
Data file not available. O 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pw = 0.98 ~ g l r n ~  
Y V - ~ ~ ~  = 63.5 % 

Ji gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

3W-12 
Sas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 

= 0.78 ~ ~ / r n "  
= 63.5 % 

Sqm-onl = 69.1 % 
Sqfmo 183.5 % 
Qin = 1.27 ml 

gas i n f l o w v  

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed r time (hours) 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
p* = 0.81 hAg/m3 

gas inflow / 

# gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

Sas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
3dy = 0.71 ~ g l r n ~  
~~~~m =48.3 % 
LI 

>flmmpaaon, = 46.3 % 
3 , ~  = 89.1 % 
&= 1.30 ml 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
p,, = 1 .O0 Mg1m3 
w m w m  = 54.4 % 

/ gas cotiection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

jas breakthrough = 2.6 MPa 
3, = 0.80 Mglm3 
Ncom~&f, = 54.4 % 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

€laps& time (heurs) 



8W-17 
Gas breakthrough 1 .O MPa 
pd,, = 0.70 ~ g / r n ~  
w-ci, = 54.3 % 
Srcmpadioni = 51 .O % 
SqfimQ = 90.2 % 
Qin= 1.81 ml 

0.2 0.3 0.4 

Elapsed time (hours) 

BW-18 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 

0.2 0.3 

Elapsed time (houn) 
? 



1 BW-19 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 
pay = 0.76 ~ g f r n '  

. wmWdm = 58.2 % 
S m  = 60.9 % 
Sflmi, = 91.2 % 
Qin = 1.57 ml 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 

BW-20 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdry = 0.66 ~ ~ l r n l  
~ c o r n p â d ~ ~  = 58.2 % 
Sr(mmpaaan) = 50.3 % 
Smna, = 93.5 % 
Qin= 1.17 ml 

gas infiow 



BW-21 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 

gas inflow 

[> miienion 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 

Elapsed tirne (houn) 

- -- -- 

BW-22 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdv = 0.61 ~ g / r n l  
W - ~ W  = 46.9 % 
Si(tOmpactiOn~ = 36.8 % 
Sqml = 87.7 % 
Q, = 1.20 ml 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

Elapsed Grne (hours) 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pd, = 0.98 ~ g l r n ~  

gas i n ~ o w x  

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pdv = 1.02 ~ g / r n ~  
N = 57.6 % 
Sr = 92.7 % 
gin = O (wet filters) 

gas inflow / 

gas collection 

1 .O 2. O 3.0 
Elapsed time (houn) 

BU-2 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdw = 0.90 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 60.0 % 
Sr = 80.3 % 
Q, = O (wet filte 

,gas colledion 



-. . 

8 U-3 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdil = 1.00 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 59.4 % 
Sr = 93.9 % 
Qin = O 

0.2 0.3 0.4 O. 5 
Elapsed time (hours) 

BU-3B 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
p,, = 1 .O2 ~ g l r n )  
w = 56.7 % 
Sr = 92.1 % 
Qin = O 

gas iniîow j I 
/ 

/ -- #-' 

gas collection &-- ,----------,-----Y- 

Elapsed time (hours) 
r 



1 Gas breakthrough 7.8 MPa 
gas inflow J' 

gas collection 

r : ------------------------------------------ 
1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

-- 

BU-5 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
pdry = 1.00 ~ g l r n '  
w = 54.3 % 
Sr = 85.9 % 

Elapsed time (hou-) 



BU-6 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 0.90 ~ ~ / m ~  
w = 54.3 % 
Sr = 73.1 % 
Qin = O 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5 
Elapsed time (hous)  

10.0 
BU-7 
Gas breakthrough 1.2 MPa 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 



BU-78 
Gas brea kthrough.4.6 MPa 
pdv = 1 .O7 ~ g l r n "  
w = 56.4 % 
Sr = 98.8 % 
Qin= O 

Data file hot available 
. - - . - - -  . - - - - -  

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

3u-7C 
3as breakthrough 3.6 MPa 
3dnl = 1 .O8 ~ ~ / m ~  
N = 54.9 % 
Sr = 97.8 % 
&=  O 

gas inflow Ni 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (houfs) 



BU-8 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
p,, = 1.04 ~ g / r n ~  
w = 55.9 % 
Sr = 94.1 % 
Qin = O 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
Elapsed time (hours) 

BU-8B 
Gas breakthrough 0.8 MPa 
pdrV = 1.04 blglrn3 

.w = 56.1 % 
Sr = 94.2 % 
Qin = O 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Elapsed %me (hours) 



I Qin = O (wet filters) 

2.0 -. 

gas infiow r 
1.5 

L - ! / R @ # /  / 

, , - - ' gas collection 

BU-9 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pd, = 1 .O0 ~ g l m "  

- -W = 49.4 % 
Sr = 78.1 % 

0.0 O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
Elapsed time (hours) 

BU-IO 
Gas breakthrough >9.2 MPa 
p,, = 1.13 ~ g l r n ~  
in/ = 53.3 % 
Sr = 101.5% 
Qin= O 

;Data file not available i 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsec) time (hours) 



Gas breakthrough > 9.2 MPa 
pdry = 1.1 1 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 48.1% 

Qin = O (wet filters) 

gas i n f i o w x  

gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

BU-1 1 B 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
pw = 1.11 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 49.1 % 
Sr = 91.0% 
Qin = O 

- 
:Data file not available. 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed,time (hours) 



BU-1 1 C 
Gas breakthrough 0.6 MPa 
pdrV = 1.09 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 50.8 % 
Sr = 92.3 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

BU-1 2 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdV = 0.91 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 49.1% 
Sr = 66.3 % 
& = O  

I gas inflow 
.-------------------- 

gas collection 

L 
I 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
EIapsed time (hours) 

r 



BU-1 3 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
p,, = 1 .O0 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 45.0 % 
Sr = 70.7 % 
Qin = O (wet filters) 

4 

/ -  

,' gas collection 
1 

& - - - - - - - - -  

1 

r 
\ 

*cc---- 
/ 

C 

i 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 

-- - -  

BU-14 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdv = 0.89 ~ g l r n l  
w = 46.8 % 
Sr = 61.5 % 
Qin = O 

pas infiow J- 

gas coIlection 
L 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed time (hours) 



- -- 

BU-1 5 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pdry = 1.10 ~ g / r n ~  
w = 44.7 % 
Sr = 82.2 % 
Qin = O 

'gas infiow 

,gas collection 

0.2 0.3 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 

BU-16 
Gas breakthrough 6.8 MPa 
pdry = 1.17 ~ ~ / m ~  
w = 48.7% 
Sr = 99.2 % 
Qin= O 

Data file not available 
- .  --a 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 



BU-1 7 
Gas breakthrough 0.8 MPa 
ps, = 1.13 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 48.2 % 
Sr ~ 9 1 . 8  % 
Q,= O 

1 
1 

f 
1 

I 
1 

1 
I 

f 
1 
I 

gas collection # 

ce- ---------------- --------J'-/ 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 

0.0 - 
O. 1 0.2 v 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 

Elapsed tirne (hou=) 

l 

BU-1 8 
Gas breakthrough 0.4 MPa 
pdv = 1 .O3 
w = 52.7 % 
Si = 86.9 % 
Q,, = O 



BU-18B 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 1 .O6 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 49.1% 
Sr = 84.2 % 

, gas inflow 

0.2 0.3 

Elapsed tirne (hours) 

BU-18C 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 

,' gas collection 

0.2 0.3 0.4 O. 5 
Elapsed time (hours) 



BU-1 9 
Gas breakthrough 5.4 MPa 

gas inflow/ 

gas collection r' 
1 .O 2.0 3. O 

Elapsed time (hours) 

BU-20 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
pw = 0.99 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 51.5% 
Sr = 79.7 % 
Qin = O 

0.2 0.3 0.4 

Elapsed .me (hours) 



INPFU-1 
illite with paraffin pore fluid 
Gas breakthrough 2.0 MPa 
pdrV = 2.05 ~ g l r n ~  
W a  = 12.0 % 
Sr = 95.6 % 
Qin = O 

P v -----__---_------- gas collection 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

-. 

INPFU-1 B 
illite with paraffin pore fiuid 
Gas breakthrough 2.4 MPa 
pdrV = 2.05 ~ g l d  
W& = 12.0 % 
Sr = 95.6 % 
Qin = O 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 



BNPFU-2 
bentonite with paraffin pore fluid 
Gas breakthrough 0.2 MPa 
p,, = 1.15 ~ g / r n ~  
WM = 50.0 % 
Sr = 98.8 % 
Qin = O 

0.2 0.3 
Eiapsed time (hours) 

BNPFU-3 
bentonite with water pore fluid 
Gas breakthrough 3.6 MPa 
p,, = 1.15 
w = 50.6 % 
Sr = 99.3 Oio 
cl,= O 

gas infiow 

JTTT 

1 .O , 2.0 3.0 
Eiapsed time (hours) 



bentonite with water pote fluid 
Gas breakthrough 5.4 MPa 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 



IUT-1 
pressure increment 0.2 MPaRir 
Gas breakthrough 2.2 MPa 
p,, = 2.04 ~ g f r n '  
w = 12.6 % 
Sr = 98.4 % 

gas infiow f l  
5.0 10.0 

Elapsed time (hou=) 

ITU-1% 
pressure increment 0.2 MPaBr 
Gas breakthrough 1.8 MPa 
pm = 2.04 IVlg/m3 
w = 12.6 % 
Sr = 98.4 % 
Qui= C 

5.0 v 10.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



pressure increment 0.2 MPa/hr 

8-o 1 Gas breakthrough 2.2 MPa 
pdPl = 2.04 ~ g / r n ~  
w = 12.6% 
Sr = 98.4 % 

5.0 10.0 
Elapsed tirne (hours) 

2.0 

-- 

ITU-1 B 
pressure increment 0.2 MPaBr 
Gas breakthrough 1.8 MPa 
pw = 2.04 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 12.6% 
Sr = 98.4 % 

- Qin= O 

I r i 
gas inflow I 

I 

gas inflw ,=-p-' 

I gas collection V 
------------------Y-------* * - - - - -  - - -------c- - -- -- 

0.0 r 

i I gas collection v ---- - -- - -_--_--_-_-- - ---a,_---_ci -------- 
5.0 10.0 

Elapsed Cime (hours) 



ITU-2 
Gas breakthrough 3.6 MPa 
p,, = 2.04 ~ g l r n ~  
w = 12.6% 
Sr = 98.3 % 
Qin = O 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 

ITU-2B 
Gas breakthrough 3.6 MPa 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



ITU-3 
Gas inflow pressure constant at 1.8 MPa 
Gas breakthrough at 81700 sec. (22.7 hrs) 
pdv = 2.04 ~ ~ / m ~  
w = 12.3 % 
Sr = 97.2 % 
Qin = O 

pata file not available. 1 

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 

Elapsed time (hours) 

ITU-4 
Gas inflow pressure constant at 2.8 MPa 
Gas breakthrough at 1 100sec. (0.3 hrs) 
pdy = 2.04 
w = 12.3% 
Sr = 96.9 % 
Qin = O 

V gas infiow 

2.0 
Elapsed time (hours) 



- -  - - -  - - - - 

ITU4B 
Gas inflow pressure constant at 2.8 MPa 
Gas breakthrough at 80C sec. (0.2 hrs) 
p, = 2.04 ~ g l r n '  
w = 12.3% 
Sr = 96.9 % 
Qin = O 

I 

,y gas infiow 

0.0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 

Elapsed,time (hours) 

1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Elapsed time (houn) 

ITU-5 
Gas inflow pressure constant at 0.8 MPa 
No gas breakthrough in 336 hours 
p,, = 2.04 ~ g l r n j  
w = 123% 
Sr = 97.2 % 
Qui= O 

gas inflaw 

gas collection 



ITU-6 
Gas inflow pressure constant at 1.8 MPa 
Gas breakthrough at 2300 sec.(0.64 hours) 

-p,, = 2.06 ~ g i r n ~  
w = 11.7% 
Sr = 94.1 % 

-Qin = O 

gas inflow 1. 

50.0 100.0 

Eiapsed time (hours) 

TU-7 
Jas inflow pressure constant at 0.8 MPa 
Sas breakthrough at 1800 sec.(0.5 hours) 
3dv = 2.06 ~ g l r n ~  
N = 11.7% 
Sr = 94.1 % 
Qin = O 

gas inflow 

50.0 100.0 

Ela psed tirne (hours) 
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